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Decomposition is the reexpression of a function as a

composition of simpler functions. The applícation of de-

composition techniques to the logical design of many-

valued switching circuits is investigated with particular

emphasis on the development of efficient computer-oriented

synthesis algorithms.

The principal results which have appeared in the lit-
erature are examined" With this basis a theory of two-

place decompositions i-s devel-oped. A technique for iden-

tifying the two-place decompositions of a many-valued func-

Lion is presented. An extremely efficient identification
procedure is developed for two-valued functions. Both

these techniques apply to either total or partial functions.

The application of two-place clecomposition to the

synthesis of two-valued and many-valued combinational sivitch-

ing circuits is consídered. Algorithms are presented for

both single and multiple-output circuits. These algorithms

have been implemented on the computer and several sample

circuits produced by these algorithms are presented. These

circuits will be compared to solutions produced by alter-

native technigues.
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1"

The study of the circuits used in computers is a key

area of computer science. An appreciation for these cir-
cuits and the ways in which they interact with other hard-
lvare components is the basis for understanding the l_imits
and capabilities of computers. Despite the development of
elaborate software systems which remove most users several
levels from the hardware, this area is stilr central Eo

the development of computer science. For example, paging

and segimentation, two major ad.vances in software engineer-
itg, can only be implemented with the assistance of special
purpose hardware. rn addition, the evolution of miní and

microcornputers and the subsequent return to 'hands-on,
computing, is increasing the hardware knowledge required
by programmers.

Hardware can be studied on vari-ous levels from the
erectronic components to the architecture i.e. the way

in which units such as memories, central processors,

channels, etc. are combined to form a computing system.

Between these extremes is logic design. computer hard\^rare

is buil-t from large numbers of a few types of primitive
building bl-ocks. Examining the elec.tronic implementation

of a block each time it is used woul-d introduce too much

detail- and only serve to confuse. Logic design presents

LOGTC DESTGN
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a clearer picture by treating the primi-tive devices in
terms of their functional or logical behavj-our.

Switching circuits were first constructed. of relay
contact switches, hence the name" The advent of digital
computers in the late 1940's greatly increased the need

for speed and resulted in switchj_ng circuits being con-

structed with vacuum tubes. The early 1960rs brought a

change to discrete component transistor and diode cj-rcuits.
The last few years have seen incredible ad.vances in j-nte-

grated circuits. The art is now to the point where a

processor can be praced on one chip and sord for l-ess than

$200.

Logic design itself covers a broad spectrum. One can

talk of building circuits in terms of very primitive devices

such as NAND or NoR gates or of interconnecting two chips

one of which is a memory the other of which is a processing

unit. We shall use logic design to mean design at the

gate level. This is still a widely used approach on its
own, and i-s al-so the basis for integrated circuit design.

2. YIANY-VALUED LOGTC DESIGN

Technological limitations have restricted computer

manufacturers to the use of two-valued devices. As a

resul-t, computer scj-entists must constantly contend with
strings of lrs and 0's and their many associated problems.

There is no d.oubt a machine with truly decimal hardware

would be well received. Unfortunately, such a development



does not seem likely" There have, however, been many

advances in many-valued hardware implementations especially

for the case of three values. Such systems offer several

attractive possibilities.

Integrated circuiL technology makes the number of

interconnections in a circuit the key factor in determining

its cost and feasibility. Many-valued devices offer the

potential of greatly red.ucing the number of connections.

One study I 79 I has shown that ternary parallel multipliers

require fewer than two-thirds the interconnections of

their binary counter-parts. There is a similar reductj-on

in the number of gates but this is offset by their higher

cost. The feasibility of integrated ternary devices has

been demonstrated by Mouftah and Jordan t 43 I and by

Etiemble and Israel t 15 l.
Another attractive feature of many-valued hardware

is symetric number representation as demonstrated by designs

presented for ternary arithmetic units t 171, l19l, [44],
t, 62 1. For example, if ternary d.igits are represented by

*f , 0, -1 sign conversion is trj-vial-. Negative values are

found by simply inverting each ternary digit i.e. +l

becomes -1-, -1 becomes +1 and 0 remaj-ns 0" Additions and

subtractions are carried out without regard to sign as in

the binary two's complement notation. Round-off schemes

are not required since a value is rounded to k most

significant diEits by truncation of the remainíng digits.



Swj-tchíng circuits fal1 into two categories: combina-

tional where the val-ues of the outputs depend. solely on

the present inputs; and sequential where the outputs

depend both on the present inputs and the previous outputs.

Sequential cj-rcuits are implemented as a combinational

block together wiLh memory devices or feedback loops.

Combinational design is thus a more fundamental process.

The major part of this thesis examines many-valued combin-

ational circuit desiqn.

3. TWO-VALUED SYNTHESTS TECHNIQUES

Initially, switching circuits were constructed by the

heuristic application of ad hoc design techniques. This

approach is tedious, highly prone to error and its success

depends on the experience of the desiginer. In 1938,

Shannon | 641 represented the behaviourofrelay contact

networks j-n terms of a two-valued Boolean algebra" Since

that time, there has been a great deal of interest in
application of Boolean algebra to the synthesis problem

(ref I4l, t Sl, t16 1, [18], I33 1, [35], 142 1,

t 441, [ 51], I SS1, 1561, | 641, [ 65] etc.). particular

attention has been given to the development of algorithmic
design procedures and to their implementation on the com-

puter.

The key results were presented by Quine t 55 ] [ 56 ]

who developed techniques for d.etermining a minimal disjunc-
tive normal form Boolean expression" Such an expression



is a disjunction of terms each of which is a conjunction
of variabres or their inversions e.g. ãuc + abõ + a6cã.
The expression is minimal if the number of terms plus the
number of variables in these terms is as small as possible.
These expressions correspond directly to two-revel
switching ci-rcuits with minimal- numbers of gates and

connections. several authors have suggested improvements

to Quiners techniques (see reference list in preceding
paragraph). The most important are the computer implemen-

tation due to Mccruskey I ¡s I and. Bartee's technique L 4, l
for multiple-output circuits.

Zissos and Duncan t 83 I have presented an alternative
technique which is computationally more efficient than the
processes based on Quine's work. rt is not cl_ear whether
this technique always produces a mi-nimal result but the
results are typically very good and. are obtained quickry.
Geometric techniques for two-level circui-t design have

also appeared e-g" the map methods of vietch t 78 I and

Karnaugh l28 I and the combinatorial topology approach
due to Roth t 58 l. The latter approach was examined Ín
detail in t 36 l.

T\po-level minimization techniques for many-varued
functions have been presented by Allen and Givone t r J,
Smith t 6e 1, Ostapko et al I 501, Su and Cheung I lOl,
I 71 I and Nutter and Swartout t 49 l. These techniques
require considerable computation and are only practi_cal
for very small problems i-nvolving few variables.



A minimal two-revel circuit may not be optimum. often
the fan-in limit i"e. the maximum number of inputs to a

single gate, is too large for practical implementation.
In add.ition, there is frequently a multi-level circuit
with a lower fan-in limit, fewer gates and consequentry
fewer interconnections. Design techniques for multi-level
switching circui-ts are thus extremely important.

one approach is to begin wi-th a minimar two-r_eve1

circuit and to transform it to an equivalent multi-teve1
circuit- This procedure is often appried by hand in whích
case the experience of the designer is critical. There
is al-so a high chance of error. Severalauthors ttll,
1l-21, [13], i73l have considered algorithmic procedures
involving factoring operations where rarge gates are
replaced by equivalent structures mad.e up of smal]er gates.
These techniques were specifically designed for computer
execution which rel-ieves the designer from the tedium of
hand execution and lessens the chance of error.

Factoring has three principle drawbacks. The compu-

tation required to find the initi-al two-level solution can

be quite costry- There is no guarantee the resulting
circuit will be optimal. Finally, factoring techniques
have only been developed for vertex-type gates i.e. gates
which assume the var-ue 0 (or 1) for exactly one input con-
dition- They exclude the use of exclusive-oR gates and

cannot be extended to many-valued problems since there i-s

no marly-valued equivalent to vertex gates.



3.

The most fundamental model of a switching circuit is
as a function mapping the possible input assignments onto
the val-ues assumed by the output. Decomposition is a

reexpression of such a function as a composition of
simpler functions. This corresponds directly to reali zj.ng
the initial switching circuit as a composition of simpler
circuits" There has been considerabr-e interest in appry-
i-ng decomposition techniques to the synthesis of two-valued
combi-national circuits and to a lesser degree, many-valued
combinational circuits. The general approach is to
identify a sequence of decompositions which express the
circuit in terms of continually si-mpler subcircuits until
it is entirely in terms of primitive switching devices.

The first major study of this approach was presented
by Ashenhurst | ? l. This was extended by Curtis Í g l

who presented an algorithm for the synthesis of two-val_ued

switching circuits without any unspecified input conditions.
An al-ternative approach was deveroped by Roth and Karp I sg ],
Karp et al- t 30 I and Karp | 29 l - This technique is compu-

tationally more viable and can be applied to circuits with
incompletely specified input conditions which arise
frequently in practice. rr{any-valued decomposition tech-
niques have been considered. by wariuzzarnan and vranesic [,82] ,
Varshevsky 177 I and by Muzio and the author t3B l, t45 l.
To date there have been no results for multiple-output
circuits 

"

DECOMPOSTTTON



Decomposition technique.s have several advantages over

the other approaches to design. First, decomposition algo-

rithms yield multi-level circuits without requiring an

initial two-level solution. In fact since d.ecompositíon is

a property of the function and not the notation of the

functionr w€ are free to choose the notation based on other

constraints such as the efficiency of its representation on

the computer. Since decomposition treats gates in terms of

their functional properties and not the particular func-

tions they implement, it can be adapted to use varying

primitive devices. This is extremely important in the many-

valued case where there is no agreement as to which are the

most viable primitives. Computationally a major advantage

of decomposition techniques is that they generate relative-

ly few ternporary result.s. This is important since this has

been a drawback to computer-assisted logic design especially

for the algebraic techniques.

In this thesisr srê examine dêcomposition techniques

for two-valued and many-valued functions and the applica-

tion of these techniques to the synthesis of combinational

switching circuits. Chapter 2 reviews the principal decomp-

ositíon results which have appeared in the literature.

Chapters 3 and 4 examine the problem of determining de-

compositions of many-valued and two-valued functions respec-

tively. A design algorithm for single-output many or two-

valued circuits is developed in chapter 5. This is a re-



finement and extension of the algorithm presented by the

author i-n I361. Multiple-output circuits are considered
in chapter 6" A general algorithm is presented, but for
reasons discussed in chapter 6, it has only been implemented

for two-val-ued functions. chapters 5 and 6 contain several
sample circuits prod.uced by our algorithms. These are

compared to circuits produced by alternative technigues.

4. I\TOTATfON AND DEFINITToNS

The following general notation and definitions are used.

throughout the thesis. More detailed notation and defin-
itions will be introduced within the text as required
where the context of the discussi-on will make them more

understandable.

we use capital letters as the names of sets and the
corresponding small letters with subscripts to denote their
elements. lal will denote the cardinality of the set A

i.e. the number of elements in A. u wirl denote set union.

n will denote set intersection. O will denote the empcy

set. smalI letters are also used as arguments of functions
and as variabl-es. The context will determine the use.

Functions are denoted by the letters f ,g ,h or u, ß ,\ , . .
...,ô. The range of a function will be denoted by R(f), the
domain will be denoted by D(f ). The range and domaj-n are

of course both sets. Functions will be specified in one

of three ways:



i) f (A) - \^ihere A is a set of arguments,

ii) f (a"râar....,a ) - wher. . r. z, - n. __.e uL,^2r.. . . ran denote

the arguments,

iii) f[x] - where x denotes an element in D(f)"
rn some cases two-valued functions are represented;by

expressions in Boolean algebra. The standard notation is
used | 2Ll with * denoting disju-nction, ' denoting conjunc-
tion and inverted variables represented by a bar e.g. ã.
The cónjunction symbol is ommitted between adiacent var-
iables.

A many-valued- function is such that the function and

its arguments each may take on only a finite number of
values. The function is said to be r-valued if these values
are taken from {0,1 t2,....,T-!i and the function itself
or one of its arguments takes on al-l r values. A two-valued

10

function is the case where r=2. An n-place function has

n arguments. rt is said to be a true n-place function if
it,depends on all of its arguments i.e. no arg,uments are
redundanL. A function f (A) is total if it is defined for
all possible assignments to the -iÍ otherwise it is partial
and the assiginments to the ri for which f is undefined are
termed'don't-care' conditions.

vüe shall use the term switching circuit to mean a

combinational switching circuit. A two-valued swítchincr

circrhit is one composed of devices implementing two-val_ued

functions" The fol-lowing qate symbols are used.:
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AND
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NAND
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A many-valued switching circuit ris one composed of
devices implementing many-valued functions. Tn drawing

these circuits a1l devices are denoted. by the AND symbol

with a label identifying a truth table definíng the required

function.

EXOR

(exclusive-OR)

OR

1ño-"þ -L--/

NOR

a_Ð|_cx,

INVBRTER



Functional Decomposition

ÏNTRODUCTTON1.

Functional decomposition is the re-expression of
a function as a composite of functions. For example,

the two-valued function

CHAPTER 2

f (arbrc,d) = ac + bc * ad + bd

may be written
f(c,b,c,d) : ô(c¿(a,b) ,ß(crd) )

where ô(ct,ß) = o-ß, 6¡(a,b) = a * b, and ß(c,d) = c + d.

Decomposj-tions where each subfunction d,ßr^{, ..., ô

can be realized by a switching function are of parti-
cular interest. Such decompositions represent multi-
l-eve1 circuit realizations of the original_ function.

A number of authors have considered functional
decomposj-tion and the application of decomposition tech-

niques to the synthesis of switching circuits " The

first major study was presented by Ashenhurst I Z l.
Decompositions of total two-valued functions were

considered. Each function in these decompositions is
two-valued and no functions have common arguments.

Ashenhurstts work is the basis of nearly al1 the decom-

position results appearing in the literature.
Curtis t g I has presented the most useful general-

ization of Ashenhurst's results. Once aqain total two-

1a
LL



valued functions are cons,idered.. In this case, each

function in the decomposition is two-valued. and

functions may have conìmon arguments "

Roth and Karp I 59 I have presented a very general

characterization of decomposition. These authors have

applied this result to t.re decomposj-tion of partial two-

valued functions. It will be shown that this resul-t

can be used to identify a large class of decompositions

of partial many-valued functions. This result is the

basis of the decomposition techni-ques developed in

chapters 3 and 4.

Two approaches to circuit synthesis employing

decomposition techniques have appeared. The first was

developed by Ashenhurst I Z I and Curtis t g l. Certain

'simple' decompositions are determined by examining

the given function. Several theoretical results are

then applied to construct a more 'complex' decomposition

from the simple decompositions. This approach is
applied iteratively until the initial- function is
expressed entirely in terms of functions corresponding

to switching devices.

The results employed in the construction of

complex decompositions do not extend to partial or to

many-valued functions. The fi rst crznthosis approach

can thus not be used in these cases.

The second approach was suggested by Roth and

Karp t 59 I " As above simple decompositions are found

t_3



by examining the given function" Each of these símpIe

decompositions consists of a number of furrctions

corresponding to switching devices and at mc'st one

function to be decornposed further. A circuit realization

is found by constructing a sequence of simple decom-

positions.

fn this chapter the pri-ncipal decomposition results

are examined. This material provides both the motivation

and the background for the development in later chapters.

2. SIMPLE DTSJUNCTTVE DECOMPOSITION

A simple disjunctive decomposition is an expression

of the form

f (A) = g(cr(A^) , Ar) (f)

where 4., u 4.. = A, A-\ n 4., = 0. The decomposition
^u^p

is termed simple since it involves only a single ct

and disjunctive since g and o have no common arguments.

ff f is partial g may be defined when f is not. VrÏhen-

ever f is defined, the equatity must hold.

Ashenhurst I Z I has considered the problem of

determining the simple disjunctive decompositions of

a total two-valued- function. o is restricted to being

two-va1ued.

Let f(A) be an arbitrary total two-valued function.

The sets A. and 4., are a ÀU-partition of A. Ashenhurstrs
^u

technique requires f (A) be represented by a partition
lal

matrix. A nartition matrix has 2t^t elements each of

L4



which is an entry from the truth table defining f.

The columns of the matrix are each uniquely l-abeled

with one of the 2 lAÀl a=sionments to the variables of

41. The rows of the matrix are each uniquely labeled

with one of the Z lAul r==ignments to the variables of

AU. These labels identify a unique assignment to the

variables of A with each position in the matrix. These

assignments in turn define the values of the elements.

Consider the function given by the truth table below.

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

I
l

I

I

1

I

â"2

0

0

0

0

I

1

I

I

0

0

0

0

1

I

1

I

J
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0

0

't
r

fI

0

0

1

1
I

0

0

I

I

0

0

I
'l

aA

0

,L

0

I
0

1

0

1

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

I

f (A)

0

0

0

0

n

0

0

0

0

I

I
'l
I

1

I

I
I



For the

corresponding

partition A, = f.
p., t *l

partition matrix

â''râ ¡¿+

00

â" â. 01
IJ

't^
IU

11

00

F (denoted. y) is the nunr-ber of
The matrix above has 2 distinct

, arÌ, AÀ = {a2, u4} the

is given below.

The column multiplicity of

01

criterion is a bound on y.

Theorem 2.1 (Ashenhurst I Z l) Given f a total two-

valued function, there exists a simple disjunctive
decomposition

10 11

0

0

1

1

L6

f (A) = g(o(A^), OU)

if, and only if, the corresponding partition matrix

hasy<2.

a partition matrix

distinct columns in F.

columns. Ashenhurstr s

In the above

f/Ã\ : n(n(= , a,)!\¿¡l ìr\w\s2J 4

The nart'i-tion

determine cr and g.

the matrix contains

of these is one of

example, there is a decomposition
\

' ort o3t

i) a row containj-ng all

ii) a row containing all

matrix is also used to

Ashenhurst has shown

at most four distinct

explicitly

ify<2
rows. Each

I' s;

0ts;



iii) a row containing both 0rs and I's;
iv) a row which is the inverse of the

i.e. it is 1 when the row in iii)
when the row in iii) is 1.

Our example contains a zero row, a one

nonconstant row.

Each row of the partj-tion matrix defines a

function of the variables of A^. If y < 2 each of these

functions is one of

i) the constant function 1;

ii) the constant function 0;

iii) some function ß (A'. )

iv) e (Ar)

o is chosen as either ß or E . Once g is chosen

g is fixed. Determining g is quite straightforward.

In our example there is a single nonconstant row

which is ß(aZ, u4) " ß(aZ, u4) = 1 when u2 or a4 is l-.

g(aZ, u4) is 0 when a, = u4 = 0. Choose cr : ß"

g(u(a2' uù tl, .:) must be 0 whenever 11 is 0

since the first two rows of the partition matrix are 0.

g must be I whenev"r al = a3 : 1. Fina1ly, g(u(a2, a4),

tl, t3) = a(a2, ^4) when a, = I and a, = 0. g is given

by the following truth table . g is termed the image of

the decomposition. In general, the image ís the function

which results from decomposing the initial function.

row in iii)

is0and0

I7

row and a



J

0

0

I

I

0

0

I

1

For an n-variable function there are 2n partition

matrices. Two of these represent the cases where

la. l= 0 or la. | = n whi<-:h are of no use. A furtherr--À | r-^À |

n are the cases where loll = 1" These partitions are

only useful in determining if the function has a redun-

dant argument i.e. an argument whose value never affects

the value of the function. There are thus 2n n 2

partitions which can represent simple disjunctive decom-

positions.

Vüaliuzzaman and Vranesic t B2 I have extended

Ashenhurst's condition to total manv-valued functions.

Tn this case o may assume as many values as f. For

a given partitior AÀ, Au, a total r-valued function

f(A) has a simple disjunctive decomposition if, and only

if, the corresponding partition matrix has y < r.

For exampfe, the partition matrix given by

1B



trt3

00 0I 02 03 1,0 l_:1 12 13 20 21 22 23

010 2 3 0

u2 1ll 2 3 1

has 3 distinct columns. r : 4 and

simple disjunctive decomposition

f (A) = g (cx, (ar, 13) , 
^Z)

where cx is 3-valued.

2t2 2 3 2

313 3 3 3

2230

2231

2232

3333

The rows of this matrix do not obey any convenient

pattern as they did in the two-valued case. Determining

an o¿ is thus somewhat trickier. We shall illustrate the

method by determining an o¿ for the matrix above.

The column labels are grouped into sets so that
labels on equal columns are in the same set. These

sets are {00,03,13, 23,30,31, 32,33}, {01,10,11}

and { 02, L2 , 20 , 2l-, 22} . Each of these sets is
assigned a unique val-ue between 0 and Y=I" o¿ is defined

so that each assignment yields the value assj-gned to

the set in which it appears.

For our example one possibl-e cll is given below.

333000

33311r

333222

333333
thus there is a

1,9

30 31 32 33

00

It

22

33

*1

0

1

¿

a3
I

I

0

1

2

0

1

I

0

z

¿

2

0

0

0

0

0



Tt is easily shown that if a given matrix has

Y < r, then there are (-+¡possible choices for o.

Determining g is arso more complex than in the
two-valued case. When o¿ (a1, 13) = 0, f (A) = u2 and

9(0, u) = a2. When o(al, 13) = 2, f (A) : 3 and

g(2,ar) = 3. For o(at, 13) = I, we find g is given by

*2 g(1, uz)

FinalJ_y we note

and these conditions

20

0

"2r
2

3

that cr, never assumes the value

are don't-cares. g is given by
(a1, t¡)

0

't
J

2

3

SIMPLE NONDTSJUNCTTVE DECOMPOSITION

2

2

3

restricti.ve since g and q must have no coïnmon arguments

The natural extension is to allow g and q to have

cofirmon arguments " Decompositions of this type are
termed simple nondisjunctive. Curtis [ 9 ] has pre_

sented a method for determining the simple nondis-

Simple disjunctive decomposition is rather

3

3

3

3



junctive decompositions of a total two-valued

function.

A simple nondisiunctive decomposition is an

expression of the form

f (A) = q (clt (A¡) , oU)

where A^ , OU = A and A^

ís termed the bound set.

termed the free set.

Suppose there is a decomposition as in (2) with

f , g and cx two-valued functions. Let B denote the

bound set. For each of the ,lel assignments to the

bound variables there are function= fi, gi and o, such

that

n OU * þ.

The set

f ,, g., and o- are found by substituting the assign-a' "l_ a

ment to the variables B into f, g and o respectively.

The key to Curtis's result is that (3) is a simple

disjunctive decomposition which can be determined as

described above. Curtis has shown that a simple non-

disjunctive decomposition exists if, and only íf, (3)

holds for each assignment to the bound variables. To

test for a simple nondisjunctive decomposition, a free

/1\\¿)

The set An n A-

^u
A. - (4. n A'".) is

AAH

f . (A - B) = Si(or(A^ - B), Au - B)

2I

and a bound set are chosen, and each subfunction

corresponding to an assignment to the bound set is
tested for a simple disjunctive decomposition. The

(3)

l_



together define cll; the g, together define g. Curtis

has further shown that with a judicious choice of the

row and column fabelinqs of the partition matrices

described above, the matrices to test the

easilv extracted submatrices.

Curtis's approach is to expand the simple nondis-

junctive case to a number of simple disjunctive decom-

positions. This expansion does not depend on the fact

that f is two-valued. It appears Waliuzzaman and

Vranesic's criterion can be extended in the same manner.

4.

A r:omn1 ex decomposition is a re-expression of aa¡ vv¡\rts¿v

function as a composition of more than two functions.

Complex decompositi-ons are determined by applying

several theoretical results to the set of simple decom-

positions of a function. Curtis [ 9 ] and Karp | 29 l

have presented the main results. Complex decompositions

have been characterized f.or total two-valued functions

and to a lesser degree for total many-valued functions.

A multiple disjunctive decomposition is an

COMPLEX DECO}4POS ITÏON
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f. are
l_

expression of the form

f (A) = g(cll (AÀt) , oz(AÀz)

where A^, , AÀ2 u " .. , AÀt u

1<i3t,andA^.nAÀj:ô,

where each oi assumes no more

t... tot(AÀt)

ou = A' A¡.i

1 < i < t, I <

values than

,A.,) (4)
F

n 4,, = 0,p

i <+' :nA
J - et u¡¿\4

F



Theorem 2.2.

there exists a

nn'l r¡ ì f '|- hara
LL,

!l^ ^ I
LIICI L

f (A) = hi (AÀ1, AX2, . . . ' ct, (A^t) ,

forl<i<t.

(Karp I Zg 1) Given a total function f (A)

decomposition of the form (4) if, and

exist functions hi, 1 < i < t, such

A second form of complex disjunctive clecomposition

is the iterative disjunctive decomposition which is

given by

or = or (A¡.r)

0i = o-i (o_i_l ,

f (A) = g(o¿t, Au)

where A^, u AX2 u AÀ3, u A).t, oU

1<ilt,A¡,inOlj Ô, 1<ilt, I

where no oi assumes more values than f.

¿J

A simple decomposition

f(A) = g(cr(A^), Ou)

is termed strict if the range of q has as few elements

ol3), 2 < j < r

' ' AÀt' ou)

as r:ossible.

Theorem 2.3. (Karp 129 l) Given a total function f(A)

with decompositions

f (A) = hi(o. (A¡r, Ax2, ... r oÀi) , AÀi*t. -.,AÀt'Au)

for l- < i I t, where each decomposition except perhaps

the first is strict, then for each 1 < j < t there is a

ß-. such that
J

oj = ßj (oj-r(Alt-,4À 2, "',Alj-t),4Àj)

I
I

_i

= A, A¡,i

< j 3 L,

l(l

n oU = þ,

and



A more general

multiple disjunctive
positions as special

like decompositions

oj = oj(oj, Bj), 1< j ! t,

f (A) = ot+l (At*t, Bt+t)

class of decompositions include

and iterative disjunctive decom-

cases. These disiunctive tree-

where Ar, A2, . .. , At*l are disjoint subsets of A which

together exhaust A and B' 82, ..., Bt*1 are disjoint

subsets of B = {ur, o2, ... I cla} which together exhaust

B and wher" Bi is a subset of {or, o2, ..., oi-l},

I < i < t+1. A disjunctive treelike decomposition

has the property that no two cr. have a common argument-

The structure of a disjunctive treelike decom-

position is defined by the sets A' Bi, 1 < i < t+1.

Karp | 29 I has presented an ans\der to the following

question: gJ-ven the sets A' Bi, 1 < i < t+1, and

given positive integers ti, I < i < t+1, under what

conditions is it possible to specify cx,.., t < i < t+1, so

that

have the form

24

i)

ii)

Let

value of
f ^ -rt 2 Lo3'

value of
.L

o4' o9t 
'

the decomposition represents a given total
€¡rn n{.'i nn .
! UIM¿vr¡ t

each crr has at most r- elements in its range?l-a
, j denote the variables in A on which the

oj depends. In the tree below, el = {ar, an},

^ - r^ ^ ì ^ - f^ a Ì- S.i nr-.:e ther " 3 ,o2t og, , .4 ,o5, a6J . urt¡vç Lr

q5 depends on o1, o2, o3r.5 = {ar, u2, t3,
f - 

-t 
^ ^.6 ,o5, o6, o7t, .7 - ño



Let k(e* f) denote the column multiplicity of the

partition matrix representing f whose columns are

labeled by the assignments to the variables of e ' .

Theorem 2.4. (Karp 129 l) Given A* Bi, I < i < t+1'

and a total function f, there exist cxtr I < i < t+I'

with no more than r. elements in the range of cx. , such

that the given decomposition represents f if, and only

íf , r: ) k(e-, f) for all I < i < t+1.'ra
The complex decompositions above are constructed

from simple disjunctive decompositions. Karp lZg I

has presented a partial characterization of iterative

nondisjunctive decompositions of total many-valued

functions i.e,. iterative decompositions constructed

from simple nondisjunctive decompositions. Except for

this isolated result nothing is known on the complex

decomposition of many-valued functions.

25
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Curtis t 9 I has considered the proper complex

decomposj-tj-on of total two-valued f unctions. A proper

complex decomposition is one composed of simple decom-

positions both disjunctive and nondisjunctive. Even

a cursory review of these results woul-d be quite

lengthy" Since they are strictly two-valued results

and thus not directly relevant to this thesis they are

omitted.

-

In practice the function to be synthesized is

often incompletely specified. Partial functions are

also frequently encountered in constructing a sequence

of decompositions where the initial function is total

and many-valued. Such sequences are the basis of

synthesis techniques based on decomposition. Decom-

position techniques for partial functions are indis-
pensable to developing efficient design techniques.

Hight l,22 I has considered the extension of

Ashenhurst's crj-terion to partial two-valued functions.

A total two-valued function has a simple disjunctive

decomposj-tion if, and only if, the corresponding

parti-tion matrix has at most two unique columns. In

the case where the function i-s partial the question

is how to interpret the donrt-care conditions in the

matrix.

Two columns are compatible if each row of the

DECOMPOSTTTONS OF PARTIAL FUNCTIONS

zo



matríx satisfj-es one of the' following

i) one of the columns contains a donrt-care in
this row,

ii) the two col-umns are identical in this row.

Hight has shown that a partial two-valued function has

a simple disjunctive decompositíon if, and only if,
the columns of the corresponding partition matrix can

be partitioned into two sets of mutually compatible

columns. cx and g are determined in a similar manner

to the one used by Waliuz,zaman and Vranesic tB2 I in
the case of total many-valued function.

Hightrs result is a special case of a result d.ue

to Roth and Karp t 59 I " The latter characterizes a

large class of decomposítions of a many-valued function

with or without don't-care conditions. The techniques

to be developed in chapters 3 and 4 are based on this
r^ ^..1 rIËÞLI-L L.

Consider an arbitrary, possi-bly partial, many-

valued function f (A) . Let E, X, y, Z be finite sets

such that Z = R(f) and E = D(f) is a subset of the

Cartesian product X x Y. Suppose there exist functions
g and cr such that for all e = {x, y} r E,

27

Note t.hat D(ct) = X, R(g) ? R(f)

the Cartesian product R(cy,) x y.

E is the set of assignments

defined.. Expressing E in terms

f [x. y] = glct[x] , yl (6)

and D(g) is a subset of

to A for which f is

of the Cartesian product



X x Y in equivalent to partitioning A into two

disjoint subsets A^ and Al if we assume A consists of

the variables of A^ fol-lowed

This is aceeotable since the

of a function is arbitrary.

can be expressed as

f (A) = g(o(A^) , OU)

The range of cx is not bounded as in the decom-

positj-ons above. In practice we are concerned with

how an r-valued function can be realized using a

number of simpler r-valued functions. Thus in (7)

when Inla¡ | ' ln(f ) | , o¿ is interpreted as a t-tuple
{rv rv ' ' r-'q-) | < ln(f) l, 1 < i < t.r*f, u2, ...t otJ wnere lK( t- ,

Expression (7) then represents the decomposition

f (A) = g(ot(AÀ) , crr(A^) , ..., oa(A¡), ou)

Girzcn f - A- and A we wish to determine:"À *"- "u
i) given o under what conditions does g exist

by the variables of Au.

ordering of the arguments

The decomposition in (6)

28

lf I

such that (7) holds?

under what conditions do g and cl exist such

that (7) holds?

An answer to ii) will establish a criterion for the

existence of a decomposition. An answer to i) will
aid in d-etermining g and o.

(7)

A compatibility relation over X = D(a) is the basis

these answers. *i, *i e X are compatible (denoted

- x;) if, and only if, for all y e Y such that

of

x.
l_



{x* y}, {x1 y} e E, f [x' vJ = ¡lxj , y]. otherwise

x.: and x- are incompa;tible (denoted x_, t' x_,) "rrl
Compatibility is reflexive (xi - xr), symetric

(x-, - x_r => x. x-. ) but not always transitive i.e"
)J

*i - xj, xj - xk t> *i - xk. If f. is a total function,

compatibility is transitive and is an equivalence

relation. To see this note that vihen f is total E = X x Y.

x, - x+ => f [x;, y] = f [x-.,, y] for all y e Y andrJr_)

x. - X,- => f [x-., y] = f[vr-, y] for al-l y e Y. Hence
] K I K'

*i - xj, xj - *k =t f[x* Vl = f[xO, yJ for all y e Y

:> *i - *k. For a partial function not every {x, y}

pair appears in E and we can have *i *j, *j - xO but

¡[xi, yg) r tlxr, yg.] =t *i I *k so long as ¡[x-ì, ygJ

is undefined.

Theorem 2.5.

29

there exists a

for x., x. e X.r_- l
crlx.l = o[x.l -> x.- l-- J- l-

or equÍvalently

(Roth and Karp t 59 I ) Given f and cx,

g such that (6) holds if, and only if,

x.: I x. => cr [x. ] z o [x-, ] (Bb)t- J - a- l
Proof. Let i denote an element in R(d) and let

-1q-'[*] = {xr, i - L, 2, ..., q} be the elements of

x mapped oni.o ;. rf (Ba) hords for each y e Y, there

exists a z e Z such that if x- . o-f tìl and

{X., V} e E, f [x,, Vl = Z. Thns wê mâ\/ define'--l- '

gt;, yl = z. The same process can be carried out f.or

each element in D(g) "

x.l ( Ba)



Conversely if (Ba) does not hold, there exists

some {xi, y}, {*j, y} e E such that f [x' yl * f lx, y)

and olxrl = o["j]. Clearly there is no consistent

assignment for gli, yl . QED"

The situations in the proof are depicted below.

lx.,vl' J;-'

30

Corollarv 2.5.L. If k is the least

(Ba) holds

X = D (o) can be partitioned into k classes

compatible elements, then g and cr exist so

holds if , and only if , ln(cx,) | > :<.

FTGURE 2.2

Proof. Let k be the least integer such that X can be

parti-tioned into k classes of mutually compatible

elements denoted C' C2, ..., Ck.

Suppose In{cr) | > k. Choose o so that alxli = u lxiì
<=> *i, *j , Cg, for some 9.. Clearly olxrl = o[*j]

=> xj - x- and by theorem 2.I, g exists.r_f-

(Ba) does not hold.

integer such that

of mutually

that (6)



Now suppose In{a) | . k. No matter how q, is
chosen, there is some *j_, *j such that o[xrJ = cl[x, I

and x. I x." By theorem 2.5 no g exísts. QED.
al-

As an illustration of these results consider the

following function. Let X = {xr, *2, *3}, Y = {y1, y2, y¡}

and z - {zr, ,Z}. Let f be given by the table:

v,--L

-z
\zr3

*1

where I - |

,L

,2

"2

E - {{xr, y2}, {xr,
{x' y2}, {xr, y3}}"

z1
-L

z
¿̂

x.

flx2, yy) * tlx:, ytl and x, / xz " similarly
tlxl , y3J t f [x3, y3] and x, I x=. For all- yL such

that {x' yg"}, {x, yl,} e E, ¡lxt, yg) = f lx2, yg)

and thus *l - x2. X can be partitioned into two subsets

of mutually compatible el-ements {xr, tZ} and {xr}.
g and cr, exist if , and only if , ln(o) | = 2.

Let R(o) = W = {w1, *Z}. g exists if , and only

if , o(xi) = q(xj) => *i xj. Choose cr(x1) = o(x2) = Wl

and o(xr) : W2. To find g simply substitute into

f lxi, yj] = glo[xr1' oj]. For example 9hdl, ytl

= glo [x2] = f lx2, y11 = zI. The following table defines g.

indicates

,2

,7

,T

31

a 'don't-care' condition. The set

y3Ì, {x, yl}, {xr, y3}, {x' y1},



The choice of o ís fairly free. We could have

chosen q[xl] alx2f = w2 and o[xr1 = *1- vüith a

Iarger range many permutations are possible. We could

increase the size of w and choose cx,(xll = wl,

alx2f = w2 and alxrl = *3. This is permissible but of

l-ittle use. In practice an o, whose ranEe is minimal

is chosen.

Theorem 2.5 and corollary 2.5.I can be used to

determine the simple disjunctive decompositions of a

many-valued function. Simple nondisjunctive decom-

positions could be determined in a manner similar to

the one used by Curtis in the case of total two-val-ued

functions. Karp 129 I has suggested the following

simpler approach.

A simple nondisjunctive decomposition is an

expression of the form

*2

z
¿̂

,L

,I

5¿

whereA- uA =AandA. nA_.-"À*"u -^ --u

termed the bound set. Let X

f (A) = g(o(A^), oU)

assignments assumed by Al and

of assignments assumed by Au

patible subsets of X are found

= Q. B = AÀ n AU is

represent the set of

Iet Y represent the set

B. The mutually com-

as described above. ïn



the disjunctive case, o must map incompatible elements

onto different images" In the nondisjunctive case this

is only required if the elements agree in the coordinates

corresponding to the bound variables.

To see this consider some x. f *j. From theorem 2.5

xj and x- must be mapped onto different images. Ther-l
point is that the image is no longier simply cr but o

supplemented by the bound variables. If x. and x.

dísagree in a coordinate corresponding to a bound

variable, the distinction of the images is immediate.

If they agree in all coordinates corresponding to

bound. variables the distinction must be made by o.

This approach can be applied to any total or partial

many-valued function.

Extending the complex decomposition results to

partial functions is a difficult problem as illustrated

by the following example.

33

The function f (ar,a,

tI u2 t3 u4

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111

,ã3,d4) given by

01000
1001

11010
11011

1l_00
11101
rl-110
11111

"1 u2 "3 u4

1

-L

0

0

I
I
0

0



has decomposítions

f (al , d2, 13, u+) = gl (o, (a,,

and t(at, ã2, 13, ua) = g2(or(ay

shown by the partition matrices

00

u3u4 01

10

11

00

However there is no

uL^2

01 10 l_1

t(at, d2, 13, uù = h(o1 (.1 , u2) , a2(a3, an)).

To see this note that clr(0,0) = ol(0rt) and

ctr(0,0) = o2(0,I) . ft follov¡s that h(ot(0,0) ,

r\ãâì*2'' *3' "4'
^ \ \ -^o4), o1-, o2, clÞ

1

I

I

I

t

11

11

00

ctr(0,0)) = h(ar(0,1), ar(O,1)). f (0,0,0,0) t f (0,1,0,1)

and there is thus no consistent assignment for h.

Hight | 22 I has observed that the existence of a

simple decomposition of a partial function implies an

assignment to the don't-care conditions of the function.

This assignment is such that the resultj-ng total

function exhibits the same decomposition. Two simple

decompositions are compatible if there is an assignment

to the don't-cares of the funcLion so that the resultinq

total function exhibits both decompositions. A

partial function has a complex decomposition if, and

only if, the simple decompositions comprising the

complex decomposition are mutually compatible"
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h

00

u.'u2 01

l-0

11

such that

00

AA*?*/t
J 

=

0r 10

1

11

10

10

I
1I

l1

1

I

U

0



In the above example the decomposition

f (al , ã2, 13, u+) = gl (o,, (a, , u2) , â3 , u4)

implies f(0,0,0r1) = I and f(0,1,0,0) = 0.

The decomposition

f (a1 , d2, 13, r¿) = g2(or(a' an),

implies f(0,0r0r1) :0 and f(0r1,0r0) =

thus no complex decomposition involving

positions.

There is no efficient technique for determining

if two simple decompositions are compatible. The

complex decompositi-on of partial functions is therefore

not viable.

The relationship between the decomposition properties

of two-valued functions and the synthesis of switching

circuits was recognized early in the history of switch-

ing theory l 2 l, t 53 1, 1 63f , I 651, 1 661, 167 1.

The first major study was presented by Ashenhurst | 2 l.
His principal result is that a total two-valued

function f has a unique disjunctive treelike decomposition

(up to complementing of the oj) such that the oj are

two-valued, and such that all simple disjunctive decom-

positions of f in terms of two-valued functions are

exhibited. In other words no oj has a simple disjunctive
decomposition. An algorithm for the construction of

this decomposition is given by Curtis [ 9 ] "

SYNTFIESIS TECHNIQUES
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t. There i-s

these decom-



As defined by Ashenhurst, a function f(A) is a

disjunctive treelike decomposition of itself where

t = 0, Al = A, Bl = 0 and. ol = f" It was shown by

Shannon t 65 I that very few functions exhibit simple

disjunctive decompositions. Ashenhurstrs result is

thus of tittle practical use on its own.

Roth and Vüagner t 60 I devised a method for

representing a total two"valued. function as a

disjunction of disjunctive treelike decompositions.

All two-valued functions g such that

i) g = I -> f - L,

ii) g has a disjunctive treelike decomposition in

terms of a given set of two-valued functions

are determined. The given functions correspond to avail-

able hardware devices" Once these g are found f.

is expressed as a disjunction of a minimal subset of

them. The selection of this minimal subset is a process

akin to prime implicant selection t 55 l.
Roth and Wagner's method involves a significant

amount of computation. More important however is

the fact that generality is lost. Each function is

realized as a disjunctíon of functj-ons. There are many

functions whose optimal realization is not of this

form.

Curtis | 9 I has presented a method for the

36



synthesis of total two-valued functions which is based on

his theory of proper complex decomposition" This method

represents the broadest application of complex decomposi-

tion theory achj-eved to date" Unfortunately, since the

theory is not easily extended to partial functions and is
restricted to two-valued functions, this work sheds no

light on the synthesis of partial many-valued functions.

Because of the restricted nature of the complex

decomposition theory, a synthesis technique for partial

many-valued functions must be based solely on simple

decomposition. This is the approach which Roth and Karp

t59l have ad.opted in their method for the synthesis of

partial two-valued functions. For a given function f(A)

all- possible simple decompositions are determined" One is
sel-ected and its image g is found. The simple decomposi-

tions of g are foundi one is selected; and the image is
found. This process is repeated until a sequence of simple

decompositions representing f (A) ís obtained.

For example, the function f(al, d2, -3, u+) given in
table 2.L has a si-mple nondisjunctive decomposition

f (al , d2, .3, uq) = g1 (clr(ar, u2), ã2, u3, uq)

where cx.r(a' u2) = a-r.a, 91 is given ín table 2.2

91 has a simple disjunctive decomposition

9t (ot , dz, u3, uq) = g2@r(ar, u4), 01, t3)

37

where ar(a* u4) = u2.u4 92 is given bY
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TABLE] 2.1
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0
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TABLE 2.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I
I

1

1

1

1

1

I

0

0

0

0

t_

1

I
l-

0

0

0

0

I

t_

!

0

0

I

I

0

0

I

1

0

0

I

I

0

0

I
I

0

I

0

I

0

l

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

1

0

I
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0

0

I

I

0

0

a
-L

0

1

I

1

I



*1

0

0

0

0

1

1

l-

l_

J

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

I

0

l

0

1

0

1

0

l-

simple
\o3'u2''

^'\u2'

Cf,^
¿

g2

0

0

1

0

1

I

I
'l
I

which has a

I2(u1'
where o3 (13,

0

0

1
L

1
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dis j unctive decomposition

= 93 (cl, (a, , o2), clr)

J

0

1

0

-L

ug.ã2. Finally g, is given by

which is a sirnple OR f unction.

is

9.-5

0

1

I
1

f (al , à2, t3, u+) = g3 (cl3 (a3 , d2(a2, an) ) , o1(tl , ar) )

where gr, ol, o2 and o3 are given above. This corresponds

to the circuit given in the dia-gram below.

The complete decomposition



*2

4

*2

i*1

Roth and Karp's t59 I algorithm potentially

generates all possible decomposition sequences and

hence all minimal circuits. This search is reduced

by avoiding the generation of several seguences repre-

senting the same circuit. fn addition, a cost bound

is employed. If MIN is the cost of the minimal circuit

which has been found to some point in the search, then

any partial sequence whose cost exceeds MIN is discarded

since any circuit found by extending this partial

sequence will cost more than MIN. This use of a cost

bound is extremely important since the termination of

a partial sequence at a relatively early point prevents

the formation of a number of uneconomical solutions.

Even with these refinements the search can Joe

extremely time-consuming. For larger problems the

search is so long that only a partial search can be

4T

FIGURE 2.3



made and an approximately minimal solution accepted-

Roth and Karp t 59 I estimated that a minimal circuit

could be found for nearly any four variable problem

in less than ten minutes on an IBM 7090. There has

been no report on the validity of this estimate "

Karp et al t 60 I describe a computer program which

implements Roth and Karp's algorithm" In thís imple-

mentation, only decompositions where each oi is a

vertex function are considered. A vertex function is

one which assumes the value 0 or 1 for one input

condition and the other value for all other input

conditions. The restriction to vertex decomposition

allows the use of a decomposition test which is far

more efficient than the test required in the general

case. A nurnber of heuristics are described which bias

the program toward the early generation of economical

circuits. In this wâY, nearly minímal circuits are

obtained with a very short search"

Roth and Karp's algorithm t 59 I and the imple-

mentation due to Karp et al t 60 I are the starting

point for the synthesis procedures developed in chapters

A1

5 and 6 and they are discussed there in more detail.

one very interesting observation is that although both

the algorithm and the computer program are described

as permitting o; with any number of arguments, all the

examples involve only two-input gates with the

of a single three-input gate.



7. REMARKS

The method used to identify decompositions is the

most important component in a synthesis algorithm

employing decomposition. This is the most time con-

suming process and j-ts efficiency is critical.

Partition matrices are a useful pedagogical tool.

They are easily understood and are invaluable illustrations

of decomposition. For two-valued functions with up to

four or five varj-ables the construction and analysis of

partition matrices is reasonable for hand computation.

As the number of arguments increases the process becomes

more and more tedious and prone to error. For many-

valued functions hand solution is impractical.

A computer can be used but this solutj-on is not

attractive for two reasons. First, the function must

43

be qiven as a truth table.

n-argument r-valued function has rn entries. For values

as sma1l as r = 5, n = 4 this number is quite large

^(f = 625) . Either a large amount of data must be prepared

or the computer must be used to convert a more compact

specification to a truth table.

The second problem is the work required to mani-

pulate matrices of this size. For each A^, Au partition

the truth table must be converted to the corresponding

partition matrix and the columns examined to d.etermine

y or sets of mutually compatible columns " The analysis

of the columns is a form of pattern recognition" It is

A table describing an



an easy visual task but on the computer requares

exhaustive comparison. These problems are not dis-

cussed in the literature and after considerable work

the author has found no efficient methods.

The application of Roth and Karprs results

(theorem 2.5 and corollary 2.5.I) is more suited to

the computer. The function is not required in truth

table form and is in fact accepted in a very compact

notation which is easily handled by the computer. A

major advantage is that the specification of the

function is the same for each Àp-partition. This is

i-n contrast to the complexity of constructing the

partition matrices. The implementation of these

results is dj-scussed in detail in the next chapter" It

is the author's experience that this approach is far

more efficient than using partition matrices"

A synthesis technique must be abl-e to handle

partial functions. This is the case even if the given

function is total since for certain decompositions

the:ie is no guarantee that g is totat- Consider the

decompositions characterized by theorem 2 " 5. These

take the form

f (A) = g(01(AÀ), crr(A^), oa(a^) , ou)

where A, u 4,, = A, A1 o 4,, = 0 and where each oi,
^utl

1 < i < t assumes no more values than f - rt is possÍble

for ol, o2, ... I cra to assume a subset of the possible
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configurations and hence for g to be partial.
Complex decomposition does not extend to partiat

many-valued functions" The synthesis technique

developed in chapter 5 therefore employs the decom-

positions characterized by theorem 2.5 in an approach

based on the method suggested by Roth and Karp t 59 l

i.e. the construction of circuits by forming a sequence

of decompositi-ons. It will also be found that this
approach results in an effi-cient two-valued synthesis

technique. Tn particularr ân algorithm for the synthesis
of multiple-output two-valued sv¡itching circuits will
be presented. This problem has previously been comput-

ationally too complex to solve using decomposition

techniques "

=J



Decomposition of Many-Valued Functions

TNTRODUCTTONl"

The application of decomposition techniques to

the synthesis of switching circuits involves three

steps; the identification of decompositions; the

assignment of the functions in the decompositions;

the construction of a sequence of decompositions

representing the desired switching circuit' In thís

chapter the first two steps are considered for the case

of many-valued functions. Two-valued functions are

consid.ered in chapter 4. The construction of sequences

of decompositions representing switching circuits is

discussed in chaPters 5 and 6.

Karp | 29 I and Waliuzzamaî and Vranesic | 82 l

have considered the identificatíon of many-valued

decompositions. These results were examined in chapter 2'

Karpts results are concerned with the theoretical

basís for identifying various forms of complex decom-

positions. The practical implementation of these

results and the assignment problem were not considered

by Karp. waliuzzaman and Vranesic extended the partition

matrices of Ashenhurst I Z I to many values " This work

\^/as restricted to total functions and' as we have seen in

chapLer 2 Ls not easily adapted to partial functions.

CHAPTER 3
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The following discussion considers the identi-

fication and assignment of decompositions of the form

f (A) = g(or(A^), or(A^),..., ot(AÀ), ou) (1)

where A. n 4.. = þ, At u 4,, = A and each crt assumes no

^u^u
more values than f" f is either total or partial.

This is important since even if the initial function is

total, partial functions are often encountered in con-

structing a sequence of decompositions representing a

switching circuit. The decompositions in (1) are a

subset of the decompositions characterized by theorem 2.5

and corollary 2.5.L. The emphasis here is the practical

implementation of these results.

Vüe shall find. that implementing these results in

their full generality is an extremely complex problem.

In particular, there is no efficient algorithm for

assigning the clti. The case where lAf l = 2 and 1< t < 2

is considered in detäil. Both the identification and

assignment problems are much simpler in thís case and

reasonably efficient algorithms are developed. FortunatelY'

this class of decompositions is very useful in the

practical design problem.

Consider an r-valued function f(al, ãZt .--,.r)

possibly with 'don't-care' conditions. Let E be the set

of input configurations for which f- is defined- Each

element of E is an n-tuple of symbols taken from

{0, I, r-1}. Let z, a subset of {0, 1, - - - ' r-1}

be the values assumed bY f"



partitioning of the variables tl, u2, ... | .r, into two

A d.ecomposition of the form (f) involves a

subsets A^

is a partitioning of the elements of E written e, = (x,y)

where x is an s-tuple and y ís an (n-s)-tuple" The

elements of x are the elements of "i corresponding to

variables ín A^. The elements of y are the elements

of e. corresponding to variables in 4,,. Let X denote
AF

the set of all x found in this manner. Let Y denote

the set of a1I y found in this manner. By applying an

appropriate permutation to the coordinates of the

elements of E, w€ can arrange to have E a subset of

X x Y (the Cartesian product of X and Y) " If f is

total-rE=XxY.

For example, consider f (a1 , ã.>, a.) given by the

following truth table:

and A Corresponding to this Partition

4B

f is a partial three-valued function. E - {OOO, 001, 010,

oL2, OzL, 022, 100, l-01, 110, 2L2t 22L, 222j. Let

ñ - r^ - I and A.. = {r.}. This partitions the
^I ,olt o3, U ¿

elements of E. For example, 000 is partitioned into x=00

I
u2

0

0

1

1
I

2

¿

0

1

0

2

z

2



and y=0 ì 02L ís partitioned into x=01

this is done for each element in E we

0I, 02, 10, 11, 2L, 22\ and Y={0, l,

table is rewritten with the arsuments

E is a subset of X x Y"

lr7e can rewrite (1) as

f [x,y] = g lcr [x] , yl

where o denotes the t-tuple {clr, dZ, ... I oa}.

the following definition, theorem and corollary.

Definition. *i, *j e X are compatible (denoted

Lf, and only if, for all y e Y such that (xi, y)

(xj, y) e E, f [x* y1 = ¡[xJ, y]. otherwise' *i

artd' Y=2. If

find x={00,

2j " Tf the above

ordered ar, 13, u2,

*j are incompatible (denoted x, I *j).

Theorem 2.5. (Roth and Karp t 59 l) Given f and o,

there exists a g such that (2) holds if, and only íf,

for all x., x. e Xr_' I
cl[x-] = ot*.] =t x.: - X.- l-- - l- i, l
or equivalently

x: I x. => o[x-] = o[x-.,]a J - l-- f
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Coroll-arv 2.5.L. If k

can be partítioned into

patible elements, then

if, and only íf, there

range of G.

(2)

Recall-

x. - x.)r_ I'
t

and

is the least integer such that X

k classes of mutually com-

g and cx, exist so that (2) holds

are at least k elements in the



2" A REPRESENTATTON FOR ¡4ANY-VALUED FUNCTIONS

There are a number of constraints on the notation

used to represent a many-valued function. It must be

easily understood and should create as little overhead

as possible in preparing a problem for sofution on the

computer" The notation should be easy to represent

and manipulate on the computer and should be as concise

as possible. The latter constraint is concerned both

wj-th efficient utili-zation of the computer memory and

with reducing the computation required to perform

operations on functions. Determining the compatible

and incompatible el-ements of X and the images of decom-

positions are the two steps which refer to the function

being considered. The efficiency in performing these

operations is a major consideration in choosing a

notation.

An r-valued function f (al , ã2, ...,an) wil-1 be

represented by a matrix F whose elements are subsets

of {0, I, "..,r-1}. We shall write Fi to denote the
.th r ,r,_ ,thr --- row of F and F. i to denote the element in the i ---

row and ith column. The matrix has n*l columns

labeled ar, u2, ..., ân, f.

Each row F. represents a set of assignments to
I

r^ - a Ì i.e. a subset of E. For each1ol, o2, ..., n

assignment the value of a. is in F. . . The complete
J _J

set of assignments is found by assigning values to the

a. in all possible combinations" The function repre-
ll

50



sented by F assumes the

ments represented by F-.
ñ'i (n+1) "

Consider
E ^ +1^^r aÐÐultteÐ Llrc

conditi-ons:

000

001

002

same value for

This value is

the function

value 0 for

f is thus 0 whenever .1 anð. aU are assigned values from

{0, 2} and a, is assigned a value from {0, L,2}.

fn matrix notation these twelve conditions are specified

by the single row

020

02L

022

given by table 3.1"

each of the following input

all the assign-

given by

200

20l.

202

{o ,z}
*1 vt *2

f assumes the

*1

{o}

51

220

22L

222

*l
I

*2

ln ,-l

A complete matrix representation of f is given in

table 3.2. The brackets have been omitted for clarity.

Thís matrix notation is particularly suited to

the computer. Each of the sets is represented by a

bit string. A I in the ith position of this string

indicates the set being represented contains the ith

value while a 0 in the ith position indicates it does

not contain the ith value. rn our implementation on

= I an¡ì a ic ãêõiÃh^,lI CrIlL,r. d. ? rÞ aÞ ÞrvlrËLÀ o

value 1. This is written

J

to ,r,2\ {

uz

{r}
J

TU'IJ

f

0 ]"

value from {0, 1},

f
f 1lLfJ



tI ^2 ^3

00

00

00

OI

01

0l

02

02

02

TABLE 3.1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

tl t2 t3

10

10
10

11

11

11

12
12

L2

0

I
2

0

I

2

0

I

2
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1

2

0

2

2

0

I
I

0

^L u2 t3

20
20
20
2T
2L
2I
22
22
22

0

I

2

0

I

2

0

I

2

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

U

0

TABLE 3.2

1 02 02 07_2

2- 0 1 01

3- I 1 01

4- 0r2 I 2

5- 12 r 0

6- 02 I r

7 - I 2 0l

B- 1 02 2

9- 1 01 I

101020

âãâ*1 "2 *3

0

1

¿

0

2

I

1

0

2

1



an IBM 370/L5B computer, functions in up to eight
values are considered and a single byte (g bits) is
used to represent each set in the matrix. Determining

the incompatible el-ements of X and the images of
decompositions requi-res manipulation of these sets

which on the computer is accomplished using simple

bit string operations" The techniques used are dis-
cussed ín detail in chapter 5.

For the designer, construction of the matrix

representation is strai-ghtforward. Design problems

are typically stated as descriptions of how the output

should behave according to conditions on the i_nput.

For example, a problem might specify the output is 0

whenever there are two or more 0's in the input assign-

ment, otherwise the output assumes the maximum input
value" These sorts of d.escriptions are easily trans-
formed into matrices. For four arguments and three

values the function required in the above problem is
given by the following pair of tables:
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I

0

0

0

0L2

0L2

0L2

*2

0

0L2

0L2

0

0

0l-2

J

0L2 0r2

0 012

0L2 0

0 012

0r2 0

0

0

0

0

0

0



t1

0l-2

I2

L2

I2

*2

T2

0l-2

I2

L2

a
Ĵ

The rows in the first table represent the six
ways of assigning 0 to two arguments. fn these

cases the values of the other two arguments may be

0I2. The ro\^/s in the second table each assign at
most one 0 to an argument. rt is easiry verified
that these tables represent all possible input
assi-grnments.
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I2

0l-2

L2

aÀ
I

L2

I2

I2

0L2

¿

2

z

2

3. THE DETERMINATTON OF K

Given r. and a particular Àp-partition the first
steps in determining if a decomposition of the form (1)

exists is to determine the compatible and incompatible
pairs of X and from these to extract the partition of
X and value k described in corollary 2.5.L. we shall
examine the problem of determining the compatible and

incompatible el-ements of x when f is given in the matrix
notation.

consider F. the ith row of F. The first n corumns
.l_

F- represent a subset of E. Since E is a subset

X ¡ Yr F. defines a subset of X and a subset of y.

of

of



The subset of X defined ¡y Fi is the set of input
assignments defined by Fío_ , Fi o_ | . . ., F., _ where91 ti1 tQ=

each rq* r AÀ " The subset of y defined ¡y Fi is the
L

set of input assignments defined by Uio_ , Fio^ , õ.. r1l_ -'42
Fi., where each a^ e A,.. " The following algorithm

-Yn-S V¡ F

is used to find the compatible and incompatible elements

of X"

Algorithm 3.1

To begin all pairs of elements of X are compatible.

For each pair of rows Ui, tj in F:

f if F' (n+1) = tj (n+1) ignore this pair;
2. find Y. the subset of y defined ny Fi and

"j 
the subset of Y defined bV Fr;

3. if Y. n Uj = O ignore this pair;
4" find X, the subset of X defined try Fi and

*j the subset of X defined bV Fr;

5. record that each element in X, is incom-

patible with each el_ement in Xi and go to
the next pair 

"

This algorithm is simply an iterative applicatíon
of the definition of compatibility. Examini-ng all
pairs ensures that all ey ei e E such that flerl * ftei]
are compared. Step l_ avoids comparing two eir oj
when tlerl = f lei]. Consider the ro\^/s F.i , F. and. assume

J

'tr' -'t' -,r\. ff Y- n y-; * þ then there is a'i (n+t j (n+1) ' *i " ,
Y e Yi such that y r 

"j 
and hence by definition each

Xr-, Ê X, is incompatible with each x_ e Xj since (x^, y) ,v -L - q I p'
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(x^, y) e E and f [x^, y] * flx^, yi. ff Y' n Y+ = 0qY9IJ

we proceed to the next pair since no assignment

specified by F, has a common y part with any assign-

ment specifíed bV F, " This process identifies incom-

patible pairs of elements of X" All other pairs are

by definition compatible.

Consider the functi-on defined bv

1-

2-

3-

/l-

5-

6-

7-

8-

-I *2

0

I

01

01

01

0t

0

56

U

0

0

I

0

I

0

01

4

Let A^ = {ar, uZ} and Au = {a' uA}. The application

of algorithm 3.1 is traced in table 3.3. To simplify

this tabl-e pairs of rows agreeing in the value assigned

to f have been omitted" The compatible and incompatible

pairs of elements of X are

I

0

I

01

0

01

0

I

^

0

0

I

I

00 f 01

01 I 10

01111

00 10

00 l_1

10 11



i -i Y."L

L 4 {01}

1 5 {01}

r 6 {01}

I 7 {01}

I B i01Ì
2 4 {00}

2 s {00}

2 6 {00}

2 7 {00}

2 B i00]

3 4 {01}

3 s {01}

3 6 {0r}
3 7 {01}

3 B {01}

Y. Y,nY. X.ll-ll-
{10,11}

i00Ì

{ 10,11}

{00}

{ oo, o1}

{10,11}

{00}

{ r0,11}

{00}

{01,11}

{00}

{00}

{ 10,11}

{00}

{01,11}

TABLE 3.3

0

0

q

e

{01} {00} {01}

ô

{00} {01} {10,11}

ô

i00] {01} {00}

ö

a

a

0

0

{01i {10,11} i01}

'l

ignore this pair

ignore this pair

ignore this paír

ignore this pair

00f01

ignore this pair

01*Lo,o1fLr

ignore this pair

00 f 01

ignore this pair

ignore this pair

ignore this pair

ignore this pair

ignore this pair

01 f 'L0, 0L f 11

RESULT

For all other irj paírs, f assumes the same value for

both rows.



This algorithm is straightforward but rather
tedious for hand execution. However, because of the

effj-cient representation of the matrix of sets as a

matrix of bit strings the algorithm can be implemented

very efficiently on the computer.

Once the compatible and incompatible elements of
X are known, the partition and value k described in
corollary 2.5.I must be found.

If f is a total function, compatibility is
transitive and partitions x into equivalence classes.
In this case the answer is immediate. In general, f may

be partial, compatibility is no longer transitive and

the problem is much more difficult. There is no

efficj-ent method for determining if a function is toLal.
The general method must be applied in all cases.

Roth and l(arp t 59 I have described a method for
determining a minimal paritition of X when f is two-

valued. This method is analogous to a state minimization

technique due to Miller t 41 l. The algorithm depends

solely on the compatibility relation and not on the

fact that f is two-valued. It is thus applicable to
many-valued functions.

A maximal compatible subset of X is one such that

5B

each pair of elements in the subset is compatible, and

no element can be added without violating this property.

Roth and Karprs algorithm determines a minimal number

of these sets whose uníon is X" This minimal number



is the value k in corollary 2.5.I. The requíred

partition of X is found by removing common elements

from al-l but one of the chosen maximal compatible

subsets.

Roth and Karprs algorithm is not considered in

d.etail since we shall show there are other problems

whÍch make thís approach to identifying decompositions

of many-valued functions impossible.

A

o must be chosen so that it satisfies theorem 2.5

i.e. if o maps two elements into the same image they

must be compatible. A straightforward method of
identifying a valid o, is to determine a partition of X

using Roth and Karp's algorithm and to then assign

each set in this partition an element in the range of s.

o is defined so that the elements in each set of the

partJ-tion are all mapped into the image element

associated with that set. This ct satisfies theorem 2.5

since the elements mapped into a common element are

mutually compatible. An c chosen in this manner has a

minimal- range.

The drawback to this approach is the number of
choices. There are often several minimal partitions
of X and for each partition there are many possible cr,.

o¿ represents a t-tuple of functions {o, , d2, . .. I oti
where each s. assumes no more values than f. If f is
r-val-ued, the minimum value of t so that theorem 2"5

THE CHOICE OF cT
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' t-l < k . rt where k is the number of setsnol.cts l-s t

in the partition of X. I'or the minimum value of t

we term every o satisfyingtheorem 2"5 an assignment.

Theorem 3.1" Given maximal compatible subsets M'

M., . . ., 14_ whose union is X, the number of assign-z' K

ments of c¿ when f is r-valued is
{- r"(r") !. ; n(j)_-_--
t! j=k (r"-j) t

!1 {-, L_Iwhere r- < k < r" and n(j) is
partitioning X into j nonempty

set of some M, .

Proof. Given a partition of X

satisfyíng the above condition,

ments such that two elements of

for 0 if, and only if, they are

the partition is
+(r") !

-

tl (r'-j) I

60

the number of \irays of

sets, each being a sub-

i.e. (r') ! the number of ways of assigning each set
+(t"-j) I

in the partition a unique element in the range of cx,,

divided by t! since any two orderings of {cr.r, o2, ..., ot}

are distinquishable.

The total number of assignments is found by
+
L.summing (r") I over all possible partitions of

into j nonempty sets

the number of assígn-

X yield the same value

in the same set of

+"+ I lr"-i\9. \! J'

which there are

I

Er
T

j=k
n(j) " QED"



This theorem is a g:eneralization of a result due

to Karp t 29 I who considered the case of r=2. The
K

value of n( j) is given by I(.lT-S(ni, mr)) where S(n, m)
l--l-

denotes the Stirling numbers of the second kind [ 61 ],

n. is the number of elements in It{., and the summationl_ a'

has a term for each k-tuple of positive integers

(*l_' 
^2, o.., *L) such that m, * ^2 * *3 + ...**k = j.

To appreciate the size of the problem consider the

following example given by Curtis t 10 l

valued and the sets M. are

Ml = {0001, 1000, 1001, 1101},

M3 = i0111, 1011, 1110, 1111],

MS = {0010, 0100}, t6 = {0101}

Here r = 2, k : 6, t - 3, n(6) = I
The number of possible assignments

value becomes exponentiatly larger

if f is rnany-valued function.

61

Of the possible assignments, the most interesting
are those where the ranse of cx, is minimal. This value

is given by

T(r-) I n (k)
+t! (r"-k) !

where k is the number of sets in the partition. For

the example above there are

f is two-

MZ = {10f0, 1100},

M¿ = {0000, 0011, 0110}

, n(7) = L9, n(B) = 139.

is 1,065,720 " This

as r increases i.e.

(23) I n(6)

minimal assignments "

3! (23-e ) I
= 672

This is more reasonable than



the total number of assignments but is still quite

larqe.

In many instances, the minimum set of mutually

compatible elements whose union is X is not unique.

This of course compounds the problem by increasing the

number of possible assignments"

fn the practical design problem we wish to choose

cx, so that cÌ' , o2,

realizations as possible. Some subset of the possible

assignments can then be considered 'best' assignments

since they have minimal hardware cost. An algorithm

for choosing a 'best' assignment would be extremely

valuable 
"

Choosing a rbestr assignment is a form of local
optimization" It does not ensure that the overal_l

circuit will be minimal- but should lead in this
direction. The large number of possible assignments

makes it. impossible to search all possible decom-

position sequences. Karp I 29 I has studied the choice

of a 'best' assignment for the case where f. is two-

valued. To the author's knowledge this is the only

study of this area.

Karp states that the problem of choosing an assign-

ment to minimize the costs of realizing o1, o2, ..., ot
and g appears to be far too difficult to solve completely.

The above dj-scussion certainly supports this view. As

a partial solution Karp considers a procedure which

oz



tends to reduce this cost by choosing the oi in so

far as possible from various classes of relatively
simple functions " The classes considered include

functions which are ind.ependent of certain of their
arguments, functions possessing certain simple decom-

positions, symmetric functions, unate functions and

threshold functions. The process involves two steps:

the determination of assignable functions belonging

to these classes and the selection of assiqnments

usJ-ng these f unctions.

Karprs paper l_29f is divided into two sections:

a discussíon of the theory of decomposition and a

oiscussion of the application of this theory to cir-

cuit synthesis. The first section is quite general

and considers both partial and many-valued functions "

The second section which includ.es the results on the

assignment of the oì, is restricted to total two-valued

functions.

The partitioning of X into sets of mutually

compatible elements is fundamental to Karprs assign-

ment results. When the function being considered is

total, this partitioning is trivial since the compat-

ibility relation partitions X into equivalence classes.

In this case, a minimal number of mutually compatible

subsets of X whose union is X must be found. This

minimal partitioning is seldom unique. The amount of

computation is greatly compounced since not only must
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all the minimal partitions be determined but the

assignments derived from each must be examined.

Karp indicates a direction for the extension of his

results to partial two-valued functions but does not

pursue the area in any detail.
I.=rn Änas not consicler the assignment of the o.

for many-valued functions. When the function being

considered is total this extension should not be

i.ifficult. The range of each oi is of course larger

and this íncreases the computation by increasing the

number of possibilities. The analysis of each poss-

ibility should rernain essentially the same. The domain

of the o. presents no problem since these are treated.a-
as elements of the set X independ.ent of the base of

the function"
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partial or many-valued functions will not be attempted

in this thesis. These extensions are important to

developing the understanding of the composition of

switching functions and are in that context important

areas of research. The objective of this thesis is,

however, to develop efficient synthesis techniques

which as we mentioned earlier must be applicable to

partial functions. It is this author's opinion that

the computation resulting from extending Karp's results

to partj-al functions would be prohibitive in practice.

This betief i-s based on the fact that the determi-nation

The extension of Karprs assignment results to



of the minimal partitions of X for a partíal function

is known to be an extremely complex problem which

gro\^/s exponentially with the size of X. Computationally

equivalent problems have been pursued at great length

in the literature with little success in terms of an

efficient algorithm. Two examples are prime implicant

selection and the determination of the cliques of a

graph.

Other approaches to decomposition are possible.

For example, in some applications it may be reasonable

to choose the oi from a specific set of functions,

assume a decomposition exists and then proceed to

construct the image of this decomposition until either

the image is completely defined or untit a contradic-

tion is found i-n which case the decomposition does not

in fact exist. Such an approach might be taken if the

designer \^rere interested in whether or not a function

can be realized using certain primitives such as

threshold gates.

If the function to be realized is itself in a par-

ticularly tractable class of functions such as linear

or symmetric functions, the decomposition problem

may be simpler" Shannon t 65 I has considered the case

where the function to be realized is symmetric and

two-val-ued. Mukhopadhyay t 85 I has presented an exten-

sion of Shannon's results to three-valued symmetric

functions. In these cases an analvtical solution is
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arrivecl at quite easily" These solutions are a reali-
zation of the function by a circuit with a predefined

form" It is not cl-ear to rvhat degree these solutions
are optimal"

In the cliscussion bel_owr âfl alternative approach

is taken. The emphasis is on developing an efficient
synthesis technique applicable to both partial and many-

valued functions. The comparison of this approach to
those outlined above is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Tt should however be pursued in future research.

5. TWO-PLACE DECOMPOSITION

When a g'eneral problem is unsolvable it is often
rewarding to examine special cases of the problem.

For the d-ecomposition of many-valued functions tve shall
consicler expressions of the form (1) where s=2 and

I < L < 2. These are termed two-place decompositions

since ol and o2 are at most two-place functions. This

is the simplest nontrivial subclass of the decom-

positions in (1). Efficient algorithms for identify-
ing two-place decompositions and for assignJ-ng ol

I

and 0î will be developedz

The two-place decomposition of two-val-ued functions

has been considered by Barnard and Holman [ 3 ] and

by Muzio and the author t 36 l, | 39 l, t 40 _j . This

case is considered in detail in the next chapter where

very simple and efficient computer oriented methods

are developed.. Muzio rnä an" author t 38 J , | 45 I have
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considered. the two-place decomposition of three-
valued functions. The techniques described below are

a continuation of these resul_ts.

Consider an r-valued function f (al , ã2, . o. I rrr) .

A two-place decomposition is an expression of the form

f (al , d2, .o., rrr) = g(o1 (ri, .j), ar(ar,.j), 11, u2,

..., ti_l, ai+I ' ..., tj_1, tj*l | ..., .rr) (3)

where ol and o2 assume no more values than f. The

decomposition is nontrivial if g is defined for fewer

input conditions than f. An equivalent condition is
that the mapping cl denoting the 2-tuple (o1, oZ)

must have a range smaller than its domain.

A many-valued function f (at , d2,

degenerate if there exists a function

f(al_, ã2, ...t rrr) = g(br, bz,

ot

where bo e {ar, ã2, ..., rr}, 1 < k < m and m < n.

The degree of f, denoted ô(f), is the smallest m such

that (4) holds" If ô(f) = 0, f is a constant.

If f is nondegenerate there are four types of
nontrivial two-place decompositions according to the

degrees of ol_ and or. Since the labelling of the inputs
of g is arbitrary we choose ol and o, so that
ô(or) < ô(clr). The four types of decomposition are as

follows:

- \ .:^..., ocl, rÞ

g such that
.., b*) (4)



TYPE

I

fI

TÏÏ

ÏV

For a given f (al , d2, ..., .rr) and a* a, pair

there are often a number of nontrivial decompositions

of varying types. We shall develop techniques for

determining each of these decompositions. The

problem of choosing which of these decompositions is

of most practical use will be considered later.

The methods to be developed are based on graph

theory. Harary t 20 I has described graph theory as a

mathematical- model for any system containing a binary

relation. In our problem the binary relation is

incompatibility. A few definitions are required to

define the mode1.

A graph G consists of a fínite nonempty set N(G)

of p nodes together with a finite set L(G) of unordered

pairs of dístinct nodes of G. Each pair p" = {n* nZ}

of nodes in L(G) is a line of G, and.Q, is said to

iOín n. and n, T¡Îa r^zrifo 0. = n.It^ and SaV that n- andt 2 ^ r ¿ -J --'" - --1

n,., are adjacent; node nl and line I are termed incioent

as are n2 and 9". If two distinct lines are incident with

a common node they are adjacent lines. A graph is

usually represented by a diagram such as the one below.

ô (cx, )

0

I
1I

z

ô (or)

6B



Here G has five nodes and seven l-ines. Nodes n, and

nZ are adjacent; nodes n, and n, are not. The line Lt

joins nZ and n, so Lt and n, and nt and n, are incident"

Ll and LZ are adjacent lines since they are incident

with nr.

Suppose for a given r-valued function

f (al , d2, ... I trr) and a.a' pair the compatible and

incompatible pairs of X have been determined (recall

that X is the set of input configurations assumed by

{ai, ar}). These relations can be represented by a

graph G where N(G) has a uníque node for each element

of X. The nodes are distinquished by labeling each of

them with a unique *k t X" The set L (G) is such that a

pair of nodes are adjacent if, and only if, these

labels, xL, xm, are incompatible. For example given

f, = {00,0 r,02, r0,11 ,r2,20 ,2r,22} and the incompati-

bilities

n2
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FIGURE 3 " I

o0l 01 02112 LLl22
001]-2 10/20 2012r
011 11 10122 2t122

with all other pairs of x being compatible, the

corresponding graph is qriven by figure 3"2"



Graphs constructed in this manner are

patibility graphs.

A colouring of a graph is an assignment of colours

to the nodes so that no two adjacent nodes have the

same colour. An n-colouring of a graph uses n colours "

vüe shall_ write x(G) to denote the minimum value of n

such that G has an n-colouring. x(G) is the chromatic

number of G.

Graph colouring has been extensively studied and

several algorithms for colouring graphs have been

presented. This work is of interest in the study of

two-place decomposition since the following results show

the connection between ol, o2 and colouringis of incom-

patibility graphs.

Given a nondegenerate r-valued function

f (al , d2, ..., -rr) and an titj pair, let G be the incom-

patibility graph representing the incompatible elements

of x. p is the number of nodes in G i.e. the number of

elements in X" Note X(G) < P-

Theorem 3.2. There exists a nontrivial two-place
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FIGURE 3.2

termed incom-

decomposition



f (al , d2, ..., .rr) = g(cxr(a' ai), or(a, , uj) r ã3t ..
..., -i_1, ai+1 , ..., rj_l, ai+I, o.., .rr)

if , and only if , X(c) < p.

Proof. Suppose X (c) < p. Consider a X (c) colouring

of G and let ca, 0 < t < X(G), denote the colours used.

Define o so that for all *t r X, cr,lxal : s where for
the colouring being considered the node labeled xa

is coloured c=. Since no ad.jacent nodes have the same

colour, crlxt] = crlx=J =) *t - *= and by theorem 2.5

a decomposition exists. The decomposition is nontrivial
since the range of cr is smaller than its domain.

Suppose X(G) : p. rt follows that each pair of
nodes of G are adjacent and thus *t I *= for all xt,
*= e X. By theorem 2.5 a decomposition exists if, and

only if , *t I *= :> cllxa1 * o[xs] hence cr has p

elements in its range and if X(G) = p the corresponding

decompositions are trivial. eED.

The above theorem provides a necessary and sufficient
condi-tion for the exj-stence of a nontrivial two-place

decomposition. Given that such a decomposition exists
the following results provide conditions on its type.

6. TYPE I DECOMPOSTTTON

7I

Theorem 3.3.

position íf,

There exists

and only íf,

a nontrivial type f decom-

X(G) 1 T, X(G) < p.



Proof . Suppose X(G) < r and X(G) < p. By theorem 3.1

a nontrivial two-place decomposition exists. To show

the decomposition is type I consider a X (G) colouring

of G and let ca, 0 < t < X(G), denote the colours.

Define ol = 0 and for each *t r X, define cx,, lxal = s

where the node labeled *t r G is coloured c= in the

colouring being considered. o2 assumes no more than

r values since X (G) < r hence the decomposition is
type I.

Suppose a nontrivíal type I decomposition

exists. It follows from theorem 3.2 that X(G) < p.

Suppose o2 assumes k values. By definition k < r.

Choose k colours ct, 0 < t < k" For each *t r X,

colour the node labeled xa the colour c= where a, lxal = s.

This defines a k-colouring of G since o2 [*tJ = arlxr) =>

xt - *= and the nodes labeled x= and xa are not adjacent

in G. Since k t T, X(c) < r. QED.
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7. TYPE ÏI DECOMPOSITIONS

constants, the variable and the inverse of the variable.

If f is a nondegenerate two-valued function, there are

thus no nontrivial type II decompositions. However,

for more than two values there are many interesting one-

place functions. There are ,t r (rl) r-valued one-p1ace

functions whose rancres are smaller than their domains.

The only two-val-ued one-place functions are the



For r = 3 there are 18; for r = 4 there are 228.

These are the functions to be considered in type II

decompositions. To the author's knowledge no study of

decompositions involving one-place functions has

appeared in the literature "

Since f is nondegenerate, o1 and cx,, must be

functions of different variables. A type II two-place

decomposition is an expression of the form

There are two classes of type II decomposition. The

first is when crr(ar) = ti and o.r(ar) is a one-place

function which is not a constant or permutation

function. A permutation function is one which simply

relabels the input value" For example, the six three-

valued permutation functions are given in the following
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table

0

I

2

p-1

The second class of type II decompositíon is when both

.r and r.r. årê nonconstant nonpermutation functions.*1 *"* *2

The cl-ass of type II decompositions with

c¡¿, (a. ) = 4.: are expressions of the form
I'l_' l_

0

I

z

D-2

0

¿

I

ì



"t tj-f, tj*l| "', trr)

They are thus simple disjunctive decompositions where

the set X simply consists of the values assumed by ai

f (at , ã2,

in the definition of f"

could be used to find the compatible and incompatible

^pairs of X. An incompatibility graph G could be con-

structed and coloured and ct, determined in a manner

similar to that used in the proof of theorem 3.2. This

process can be simplified by constructing G from G as

follows.

^Let N (G) have one node for each value assumed

by a tj in the definition of f and label each node

uniquely from these values. Let L(â) be such that â.r,

^^nô Ê N(G) are adjacent if, and only if, there is an
z

9' e L (G) , 9" - .3t4, such that n, and nn are labeled x=

and x, where x and. x, agree in the coordinate corres-t=nc
ponding to â-. ni is labeled by the coordinate of nt

l-l-^r

corresponding to tj and n, is tabeled by the coordínate

of n, correspondinq to â-.4"-J
For example suppose G is given by figure 3.3.

A variation of alqorithm 3.1-

1A

FTGURE 3.3



ui corresponds to the first coordi-nate of these labels.

Thus 00 and 01 agree in the coordinate corresponding to

â-. 0O and 10 do not. f¡tâl consÍsts of three nodes
l_

labeled 0, l- and. 2. Constructing L(ê) requires each

pair of these nodes be examined in turn"

The nodes labeled 0 and I are ad-iacent in G since

the nodes labeled 20 and 2I in G are adjacent. The

nodes labeled 1 and 2 in ê "r" adjacent since the nodes

labeled 0l- and 02 in G are adiacent. The nodes

labeled 0 and 2 in â .r" not ad.jacent since 00

adjacent to 02 in G, l0 is not adjacent to L2

and 20 is not adiacent to 22 in G. ê i= thus

figure 3.4 "
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^Let X be the

^of f. and let Y be

^
/\

r^ ^ a, -, a..-, . ^l':- +r^^ definition ofttl, u2, ... ' tj_f , tj*l , . .. ' aJ l-n fne

f. Recall that X is the set of assignments assumed by
rìtar, ._ìj in the definition of f, while Y is the set of

u.ssigrri-,errts assumed by {a' uz, ..., .i-1, ai+l | ... I

a-r 1, â-,,, ..., a.^] in the definition of f . Ther-r rrr nJ-J-^

following theorem shows G as constructed above is the

incompatibility graph for î.

values assumed by a_, in the definition

the assignments asslmea ny

2
FÏGURE 3.4

is not

inG
gi-ven by



Theorem 3"4" Given

^^x{_ e X, íf , and only

are adjacent in G.

Proof. Suppose the nodes labeled x= and xa are adjacent
j-n G. By construction, there are nodes labeled

^^*k = (q, *=) and xn : (q, *t) which are adjacent in G,

hence x'- I xn and there is some y e Y such that
^lJ

f [xO' VJ t f [x9,, y]. It follows that f t(q, x=) , yJ t

f t(q, xa), yl =t*= I xt.
^^A^Suppose *= I xt. There is thus some y e Y such

^A^^that f [x=, yl * f [xa, y]. Let q denote the value in
^^y corresponding to a.. y may be written as (q, y) ,

y e Y and thus tll=, {c, y) I t fl la, {ø, y) l. Rewriting

^^we have f I(q, X=) , yl * f [(9, xa), y]. It follows that
the nodes labeled (q, Ir) and (q, la) are ad.jacent in
G and by construction the nodes labeled I 

A
KS, xt are

^adjacent in G. QED.

as described

íf, the nodes

AA
above, x_ I x-,. S' L

Alabeled x ands

/\
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xs'

x.
E

^Let p be the number of

Theorem 3.5. There exists

position of the form

f (al , d2, ..., rrr) = g(ar(ar) , rl, uz,

ãã-\

n 
"', -j-1, oj+lt "', oÍrt

if, and only if, X(G) < p.

Proof. suppose ¡1ê) . ô.

ofGandletca,0<t
A^^

each rt . X define o, lxal

bei-ng considered the node

nodes in G"

a nontrivial- type II decom-

Consider

X (c) denote

= s where

^labeled x,
T

a X (c) colouring

the colours. For

for the colouring

is coloured c=.

lqì



Since no two adjacent nodes have the same colour and

since two nodes are adjacent if, and only if, there
AAAA

labels are incompatible, or[x=1 = orlxal =t *s - *t

and by theorem 2.5 the decomposition exists. The

decomposition is nontrivial since. the range of u,

is smaller than its domain as Xtâl < p.

Suppose a decomposition of the form (5) exists

and suppose o2 assumes k values" Clearly k < p.

Choose k colours ct, 0 < t < k. For each *t r X

colour the corresponding node of G "" where cl, []aJ = s.

^A^^Since cx^ [x ] - cr^ [x, ] =) x x. , and since nodes¿- s- z- t- s t
labeled with compatible el-emerits of i "t" not adjacent,

the above process defines a k-colouring of G and since
nÂ^k < þ, X(c) < p. QED.

The class of type II decompositions where both cl,

and o, are nonconstant, nonpermutation functions are

expressions of the form

f (a", a^ ^ \ -t^' t^ \ ^ t^ \ ^. I, .¿t ... I ofr, - I \u1\aIi r rx2\ait r oL, o2,

... | -i_1, ai+I , ..., tj-l, tj*l | ..., .rr)

This is a special case of the multiple disjunctive

decompositj-ons considered in chapter 2. Recal1 that

when f is total multiple disjunctive decompositions

can be constructed by examining the simple disjunctive

decompositions but when f is partial, this construction

breaks down " The following example shows this is true

even for the simple case where o1 and a, are one-place

functions.
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Consider the function

uz

*1

There exist decompositons

¡(at, u2) = 91(cta(at), uz)

and f(at, u2) = g2(ar(ar), rt)
where o1 and o2 are given by

0

I

¿

0

I

çl^ - \ -i-'a¡ l-rrzr- \ct1 , d¡l 9rvc-- -JI¿

I

I

0

J

0

I

2

*1

There is, however, no g3 such that

f (al , u2) : 93 (a, (ar) , ar(ar) )

7B

0

0

t_

since f(0,0) * t(1,1) but or(0) = or(1) and or(0) = or(1)

Multiple-disjunctive type II decompositions can

not be determined directly from f but they can often be

identified as a sequence of two simple type fI decom-

positions.

B. TYPE III DECOMPOSITIONS

form

Type III decompositions

çt^r \clr I da
IZ

There are two

.t -1 |
-L-.L

clas se s

\ - nlm l^ \ ^, [= ¡ I,rl = 9(ol laiJ r oZ (ai, uj)' al , ã2,

â. ,, , ... I a-: 1 , â-, r, ... t a*)
I-rI l-r J -rI tr

of type rïr å".o*no=ition

are expressions of the



according as ol is a permutation function or not"

When o1 is a permutation function, it is always

possible to choose or(ar) = ri since any other choice

simply relabels the input assignments to g" This

results in a decomposition of the form

f(al , d2, ...,..r) = g(ar(ai, rj), .l_, u2,

. o I t-.''-l_, ai+l , ..., -rr)
J_J

whj-ch is a simple nondisjunctive decomposition.

Theorem 3.6. A type III decomposition with or(ar) = tí

is nontrivial if, and only if, there exists some

*= - xt, xs e X, such that x= and xa agree in the

coordinate corresponding to a..
Proof " Suppose a nontrivial type III decomposition

exists with clr(ar) = ri, cr is defined by the 2-tuple
t^ ^' t^ - I ì Qinna +h.e decomposition is nontrivial,oir *2\oi, ajl l. ÐfrIUE Lrr

cr has a smaller range than its domain and there j-s

some *k, *.0 e x such that o[xO1 = olxnl. Clearly, xk

and xU agree in the coordinate corresponding to ti and

*k x['

Suppose *= xa where *= and xa agiree in the coordinate

corresponding to ar. For all *k e X, k 7 L, assign

o2[*k] tfre value of the coordinate of *k corresponding

to aj. Assign cx..[x,] the value of the coordinate of x-f '- ¿'-E' s

corresponding to a.. Now o¿ = (ai, ar(a* ar)). By

construction o[xn1 = o[xg] -> *p *q and hence by

theorem 2.5 the decomposition exists" Since o[x=J =

o [xt] the range of o is smaller than its domain and
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the decomposition is nontrivial. QED.

The above result is a condition for a type fII

decomposition with cl., (a., ) = ai to be nontrivial" VleIl_a

now describe a process for determining or.

Construct a graph õ rs follows. Ntãl = N(G).

L(õ) = t(c) n t wher" fl .orr=ist.s of all unordered

pairs of nodes ñ,,ñ. e x(õ) such that ñ, and ñ. agree
I' ¿ I ¿ "

in the coordinate corresponding to a.. For example, if

G is given by figure 3.5 and a, corresponds to the first

coordinate of the labels of c, G is given by figure 3.6.

BO

11

FIGURE 3.5

Consider a X(õ) colouring of õ and let c-, 0 < t < X(ã),t'
denote the colours. For each x, e X, define cr^ [x, ] = st ¿- E-

where in the colouring being considered x* is coloured c

Theorem 3.7. Given oZ constructed as above there exists

a decomposition

.* lo12ø ./TL{
FIGURE 3.6

00

b,* ot

"02

;),J
â. rrâ-I¿

n-



Proof" q. is defined by the 2-tup1e (ai, or(a* ar)) "

Consider *= f xt, Xs, xt e X. If x" and xa disagree

in the coordinate corresponding to a., cr[x=1 * o[*t] "

If x_ and x- agree in the coordinate corresponding toST

ã. t the nodes labeled x and x. are adìacent in õ.l-- s t
This follows since *= y' xt ímplies the nodes labeled

x^ and x- are adjacent in G and since x^ and x- agiree
SI"SE

in the coordinate corresponding to .i, the adjacency

is carried through to õ. Since the nodes labeled x=

and x* are adjacent in õ, they must have differentï.

col-ours, hence cl, [x=J = cl, [xal " Since *= I *t =,

cx,[x^] * s[x-] by theorem 2.5 the decomposition- s- - t'-
exists " QED.

The second class of type III decompositions is

when o. (â. ) is a nonconstant, nonpermutation function"-L' r'
In considering the identification of decompositíons

from this class the question is whether the existence

of the decompositions

B1

.,o1 , o2,

and f (a", â^,
I¿

imr:lies the existence of a decomposition

r(at, d2, ..., .rr) = 9¡(ot(ar) , or(a', u)), âl , à2,

..., ti_l, ai+l , ..., tj_f , tj+l , .rr)

The following example disproves thís notion.



Consider the function f (al , d2, r¡) given

trtl
00 01 02 10 11 L2 20 2I

J

010
lt 2

Exarnining this partition matrix

ing incompatibility graph G.

2t 2

0

I

1

results

ó¿

by

22

12L
202

101

in the follow-

The nodes label-ed 00, 01, 20 and 2I are mutually

adjacent and X(G) > 4. There is thus no nontrivial
type I decomposition of f for the partitio. 13 | uIuZ.

Consider a type II decomposition with or(ar) = al.
Constructing ê .= described above we find ê is given by

figure 3. B.

22

11
FIGURE 3.7

FÏGURE 3. B



To see this note that the nodes labeled 00 and 01 are

adjacent in G and the nodes label-ed 01 and 02 are

adjacent in G. However each pair labeled 00, 02¡

10, 12; 20, 22 are not adjacent. It follows there is

decomposi-tion

f (al , ã2, .¡) = gt(oz(ar) , rI, r¡)

where o2 is given by the table

*2

0

aI

¿

ur(ar)

Vlhen

0

1

0

ot (rz)

B3

*2'

and there is no nontrivial decomposition of the form

f (aI , ã2, rS) = g (az (ar), u2, .¡) .

Now 0l- 11 hence there i-s a nontrivial type III
decomposition with or(ar) = a2. Constructing õ

described above we find õ i= given by figure 3.10.

AG is given by figure 3.9,

FIGURE 3 " 9

FTGURE 3 .10



X(õ) > 3 since the nodes labeled.00, 10 and 20 are

mutually adjacent. One possible three-colouring is

given by the sets { 00,01,11 ,22} , { 02 ,l-0 } , {I2 ,20 ,2L}

where two nodes have the same colour íf, and only íf,

their labels are in the same set. This colouring

results in a decomposítion of the form

çt^ \ 
- 

l^, l^ - \ - \.r- \dl , o2, "3) - 92 \*2 \o1 , o7t , o3t

where one possible choice for u, is given below-

u2

*.'l
I

We have two decompositions

f (al , ã2, r¡) : 9l (o, (a, ) , "1, 
t:)

and f (al , ã2, r:) = gr(ar(a' a2) , t:)

However, there is no 93 such that

f (al , ã2, tS) = g3 (o, (a, , uZ) , 0l (ar) ,

To see this, note that f(0,0,0) + f(2,2,0).

B4

crr(0) = or(2) and or(0,0) = ur(2,2) and there

way to assign ga consistently.

9. TYPE IV DECOMPOSITIONS

Type IV

0I and a, are

most complex

for a given f

decompositions are the case where both

true two-place functions" This is the

form of two-place decomposition. Thus

\o1t o2t

o3'

However,

is no

, a ) and pair of variables a.
' n'



and rj a type fV decomposition is assigned only when

no simpler type of decomposition is possible.

Theorem 3.2 is a condition for the existence of a non-

triviat two-p1ace decomposition. If no type 1, type II

or type IIf decomposition can be assigned then a type IV

decomposition is identified as follows.

Consider a many-valued function f(at, ã2, ... | .rr)

and pair of variables .i and a. . Suppose a nontrivíal

two-place decomposition exists which is not type I, IÏ

or III. Construct c in the same manner as o¿2 was

constructed in the proof of theorem 3.2. This cl, has

the smallest possible range since it is determined from

a minimal- colouring of the incompatibility graph. Each
')

element in the range of cx, is an integer k, 0 < k < r" -

For each x- e X, write o[x-] as a two digit base rs-s
number and assign cxr[x=] the value of the first digit

and o^ [x^] the value of the second digit.
¿ - z-

For example, suppose f is three-valued,

f, = { 00,01, 10 ,Lr,r2 ,20 ,22} and o is such that

cx[00] = cl[11] = 0

B5

cx,[01] = a.l22l = 1

cr [10] = 2

0 as a two dígit base three number

2 ís 02. 3 is 10. Since o[00] = cL

o¿[12]:o¿[20]=3

cr, [001 = o, [11J = 0 and cx, [001 = oz

cx, [017 = sl22J = 1,çx, [01J = arl22J =

is 00.

t11l:
t11l =

0 and

1 is 01.

n

0 " Since

cr^ I01l =¿-



arl227 = 1. Similarly v¡e find o, [101 = 0, o, [101 = 0,

crr[12J = or[20] = I, arll27 = url201 = 0.

10. A GRAPH COLOURING ALGORITHM

The above results establish tests for the existence

of a number of forms of two-place decompositions of a

many-valued function. once it is known that a certain

form of decomposition exists o1, o2, and g must be

defined. Both the existence tests and the subsequent

d.efinition of the functions depend on the colouring of

graphs. Several authors [6 ], t e l, I34 l, IBl ] have

considered this problem. The algorithms preseirted by

these authors are costly in terms of both storage and

execution time. The algorithm below, presented by the

author in t 37 l , is more economical in both these areas "

A path is an alternating sequence of nodes and

lines beginning and. ending with a node, in which each

line is incident with the nodes immediatety preceeding

and fol-lowing it, and in which all the nodes are

distinct. A tree is a graph with exactly one path

between each pair of nodes. one node witl be distin-

quished as the root of the tree. The leaves of the tree

are all nodes excluding the root which are incident

with one line. Following normal mathematical con-

vention, trees will be drawn wíth the root at the top

and the leaves at the bottom, e.9. the tree below.

B6



The unique colourings of a graph up to renaming

of the colours can be represented by a labeled tree.

A labeled tree is one whose nodes are distinquished

by attaching a unique label to each node. A tree

representing the colourings of a graph is termed a

colourinq tree.

leaves

Consider a graph G with p node= r0, nl , .p_1.

Let cO, cI , "p_l 
denote p unique colours. Suppose

the node= r0, îI, ..., nt_l, t < pr have been coloured

,,^.i *^ ^usl-ng c0, .1, ..., "g"_L, L < t. The node na can be

coloured cO, 0 < k < .Q,-1, if , and only if , there is no

hm, 0 < m < t-1, such that n* and nt are adjacent and

n* is coloured cO. In addition, ot can be coloured a

new colott ".[. Since we are only concerned with

colourings up to renaming of the colours, this exhausts

all choices of colours for na for the given colouríng

of nO, nl | ..., nt_l. Beginning by assigni-n9 t0 the

colour "0 and then applying the above result repeatedly,

a colouring tree can be constructed. The process is

best described by working an example.

Consider the graph G given by figure 3-L2"

leaves

B7

FTGURE 3 " 11



The root of the colouring tree is given in figure 3.13,

ø(n.,, c^) FTGURE 3.13

where the labet (nO, 
"0) indicates the node .0 in

G is to be coloured cO. For the vertex n, there are

two choices. Either n, can be coloured cO since it is

not adjacent to nO or it can be coloured a nelv colour

ct. These choices are represented by the tree below.

BB

Each path from the root to a leaf in this tree

represents a colouring of the nodes r0, .1 of G.

Consider the left path" Since 11 is coloured cO,

the only choice is to colour n, a ne\^r colour cl. This

gives the following tree.

(n^rc^)

(nr'co) FTGURE 3.T4

(nr'co)

(nr, c r)

(nt'cr)

FIGURE 3.15



When

n, may be

coloured

t0 is coloured cO and n,

coloured cO but not cl.
a new colour c, " Thus we

In this tree there are three paths from the root
to a leaf representing three unique col-ouring of the

nodes Dn r hr , n, of G. Applying the above techniquesU I ¿ --

to n, the complete colouring tree, figure 3.17,is
found.

Each path from the root to a leaf in this tree

represents a colouring of G. It is easily verified
that every unique col-ouring of G up to renaming of the

colours is represented. The darker paths represent

minimal colourings and indicate X(G) = 2. Note that
in constructing a colouri-ng tree the lines down from a

node lead to nodes assigníng colours in ascendi-ng

order from left to right.
In the above example, the leftmost path represents

a minimal colouring. This is the case for many

graphs but is not always true. Consider the graph G

given by figure 3.18.

(nr,cO)

is coloured c"I'
n^ can also bez

have the tree:

(n2,"L) { Ør,co)

B9

FIGURE 3.16

(n,,cr)



"1 t -o'

90

(no 
' 
co)

\¡!3 t ç1l (nr'co) @

(n^ rc^)JU

(l

(n^,c^)
LL

FIGURE 3.I7

å(nr'cr) @

(n.rc^)
JJ



If the colouring

is found to be as

root

(no, co )

n
J

FIGURE 3 " 18

This colouring uses three

The chromatic number

by examining the paths of

tree. The following rules

from left to right:

tree is constructed, the leftmost path

shown in figure 3.19.
leaf

(.1,"0) (nr,cr)

91,

i) start at the root and qo down the leftmost

line;

colours yet clearly X(G) = 2.

of a graph G can be determined

the corresponding colouring

exarnine the paths in a tree

ii) when coming down a line to a node which is not

a leaf, go down the leftmost line;

iii) when a l-eaf is reached, go back up the line

leading to that leaf;

iv) when coming up a line to a node, go down the

next line to the ricrht or if there are no more

lines to the rightr go up the line to the next

higher nodei

(nr,cr)

FIGURE 3.19

(nn,cr) (nr, cr)

v) stop after returning over the rightmost line



It is an easy matter to count the number of colours

assigned in each path. The minimum of these is X(G)

and. the corresponding path defines a X(G) colouring"

Two simple observations greatly reduce this search"

Suppose we have just reached a leaf on a path repre-

senting a colouring of G which uses k colours. We can

immediately go back up this path past the highest node

which assigns the colour "k_1. The reason for this is
that any path containing this node represents a colour-

ing using k or more colours. Símilarly, it is
unnecessary to visit any further nodes which assign a

colour cn, 9" > k-1, since a path containing such a

node represents a colouríng with k or more colours.

The graph G given by figure 3.20.

leading from the root"

92

has the colouring tree given in figure 3.2L. The arrows

indicate the nodes visited in a reduced search. In

the reduced search, the last path from the root to a

leaf which is fully completed represents a minimal

colouring.

It is unnecessary to construct the col-ouring tree "

Insteadr \úê need only keep track of the path from the

root to the node currently being visited. This path is

tl

n

t3 FrcuRE 3.20
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uníquely defined by the colours currently assigned to

the nodes of G. The values YO, Yl| 6--, Yp-l indicate

the current colouring of G. If Yi = -I, *i is

uncol-oured. If 0 < Yí < p-1, ûi is coloured "y., 
. {li

is one less than the number of colours currentlJ 'r="¿
to colour the vertices n0, tl, ..., ti-l- These

values are useful_ for retreating back up the path when

a colouring is found. If the colouring uses k colours,

we simpty back up to the f irst rf , such that ü. < k.

At each point in the algorithm t indícates the vertex

of G currentl-y being considered.

The sets CO, CI, are termed

At each point is the execution of the algorithm, the

set C, contains all n', such that n- is coloured c., .-i --- --j I a

The graph to be coloured is represented by the sets

^ ^ A - where A' contains all n- such that^0r ^lr ...t,^p_l "..--- --i **- --j

n. and n. are adjacent in G. The advantage of this
lr_

representation is that we can colour n, with c-t íf ,

and only if, Aí n Ci = O. The representation of these

sets and the "*"",rti.on of this test are tasks quite

suitable to a computer.

Alqorithm 3.2.

94

colour sets.

lv<- ,0

2. Y. <-'I

3. find
rll
't-l-

0; ü0 <- 0; t <- 1; C0 * {nO}; min + P

-L, Ci <- þ, 1 i < p

k the least integer such that Yt < k

+landCOnAt=0



4. if k > min go to 15

5. if \t * -1 remove tt from ca

6. yt * k; add na to Ct

7. út * Max(ôt_', k)

B. t <- t+l

f. if t < p-t go to 3

I0. n.: coloured c., , 0 < i < P is aa Yi
11. min <- üp_t

-tr

12. t <- t-l

13. ift-0stop

L4. 't rlt < min -1 and 6a < min -2

ô. < ú. ' so to 3- t 'Ë-r
15. remove n+ from C^

16. ô, <- 0c

L7. 90 to 12

95

For certain graphs this algorithm produces more than

one colouring. The last of these colourings is minimal.

11. ASSIGNMENT OF cxl AND cY,2

colouring of G

For a given many-valued function and a', a, pair,

if a two-place decomposition exists it is not unique.

There is often more than one type of decomposition

and for each of these types there are a number of

choices for o1 and crr. we would like to identify which

of these decomposítions results in the least complexity

in the final switching circuit- This requires we

identify the decomposition involving the fewest

and



arguments to g and the least amount of hardware. The

first criterion is straightforward. The second is much

more involved. and is closely related to the way the

functions are to be realized in hardware.

Several many-valued hardware schemes have appeared

in the literature t 15 l, | 431, t B0 l. These schemes

employ various technologies to implement some set of
primitive operators. More complex functions are

realized using some number of these operators. The

two-place decomposition techniques can be used to

express a many-val-ued function as a composition of one

and two-place functions. We are thus concerned with

how primitíve hardware devices can be used to realize
two place functj-ons.

_¿
There are (r' r) true one or two-pl_ace r-valued

functions. It is impossible to keep a table of the

realizations for each of these functions. This implíes

a realization must be determined each time a function

is used. If a minimal realizaLion is sought this would

require a great deal of computing and would result in
a very hardware-dependant synthesis technique. An

alternative approach is to realize each function in
some predetermined form.

For example, the condition disjunction due to

Church | 7 I can be generalized to r values to give a

function denoted

fs h la la 'l
Lat -0r uL, ...t "f_ll

96



h/hose value is b. when a = i,0 < i < r-1" This

function can realize any one-place r-valued function by

applying the appropriate constants to the b, " A two-

place r-valued function can be realized as

rl^ ^ \ r^ c l^ \ c l^ \ c I^ \ I (6)t tol , o2) [o1, Lg\a2l t La\42) t . .. I tf_l \d2) J

where f - (a^) is the value o' rt- ^ \ --r^^- ':

r 
" 

-a LIIe VdI ue (JI t \ o1 , o2) wllclr cf 
1 

¿ "

This reduces the problem of realizing f(al, u2) to

the problem of realizing the generalized condition

disjunction and the fr(ar) . The realization of the

generalized condition disjunction is the same for all
r-valued functions. The ¡.(aZ) are one-place functions.

Certainly, for r = 3 or r = 4 and possibly for r = 5,

it would be reasonable to keep a table of realizations

of the one-place r-valued functions. A realization of

a two-place function could thus be determined fairly
easily.

Sobocilski t 69 I has taken the idea of a pre-

defined form further. A universal decision element is

one which can realize any one or two-place function

by an appropriate assignment to the arguments of the

element. Sobociiski considered the two-valued case

and restricted. the allowed arguments to the constants

0,1 and thé variables of the functi-on to be realized"

Loader t311,1321, Rose t57l andMuzioand

Miller | 46 I , | 47 ) have considered various many-

valued universal decision elements particularly the

three-valued case " For a number of these e]ements the

97



al-l-owed arguments include certain one-place functions

in addition to the constants and variables. For

example, Muzio and Miller 1,46 I present a three-valued

universal decision element with seven arguments which

are allowed to be constants, variables or the Post

negations [52 ] of one of the variables.

The universal decisj-on element has two major

advantages. First, each one or two-place function is

realized by the same hardware configuration except

possibly for operators on the inputs. This makes the

switching circuit easier to construct since the

designer can treat the universal elements as 'black
boxes' considering only their external connections.

This is much easier than constructing a unique

realization for each function.

The second advantage is that constructing the

switching circuit using universal decision elements

greatly reduces the complexity of a synthesis

algorithm based on decomposition. For a two-place

decomposition there are a number of choices for o1

and o". Tf the swítching circuit is realized using a
¿

hardware scheme where a unique realization is to be

found for each function, the cost and the number of

connections may vary widely for the choices of o1

and o". This would imply the choices shoul-d be examinedz

to determine a minimal or a nearly minimal choice.

If a universal element is used the cost and number

9B



of connections is the same for all choices except

possibly for operators on certain inputs. IL is quite

reasonable to choose the functions arbitrarily. This

means that for each incompatibility graph only one

minimal colouring and a single assignment of cl, and

o2 derived from that colouring need be considered.

In a sequence of decompositions representing a

switching circuit the arguments of any one-place

nonpermutatj-on functions must be arguments of the initial
function to be real-ized since arguments introduced by

decompositions i.e. the oi, all have minimal ranges.

The one-place functions are all arguments to two-place

functions " Tf universal elements are used any one-

place functions are superfluous since they are easily

incorporated into the following two-place functions.

While this alters the two-place function the cost of
realizíng it does not change. The overall circuit

is in fact simpler since the one-place function need

not be realized separately. when universal elements are

to be used decompositions involving one-place functions

other than the variable itself are ignored.

When one-place functions are ignored there are

three forms of two-place decompositi_on

f (al , ã2, ..., t.r) = g(o2(ui, .j), âl , ã2,

... | -i-1, ai+l r ..., âì-l , ai+1 , ... r tr..,)
J ' L ¡¡

f (al , ã2, ..., r.r) = g(ar(ar, rj) , d.-, u2,

', ti-l_' aì+l , t.r)
J_
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f (41 , ã2, ... r trr) = g(or(a, , uj) , ar(ar, rj), uL, u2,

...t.i-1, ai+l , tj-fr a¡+l ' ur).
These are type I I type IfI and type IV decompositions

respectively. They are listed in order of perference" The

first employs a single true two-place function and n-l
arguments to g. The second employs a single true two-place

function and n arguments to g. The third employs two true
two-place functions and n arguments to g. Conditions for
the existence of each of these decompositions are given

by theorems 3.2, 3.6 and 3.1 respectively.
11. Hardware Realizations

Switching circuits are constructed using basic hard-

ware elements which perform relatively simple operations.

The theoretical results above assume an appropriate univer-

sal decision element is available. There is thus a gap

between our theoretical results and the practical design

problem.

One approach to solving this problem is to extend our

results to handle basic hardware elements directly. This

would require a different technique for assigning o1 and

o¿1 in a decomposition. Such a technique would have to¿-
examine the possibitities for o1 and. o2 and choose those

with the simplest realization in terms of the basic hard-

ware availabl-e.

100

An alternative approach is to determine a realization
of the universal decision el-ement of interest in terms of



the basic hardware available" This is the easier of the

two solutions, since our theoretical results need not be

modified. ftrs practicatity is quesLionable. rt realizes
each two-place many-valued function in the same wav and

will thus often r,'/aste hardware. However, with the advent

of many-valued integrated circuits t 43 l, this regulari-ty
of realization may in fact prove to be an advantage.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to consider the

hardware real-i-zation problem in detail. The author is
currently examining the approaches mentioned above. The

results of this research wil-l clearly have an effect on

the useful-ness of the decomposition results as well- as the

direction of future theoretical work in this area.
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A Fast Method for Determininq

the Two-Place Decompositions of a Two-Valued Function

1.

A number of authors have considered the decom-

position of two-vafued functions. Ashenhurst I Z l

and Curtis I g I have developed a complete theory of

decomposition of total tr¡o-valued functions. These

results were considered in chapter 2. The techniques

are extremely time consuming and cannot be extended

to partial functions.

Roth and Karp I 59 I and Karp et al t 60 I have

presented an approach which can be used for partial

functions. The decompositions considered take the form

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 4

L02

where A^ , AU = A, AÀ n AU

f (A) = g(qt(AÀ), cr2(AÀ)

function i.e. a function which is 1 or 0 for exactly

one input condition. This restriction is justified

since commonly available two-valued devices implement

one of the vertex functions AND, OR, NAND or NOR.

Karp et al t 60 I have implemented a vertex

decomposition technique on a computer. Unfortunately,

their description is quite vague. It is impossible

to tell exactly what form of decompositions are allowed

Y

. , cx,a (A^) , ou)

and each q, is a vertex



but it is interesting to note that in the examples given'

all but one gate have two inPuts '

Two-place decompositions of partial two-valued

functions have been considered by Barnard and Holman

t 3 I and by the author [ 36 ] ' These techniques are

much more efficient than those due to Roth and Karp

I 59 I and Karp et al t 60 l ' Barnard' and Holman present

heuristic decomposition tables which identify simple

disjunctiveornondisjunctivetwo-placedecompositions

whereClisavertexfunction.Theoutstandingfeature
of this work is that almost all the computation is

carried out in parallel for all pairs of variables '

onlyVerysimpletestsmustbecarriedoutindividually

for each Pair.
Themethodpresentedbytheauthorint36]allows

for the equivalence and exclusive 6R. and also for

decompositions where both o1 and o2 are true two-place

functions.Foreachpairofvariablesthecompatible

and incompatible elements of x are found as in chapter 3 '

Since for a two-valued' function there are at most 4

elementsinX,thereare64possibleincompatibility
graphs. This figure is found by assuming input con-

figurations not appearing in X are included in the

graph as compatible with all others ' For each possible

graph, the 'best' decomposi-tion is kept in a table'

In determining the two-place decompositions of a
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function this table is indexed. by each graph encountered"

This method has the disadvantage that the incompatibility

graph for each pair of variables must be determined

eônâ ra'l-a I rz

The technique develo¡red below combines the advant-

ages of these two approaches. Most of the required

computation is performed in parallel and the two-place

decompositions not consiäered by Barnard and Holman t ¡ l

are permitted. The method is much more efficient

Lhan those due to Roth and Karp I 59 I and Karp et al t AO l

and is in practice just as useful since there is no

evidence the l-atter techniques can be applied for other

than two-place decompositions.

For the rest of this chapter, a function is two-

valued unless otherwise indicated. Functions will be

represented in a different form from the matrix

representation introduced in chapter 3. The represent-

ation chosen is due to Roth t 58 l. It is more compact

and leads to a clearer theoretical- development.

r04

A cube is an n-tuple of

the cube contains no x's or Ö

NOTATION AND DEFTNITIONS

A vertex simply represents an assignment of values to

the variable" rl , dZ, ..., trr. A cube containj-ng no

0's is a representation of a set of vertices. The

elements of this set are found by replacing the x's

0ts, Its, xts and 0ts. If
t s it is termed a vertex.



in the cube by 0 rs and 1' s in all possibl-e ways.

if, ít assumes the value 0 or I

condition. This input condition

tinquished vertex.

f (a,, dnr... râ-) is a vertex
I¿LI-

We shall use E, c, x, To, Tl, U and V to denote

sets of cubes and shall denote their elements as

-o -l ^-'¡ Vr-r respectively. A second
"k, "k, 

*k, ak' ak' tk anq. K.

subscript will be used to denote a specific

of a cube eg. .ko is the pth .ootdínate of the tth cube

of C. The set of vertices represented by the cube .k

is denoted [.f ]. f [ck] is defined if , and only íf , f

assumes the same value for every vertex in [.t].

function if, and only

for exactly one inPut

is termed the dis-
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I¡le define three operators over the set

00lx
0

0

1r

x

00lx
00xx
lxlx

XXXX

These operations are extended to

tp ' "q = {tn, ' "q1' "p2 
u "q2'

c ^ c = {cp q pI n 
"ql' "p2 

n 
"q2'

"p E .q {.n, Ç "qL, "p2 e cr2,

In additiion we define

c- n c- = þ if c-^" ^ c_-n : 0 forp q p.L qv-

c n c = c ^ c otherwise.pqpq

coordinate

{ô,0,1,x}:

01x

000
101
I0x

cubes as follows

...]

Ì

Ì

any L,



The distance between "p and cn,

is the number of distinct .Q, such that c

¡¡a t^rr.i #a õ c (a i f anrl n¡l rz 'i f õvYe WI-L Le Up!, I -q[ LL, af,ru vrrrJ LL , v

and c* . c^ íf, and only íf, c^ o c^pq}1q

Given i and j we define À (co) =

u ("p) = {"n, ,"p2,. - -,.pi-l,cpi+l ,... 'tj-r,tj*l t " ',"nr}'
À (cp) and u (cn) are themselves cubes and we denote

their coordinates as À(cn)O and u,.n,O. tÀ(cn) I and

tU (cn) I are the sets of vertices represented by À (cn)

and p ("p)

A function f(a',d2,..,.r) is degenerate if there

exists a function g such that

f (alta 2,...,.r) = g(bl ,b2," "",b*)
where m < n, and b, e {ar,ã2, ..rarr}, 1< i < m. The

degree of f, denoted 6(f), is the minimum m so that such

a g exists"

Consider an arbitrary function f(41,ã2, ..r.r) -

A two-place decomposition is an expression of the form

f(al,d2, ..,r^) = g(ot(tir.j) ,o2(ti,-j) 'al ta2, -

denoted A (c^ rc^) ,YY

^ ^ 
c n z 0"p.r qL

pÎ, " "q.{, -p!"

U p
t^ ^ 

-l 
=nrlL-^i f-^ìJ

YJ
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where o1 and cr, are two-valued functions. The decom-

posi-tion is nontrivial if, and only if, I is defined

for fewer input cond.itions than f" We insist that 9

be a nondegenerate function, hence, ol(a. rar) * ar(arrat)

and at least one of ol or o2 is a true two-place function.

Also oI and cx,, may be j-nterchanged as this simply results

... rai-lrai+I ,... 'tj-f r-j*1,... rtrr) (1)



in a re-1abeling of

There are three

decompositions of a

Simple Disiunctive
.Ê t^ \ 

-tt41ro2r"""an/

"'"'ai-l'ai+r'
Simple Nondisjunctive

the inputs to g.

types of nontrivial two-P1ace

nondegenerate two-valued function.

f (al ta2,... r-r) =

" " ai-l-'ai+l'

Complex Disiunctive

f(al,a2t...,tr) = g(cln(at,ai),clr(at,ai),arra 2r - - -

...,ai-1rai+l t... t.j-f ,tj+1r...,ân) (4)

In expressions (2), (3) and (4) ol- and o2 denote true

two-p1ace functions.

In the simple disjunctive case clr(at'at) is a

constant and is removed from g. In the símple non-

disjunctive case or(a'ar) = aj. Since ti and a' may

be interchanged and since tj in (3) may be replaced

by ã. , these three types exhaust all possibilities.
I

The complex disjunctive decompositions consid.ered

here are not the same as those discussed in chapter 2

since a, and cl, have the same arguments. We adopt

this term since the d.ecomposition has two true two-

place functions and since the arguments to g and. the oi

are disjoint.

g(az(.i,.j),al ,ã2,

"'râì-lrai+lr"'rtr)
JL

g(aZ(.i,.j),al ,ã2,

... r_r)

r07

(2)

/ ?\



3.

Let E denote the set of a1l vertices for which

f (at,a2t...,tr) is defined" Given i and j 1et X

denote the set of all unique À (e[) " We restate the

definitíon of compatibitity in the notation of this
¡?r ¡n#a r

DECOMPOSITTON TESTS

Definition. xn and xq are compatible (denoted xn - *n)

if, and only íf, for all en, e* such that À(en) = *p,

À(e ) - x anrl ¡lc l = lr le \ f [a I = f Ie*]; otherwise,..-m, --cf ---r t-r\s[,r t^\vm/ ¡ -L"g"r *r-mr

x* and x- are incompatibl-e (denoted x^ I x^) .pg"P9
Given cx,., (a.. ra-.,) and c" (a., ,a*) we shall say that g

IJ-JzrJ

exists if, and only if, expression (1) holds for every

vertex for which f is defined. The following criterion

is a special case of theorem 2 " 1 "

Criterion. Given ur(a'ar) and or(a'ar), q exists i-f,

=nÄ a-1 .z ìf lar =l'l -. Ð X,q¡rvvrIJJL'|.'p'..C1

l0B

or equivalently

x^ I x^ = > o.', [x^1 * c[1 [x^] or 4.' [x^J * cr,, [x.rJ.
PClIPr9fyaY

Clearly, wê could examine all the incompatibl-e

pairs of elements of X and determine if g exists.

This is the approach taken by Roth and Karp I 59 I and

by the author in a previous study t 36 l. Simpler tests

can be developed if each type of decomposition is con-

sidered in turn.

orlxnl = ol[*q] and orlxnl = crrlxnl = t *p - *q,

I¡Je assume or ( a' ai ) and or ("i , . j ) are given .



ß [xf] will denote

vertex xU. There

Simple Dis j il4sli\ie

Theorem 4.1. ff ô(or) = 0 and cr', = p[xUl ' g exists

if, and only if, for all *n I *q, p = k or q - k'

Proof. Suppose for atl *n I *n, p = k or q = þ'

Consider any .Q, t m such that ur[xnJ = cl, [x*1 ' Clearly'

g, * k and m * k and therefore *[ - xm and g exists.

Suppose g exists and consider anY xn I *q' Since

ô (or) = 0, a, [xnJ = cr, [xn1 . oz = ß [xt] and thus either

p=korq-k. qED.

Theorem 4.2. If O(of) = 0 and cr, is the equivalence

or nonequivalence, g exists íf, and only if' 00 t1

and 01 10.

Proof. Suppose 00 11 and' 0t 10 " Consider any 9' ¡ m

such that arlxn) = ct, [x*1 . Clearty if *g t {00'1I} '
x* e {00,11} and if *.[ e {01,10}, ** t {ot'to}' which-

m

ever , xL - ** and g exists '

Suppose g exists, u, [111 = ct, [001 , cl, [011 = ct', [101

and O(of) = 0, hence, 00 11 and 0I 10' QED'

Simple Non41elgnctive

a vertex function with distinguished

are two for each value of k.
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Let Y(1) = i and 1(2) = j'

Theorem 4.3. If o2 = ß[xt] and o1 =

p e {L,2}, g exists if, and onlY if,

such that *!,p = **p, *Í,p = *kp.

aorc["
Y (p) r-

for all *L I

:a

x
m

y(p) ,



Proof . Suppose for all *1. I x* such

**p = *kp. Consider any x, I *=. If

cr, lxrl = o, [x=J . rf *rp = *"p, cx,, lxrl

*rp = *=n -tu then either r = k or s =

g exists.
Suppose g exi-sts. Consider *L I x* such that

*[p = **p. It fo]-lows that arlxn) * cl, [x*1 . Since

o2 = $ [xol, *[p = *kp. QED.

Complex Disjgnctive

Theorem 4.4. If o1 = ß [xp1 and o, = $ [xn1 ' g exists

if , and only if , for some L, m' *g, x* where P, 9., I'

and m are mutualtY distinct-

Proof . Suppose *g" - **. Consider r É s such that

cx,, lxrl = ol [*=] and o, lxrl = cl, [x=J . Clearly, p' 9,

r and s are mutually distinct as oI = ß [xp] and

o2 = ßt*ql . ft follows that either r = 'Q' and s = m

or r = m and s = 9". whichever, Xr - *= and g exists'

Suppose g exists. Consider r t s such that

cx,, lxrl = ol [*=] and cl, lxrl = o,, [x=l . rt follows that

*. - *= and r, s, p and q are mutually distinct. QED.

It can be easily verified that if *L - x* and

xn- = x** then either ql or oZ is redundant in anY
&p mp

possible complex disjunctive decomposition' 00 1I

and 01 10 are the only relations which lead to a

nondegenerate complex disjunctive decomposition"

Let C denote a set of cubes such that eU e ["*]

that *[p = **p,

*rp- *=p'

* cl, [x"l as

k" ConsequentlY'

110



for all en e E and f [ck] is
We write ),(cl I À(c*) if,
for all en e [À (cU) J ,

lemmata are obvious.

Lemma 4"L" Given k,

íf, and only

or ¡À (c*) I =

Lemma 4.2.

such that *Lp = **p ít, and only if, for all À(cr)

¡ X(c=) such that L(cr)p ^ À("=)p = ö, ¡.(cs)p ^ À(.=)p

X.
Kp

The sets T0, T1, U and V are constructed from C

as follows:

Algorithm 4.1

1. Initially set t; = tï = t[ = uL:$ for all
1 < L < n.

defined

and only

[À (cm) ] .
Y,

if, for

x,.
K

p=korq-kfor

a1l À(cn) I À(c*) ,

Given k and p, *gp *kp for all xU I x^

fnr al I õ c I'k"v.

if,e le
ì1 Y

The following

111

allx lxpq
lÀ(cn)l = *k

2. For all .p, "q such that f [cp] = ¡[cC] let k be

the smallest integer such that cnk n 
"qk = 0 and

suppose with no loss of generality c^'. = 1.

(i) If A(c^,c^) = Iv9

# <- t-o u cKKq
.1 .1
E.KKP

1 " t^ 
^ 

C )*k *k " ."p ,. "q,

vì- + v,- u (c^ e c^).KKIJq



( ii) If ¡(c^'c^) = 2
-yY

!o &otkk*tkku

.1 ,1+' L 1- ll" kk 'kk

( r-r-r-) l-r

The sets

nrnnar{-i ac

Theorem 4.5.

.o
Klt

,1
KJ¿

qK

ì/rr

qv.t," u
]f-v.

VLg * vk.[

¡ (c^,c^) > 3
YY

,1tr,
K̂,X,

for all À(cn) * À(cq

Ir{trtk2)l = *k.

^'lTo, Tt, U and V have some interesting

UC p̂x,

u (c*n õ c^o).
Pfu

ignore the Pair"

IL2

Xur 
11 /+ 

*ur.,'., 
:proof. suppose tÀ(t' ot)l r,'\-j tJ = *k' Consider

some I (.p) I X(cn). Let s be the smallest inteqer

such that cns n .q= = $ and suppose with no loss in

generality, "p= = t. From the construction of To

and rl either cp G tÌ and cn : ti or .n 
= 

tl and

c^ . t3. Whichever, it fotlows that either [À(cp)] = xk
Y_ J -

or ¡l (cn) J = xk"

suppose tÀ (cn) J = xu or [À (cn) , ; "o for all

À (cn) I I (.q) . Further suppose If {t, kr)l * *k'

There exists some "*aar*ut, 
cm . a, of such that

Given *k, ¡l {cn) I = xk or [À (c

) if, and onlY if, tÀ(ti

*)l = X'-
9^
x,.Krr rJ]



tÀ(cn)l * xk and À(cU) y' À(c*) . Clearly, [À(cm)1 * xU

as cmi = iOr. This is a contradiction. A similar
X,

contradiction arises if we assume tL{t..î o') I * xk,
x.

hence, [À{t, k1)] 
=

Theorem 4.6. Given

for all x(c") / À(c
x,

íf, and only if, p

x. ^.KZ

Proof. Consider p = 1. Suppose tjl = *k1- Consider

f (cø) + À(cm) such that l(cU)t n À(cm) I * þ. From the

construction of U, cL n c* g tj and thus À(c[)l

,r À(.*)1 s rji. clearly' À(cu), n À(.*)l = *k1.

Suppose l(c¿)f n À(.*)1 = *kl for all l("¿) I

l(cm) such that l(c¿)l n À("*)1 r þ. Suppose tji * *kt"

From the construction of U there is some cr, .= such

that c, n .= 9 tj; and À(cr), n l(cs)t = *k1, À(cr)l

n À(.=)1 t þ.

This is a contradiction and it follows that

r(cø)1 n À("*)1= *kl for all x(cì / À(c*) such that

À (cn), n À (.*) t_ * þ implies tjl = *ki.

The proof is analogious for p = 2- QED"

x"^
lÀ(tj *t)l = *k. QED.

*k and p, À (cu) n n À (c*)n *kp

m) such that À(cn)n n À(c*)n z þ

= I and tji = xkl or P = 2 and u',

1t_ 3

Theorem 4.7.

v.. f r.

Proof.

I lr. \ J
/\ \vñ/ /

,tl

assuming

Sur¡r:ose v. r 1.
1'l

À (c^) such that
Y

with no loss of

00 / 11 if, and only if, tii > I or

Clearly there

I ln \ ^ 1 f n I/\ \v^/.1 /\ /\ \r^, I.I1IY

generality that

exists some

= Q and,

tpl = 1'



À

À

t

V

(c

À(

ji

ìz 6 À(cn), = 1. From the definitíon of e,

ì Z = I and À r"r, ,. ¡ 0. It fol-lows that 1l- e

cn)J and 00 e [Àcn)] and 00 I 11. Similarly,

= 1 implies 00 I 11"

Suppose 11 I 00. Clearly, there exists some

À (c*) I À (c^) such that 11 e [À (c^) ] and 00 e [À (c
IJLJ.Y

Let s be the smallest ì-nteger such that cns n .q=

Clearly, s: i or s = j. À(c-) 6 À(c-) : 11. It
PY

follows from the construction of V that v.. = 1 or

v;.r : 1 as c^ Ç
I-

Theorem 4. B. 01

V,. ¡ 0-ll

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 4-7-

Theorerns 4.L through 4.4 establish simple necessary

and sufficient conditions for the existence of certain

two-place decompositions of two-valued functions "

Lemmata 4.L and 4"2 and theorems 4.5 through 4.8 show

that these conditions can be tested by examining To,
1

T', U and V as constructed in algorithm 4.1. The

prínci-pal ad.vantage of this approach is that the

construction of To, T1, U and V requires each pair of

cubes in the definition of f be compared once. If

the general approach developed for many-valued functions

is employed each pair of cubes must be compared for

c- c v^. QED.
Y

110 Lf , and only if , v.i i - 0 or
_J

LT4

^) lq
aI

each pair of variables.

The following table presents several decomposition



tests in terms of To,

o2 i-ndicated g exists

test is true.

Decomposition Tests

't
rF-

11

*1

6 (crr) =

ô (cxr) =

ô (or) =

ô (crr) =

ô (crr) =

U and V" For each o, and

and only íf, the accompanying

u2

^ 
-l R[r'1 r

-2 P L¡¿r

o2

o2 = ß t01l

oZ = ß I00l

eguivalence or
nonequivalence

oZ = ß tO-l

o2 = ß tl-l

-1

I

]-

l_

*1 *i

rl
ru*1

orol=

115

OrOl=

orol=

orol=

= ß t00l

l_

f

q. -l

-l

1

tr
1-l

=,1
E

to

test
1

,!

Jr_

ô0 and t"'l -l

iìLJ

ô
L

Note: A dash (-) indicates a choice of 0 or 1.

Simple nondisjunctive decompositions with o2 the

equivalence or nonequivalence are not considered since
-i+ .i^ ^^^.il-.ru ÀÐ sqprrJ shown such a decomposition must be trivial.

For any complex decomposition other than the two

considered, there is always a simple nondisjunctive

decomposition. Since the latter use less hardware they

will be chosen in practice. Vüe have thus only included

ot = ß t01l

=land

,o
=Er_l

I

z

-2

-2

ji

ji

0v, u v..l-l I l-

,1
T,

ß t-01

ß t-rl

ß tlrl

r

=0

-l 't

=

o2 = ß t10l

u,.
lr_

u..
lr_

rl

I

r_l

u, .

r_J

V. U V.'l -l -r1

V. U V,,l-l I l-

0

I

I

=0



the complex decompositions which can possibly occur

as the onlY choice.

4. AN EXAMPLE

An example will illustrate the efficiency of

these tests. Consider the set of cubes g = {xx11,101x'

0lIxr 11x0,00x0, xx0xÌ and let f (al ,a2'a3,a4) be such

that f lxxll] = f [101x] = f [011x] = I and' f [11x0] =

f[00x0]=flxxOxl=0.
rnitial-ly we set tf, = tl =

= 9. = 4. Consider .1 = xxll

^ cL = 1110 and A(cycn) =
=

1

"1
I^7ê ôôf

Yee

.oLA = Qu11x0 = 11x0
'l

ti= 0uxxI1 = xxll-

u4 = 0 u (xxlI n l1x0) = IlIÖ

u4 = 0 u (xxll ç 11x0) = 0011

Now consider "I = xxll and c, = 00x0 " cl n t5

0010 and A(cr,cr) = 1. From algorithm 5'l we get

o __ ^L;=11x0uooxO:xxxO
1

u xxll = xxllLä = xxll

*4 = fll$ u (xxll n 00x0) = xx10

u4 = 0011 u (xxll 6 00x0) = xxll.

Proceeding through all "p, .q such that f[cn1 I

Ic^] \^Ie finallY get
I

To = {OxxxrxOxxrxxOxrxxxO}

TI = {lxxxrxlxxrxxlxrxxll}

u = {Oxl0,xQl0,xxQx,xxlQ}

116

r¿ = uL= Q for all

and cn = 11x0.

1. From algoríthm 5.1



Applying the decomposition tests for each titj

pair I < i 3 4, I < j < 4 we find g exists for the

v = {1þxx, Q10xrxx1x,xxl1}

following choices of

i) or (ar,ar) =

ii) o, (ar,ar) =

iii) o, (ar, an) =

iv) ct., (ar, ar) =

v) ur(ar,an) =

vi) cl, (a,, an) =

ol and or:

0

.3 or .3

u4 or a4

13 or t3

u4 or a4

.3 or .3

5. REMARKS

Treating two-valued functions separately has led

toamuchsimplerdeterminationtechniquethanthe
general algorithm discussed in chapter 3' The repre-

sentation of cubes and the construction and examination

LL7

ar(a.r, ar)

o, (ar,ar)

a r(ar' a n)

ur(ar' ar)

ar(ar, an)

a r(ay a n)

of To , TI, u and v are quite suited to a computer' A

major advantage is the minimization of the hardware

cost of realizíng each decomposítion' This is accom-

plished by applying the decomposition tests in order

accordingtothehardwareelementsbeingconsidered.
This is superior to the approach in chapter 3 since

universal decision elements are seldom used in two-

valued logic.

The sets To, Tl and U correspond to the decom-

position tabl_es due to Barnard and Holman t 3 I .

The addition of the set v allows us to consider complex

= equivalence or
nonequivalence

= ß t-rl
= ß I-01

= ß t_11

= ß t_01

= ß tl_l



decompositions as well as decompositions i-nvolving the

equivalence or nonequivalence. We shal-l find these types

of decomposition indispensable in the practical desJ-gn

environment"

An extension of the cube notation to three-valued

functions has been considered in t45l " For three values

the idea is reasonable. For four vafues, however, sixteen

symbols are required and the set notati-on of chapter 3 is

more descriptive and just as easily implemented on the

computer.

The techniques developed in this chapter are strictly

two-valued techniques. For more than two values, too much

information is required for it to be represented in a form

as compact and easily constructed as To, T1, u and v. We

will find in the next chapter that these techni-ques l-ead

to an efficient two-valued synthesis algorithm. In

addition, they will be used to synthesize two-valued

multiple-output switching circuits, a problem which has

previously been computationally too complex for decomposi-

tion techniques.
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Synthesis of Single-Output Circuits

TNTRODUCTIONt"

In chapters 3 and 4, techniques were developed for

identifying two-place decompositions of many-valued and

two-valued functions. !r7e now consider the application

of these techniques to the synthesis of switching cir-

cuits. fn this chapterr wê consider single-output com-

binational circuits. Multiple-output circuits are con-

sid.ered in the following chapter. Sequential circuits

are considered briefly in chapter 7 -

CHAPTER 5

A single-output combinational circuit is one whose out-

put depend.s solely on the current values of its inputs. ft

contains no memory or feedback loops. The behaviour of this

kind of circuit is completely defined by a single two-valued

or many-valued function. The synthesis problem is to con-

struct a switching circuit to realize a given function using

a certain set of primi-tive switching elements.

A synthesis algorithm based on two-place decomposition

wiIl be developed. This algorithm constructs a sequence

of decompositions. The first of these decompositions

applies to the initial function. Each subsequent decompos-

ition applies to the image of i-ts predecessor. The image

of the final decomposition is a two-place function. This

sequence of decomposj-tions speci-fies a teaLization of the
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given function as a composition of two-place functions"

These two-place functions are straightforward to implement

inhardwarethusyieldinganimp}ementationofthegiven
function.

ThealgorithmisbasedonthealgorithmduetoRoth

and Karp t59l and is a continuation of the work presented

by the author in t361. It is quíte simple since it constructs

a single sequence of decompositions by the repeated applica-

tion of heuristic selection criteria which at each stage

choose the fbest' decompositíon. No search techniques such

as rback-tracking' or 'look-ahead' are employed.. The

algorì.thmisconsequentlyVeryefficientintermsofboth

execution time and storage.

Implementationdetailsarequitedifferentformany-

valued. and two-valued functions since different techniques

are used. to identify two-place decompositions and to find

the images of the chosen decompositions. The structure of

the algorithm and, in particular, the heuristic selection

criLeria are the salne in both cases' The algorithm has

been Ímplemented on the computer for both cases" several

sample problems have been solved' A number of these are

presented in this chapter and compared to solutions found'

using alternative techniques. since heuristics are used'

empirical tests are the only means of evaluating the alqor-

ithm"

l-20



2.

Roth and Karp's decomposition algorithm t59 I is a

systematic procedure fox the design of si-ngle-ouLput

two-valued combinational switching circuits. The dis-

tinquishing feature of this algorithm is that it requires

no restrictive assumptions about the primitive switch-

ing elements used, their costs or the manner in which

they rnay be interconnected except that feedback loops

are not permitted. This flexibility is the principal

feature of synthesis techniques based on decomposJ-tion

and is in contrast with previous techniques which deal

al-most exclusively with special problems such as the

design of two-level circuits " The drawback to Roth and

Karprs algorithm is the extensive computation reqr:ired.

The algorithm developed later in the chapter retains

much of the scope and fl-exibility of Roth and Karprs

algorithm while greatly reducing the required computa-

tion.

Roth and Karp considered decompositions of t.he form

f (A) = 9(ar(AÀ),oZ(A¡.),....,ot(AÀ),Au) (1)

where A^ u Ar= A, and where f ,g,o.,ro.t....,c[t are all

two-valued. The sets A^ and Au need not be disjoint.

The decompositions considered are restricted to those

where the oi are taken from a set of pri-mitive functions

specified as part of the problem. In the implementation

due to Karp et al I 60 I these primitive functions were

ROTH AND KARPIS ALGORITHM
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taken to be the vertex functions.

At the beginning of the synthesis procedure nothing

is known of the switching circuit to realize f. and it
can only be considered as a black box with some number

of inputs and a single output.

A decomposition of the

of this single box by

boxes each realizing a

black box implementing

A
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forrn (1) represents a

a composition of some

primitive function s.

g.

Ã..1

f (A)

FTGURE 5.1

A second decomposition can then be found by examining

the function g. The black box implementing g can then

be replaced by a composition of srvitching elements and

yet another black box" This procedure is repeated until

a final decomposition is found which expresses the function

replacement

number of

and another

g(crl ta.2t. " ". rcx,arAu)

F]GURE 5.2



beíng considered at that step entirely in terms of
primitive switching elements. The result i-s a realiza-
tion of the initial function in terms of primitive
switching elements. This switching circuit is completely

specified by the sequence of decompositions.

The realization of a function is not unique and. there
are several sequences of decompositions representing

realizations of a given function. Roth and Karp's algo-
rithm is a cost loounded search of all possible sequences

and hence all possible real-izations emplolzing the pre-
scribed set of primitive functions. The cost of a cir-
cuit is taken as the sum of the costs of the switchino

elements comprising the circuits.
The search process may be viewed as an ordered tree

search. The nodes of this tree correspond to functions.
The root is the initial function to be real_ized. Bach

of the other nodes is the image of some decompositi_on.

The leaves correspond to primitive switching functions.
The branches correspond to decompositions" paths in the

tree represent sequences of decompositions each operat-
íng on the image of its predecessor. paths from the

root to a leaf represent switching circuits implementing

the given function.

The search is carried out j-n a manner analogous to
the search employed in the graph colouring algorithm

described in chapter 3. Initially one path from the
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root to a leaf is traversed. This gives both an initial
realization and a first approximation to the minimal cost

of a realization. Back-tracking Lechniques are then

employed to examine other paths in the tree. The traver-
sal- of a path is terminated when either:

a) the cost of the elernents required- in the partial
solution specified at any point in this path

exceeds the known minmum cost of a total real_i-

zaLion,

or b) a leaf is reached in which case a ne\,v rea]iza-
tion with a lower cost has been found.

The search terminates when all possible paths have bee:lî,

considered 
"

Two paths in the tree may specify the same sequence

of decomposj-tions in two different orders. Techniques

are incorporated into the search so that each unique

sequence is examined only once. Techniques are also

employed to avoid decompositions resulting in cycling
a phenomenon which produces an oi identical to

a) a constant,

b) an input to oi or i-ts complement,

c) an o¿. produced by a previous decomposition or

its com'olement.

It is easily shown that a ci-rcuit employing cyclic
elements is never minimal.
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greatly reduced by employing selection criteria to bias

the initial path examined towards a 'good' sol-ution"

As Karp et al I 60 I have observed the search can be

Unfortunately, the actual criteria used were not specifì-ed"

The above approach has a number of computational

drawbacks" First, as \^ras found in chapter 2, the ident-

ification of decompositions of the form (1) is very dif-

ficul-t except in highly specialized cases such as when

the oi are restricted to the vertex functions. This is

particularly true if the technique is to be extended to

many-va1ued. functions. For a given function of n arguments

there are 2n-n-L choices for A^ and for each of these

choices several possible AU " It j-s interesting to note

that in both t 59 I and | 60 I the examples given employ

two-input gates except for a single three-input gate. No

indication was given whether computational problems excluded

the use of multiple-input gates or whether they simply did

not arise. The former appears more likely since many

circuj-ts employing multíple-input gates are known.

The identification of decompositions, determining

the images of decompositions and directing the search

involve a great deal of computation. The latter process

requì-res keeping track of the functions j-n the sequence

being considered as well as their decompositions. A

great deal of this computati-on may be wasted" Roth and
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Karp give an example where a circuj_t found in a fev¿

second.s was not improved in almost an hour of further
searching.

The study of the identification of decompositions

in chapters 2 and 3 l-ed to the consideration of the

TWO-PLACE DECOMPOSTTION AI{D THE SYNTHESTS PROBLE}4

special case of two-place decompositions. Efficient tech-
niques for this special case were developed in chapters

3 and 4. We now consider how these techniques can be

employed to advantage in a synthesis procedure.

The two-place decomposition techniques could be

incorporated into Roth and Karp's algorithrn. The result-
ing process would determine a minimal cost reali-zation
constructed of two-input elements and could be applied
to both two-val-ued and many-valued functions. rn theory,
the modified algorithm is, in the two-valued case, less
general than Roth and Karp's algori-thm. In practice,
however, Roth and Karp's algorithm has only been used

to produce circuits employing two-input elements and these

el-ements have been restricted to those which i-mplement

vertex functions. The two-valued trvo-place techniques

in chapter 4 allow the exclusive-OR function and are

much more efficient than applying Roth and Karp's gieneral

technique to two-place decomposition. Simply incorpor-
ating the two-place techniques would thus result in an

improvement in both the scope and efficiencv of Roth
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and Karprs algorithm.

Barnard and lfolman t ¡ I found that a search for a

minimal solution is prohibitive even when efficient

techniques for identifying decompositions are employed "

Using their tabular techniques, described in chapter 4,

the circuit in figure 5.3 was found in 68 seconds on a

KDF9 computer. The initial result was found in L.6

seconds. Thís long execution time for a sJ-mple problem

is not promising, especially if a multiple-output algo-

rithm is to be developed where the size of the decompo-

sirion tree will girow very much larger than in the

single-output case" There is also the disadvantage that

a search algorithrn is rather complex to implement and.

requires a large arnount of storage.

Roth and Karp t 59 :l have suggested a number of possible

solutions. A partial search could be made and a 'good'

rather than a minimal result accepted" Heuristic criteria
for directing the choice of the first circuit produced

i.e. the first path followed in the decomposition tree,

can reduce the length of the search by generating a good.

initial result thereby placíng a tighter bound on the

circuits considered.. Roth and Karp found empirícally

that a great deal of the search is often spent in mini-

mizing the realization of a function of three arguments

encountered during construction of a realj-zation" This

coul-d be avoided by using a table of the optimum realí-
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zations of all three argument functions. This is of
course not practical in the many-valued case.

The algorithm below takes yet another approach.

A single sequence of decompositions is constructed using
no 'back-tracking' or 'l-ook-ahead' techniques. At each

stage the decompositions of the function being considered
are examined and a rbest' decomposition is chosen accord-
ing to a set of heuristic selection criteria. The chosen

decomposition is implemented and the process ís applied
to the resulting ì-mage. A major objective of this
work was to develop a simple, very fast method which

could be extended to the multiple-output case. Empirical
test will show that the particular sel_ection criteria
presented yield very good results which are comparable

to those produced by more complex procedures.

L29
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The algorithm below applies to both many-valued and

two-varued functi-ons. vüe assume two-place many-valued

functions are to be realized using a universal decision
element. Recall that this assumption \^/as also made in
chapter 3 in developing techniques for the identification
of two-pIace many-valued decompositions. The principal
result of this assumption is that the cost of realizinq
a two-p1ace r-valùed functi-on is fixed by r and. not the
function being realized" The synthesis algorithm makes

no decision based on the particular functions encountered"

A SYNTHESTS ALGORTTHM



rt is anticipated that two-p1ace trvo-valued functions
are to be realized b1¡ more traditional methods and not
by universal decision elements. The cost of real j-zínq

the function in this case does depend on the function.
This cost will, however, be ignored by the synthesis
algorithm. There are a number of reasons for this. The

vast majority of two-valued switching circuits,are re-
alized using inteqrated circuits. Tn this technology

the number of interconnections not the cost of the ele-
ments is the princípal guideline for a 'good' circuit.
rt is thus the number of two-place functions used in a

realization which is important, ExtensÍve testing t36 l
has shov¡n that selection criteria incorporating the cost
of the two-place functions in general produce no better
results than the methods belor,v. Finally, ignoring the
cost criteria results in a simpler and. more efficient
algorithm vzhich is easier to implement.

This synthesis algorithm constructs a seguence of
two-place decompositions. The first decomposition in
this sequence operates on the given function. Each of
the remaining decompositions operates on the image of
its predecessor. The image of the final decomposition

in this sequence is a two-place function. At each step

the algorithm examines the two-place decompositions of
the function being considered and selects one accord.inq

to a number of heuristic ru1es. These rules attempt
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to reduce the number of two-place functions reguired to
realize the initial function as well as the number of
levels in the corresponding switching circuit.

Two-place decompositions involving one-place func-
tions are ignored since universar decision elements are

to be used in the many-valued. case whichr âs described

in chapter 3, makes one-place functions superfluous.
one-place functions never arise in the two-varued case"

Three types of two-p1ace decomposition are considered:

SIMPLE DTSJUNCTIVE

r(at ta2,....,"r) = ø(a(a'ar)
. ". rai-l'ai+lr " " "

SIMPLE NONDTSJUNCTTVE

f (al ta2,....,rr) = g(olairrj)ra1,a2,

" " "'aj-ï'aj*l,. . .,..)

COMPLEX DTSJUNCTIVE
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f (a.,rã1r....,a ) - o(o-(aìra_i)ror(a-. raa)ra'1 rã1¡...J' ¿- n' I r J ¿. L ) ¿ L

. . . ,êi_lrai+l ' . . . . ,^j_L,tj*lr. . . ,ân)

When one exists a simple disjunctive decomposition

is chosen before either of the other two tlzpes. If no

simple disjunctive decompositions exist, a simple non-

disjunctive decomposition is chosen" A complex disjunc-
tive decomposition is chosen only when no other choice

is available. This order of preference choses a decompo-

sition involving the least number of true two-p1ace

functions and the least number of arguments to the image

râ.rrã2r . . .

''tj-1'-j*1r ' " " rtrr)



of the decomposition. Note that this order of preference

corresponds to the order of preference in assigning the

type of a two-place decomposition for a particular âi r

"j pair"

Often there are several decompositions of the same

type. In this case, the algorithm chooses the type as

above, and. then examines the arguments of each of
the decompositions of this: type, d.etermining for each

decomposition which argument has come through the most

leve1s. The decomposition for which this value is míni-

mal is selected. If two decompositions of the sel_ected

type have the same minimal value, the first to be giener-

ated is selected. Decompositions are identified by

examining the arguments in the order (uI,u2), (alra3) r..
.., (arrârr), (^2,^3) ,... ", ("rr_1rtr). New arguments to
the image of the decomposition are added fol_lowing an.

In implementing the algorithm, the identification
and selection processes are actually combined into a

single step and are not performed in sequence as sug-

gested above. The three types of two-place decomposi-

tions, simple disjunctive, simple nond.isjunctive and

complex disjunctive, are assJ-gned relative costs of 1,

2, and 3. As each decornposi-tion is found, this cost is
combined with the gating level of the decomposition

i.e" the maximum number of levels through which one of
the argmments of the decomposition has passed" The result
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termed the figure of compexity is
figure

of complexitlz

This value combines the two selection criteria into
one. rt is easily verified that the decomposition chosen

by t.he selection criteria described above has a minimal

figure of complexity. Tf two decompositions have the
minimal figure of complexity the first to be generated

is chosen. The value 1000 was chosen so that the level
of gating does not intefere with the cost. By proper

use of these figures of complexity, only two decompo-

sitions need be recorded at any one time, the d.ecompo-

sition currently being considered and the decomposition

with the rninimal figure of complexity known to date.

A flowchart of the algorithm as implemented is given

in ficrure 5"4"

= cost x 1000

defined by

-r level' of gating

r-J5

Techniques for the identification of two-place decomp-

ositions viere developed in chapters 3 and 4. We now

outline how these techniques are employed in the syn-

thesis algorithm. Many-valued functions are considered

first "

For a many-valued function each pair of variables
is examined seperately. consider an r-valued function
t (at ,a2, .. . . ,an) and pair of variables ri,rj. Algorithm
3.1 is applied to find the compatible and incompatible

THE ÏDENTIFICATTON OF TVÍO-PLACE DECOMPOSTTIONS



f(arrar,..,an)

1aA

ã. ;ã.rJ

required
gating

there
-i^ ^Iùd

decomp.

2-pIace

details of
gating for

record this
a.s the min
decompositíon

note FC denotes
the figure of
complexity of
the decomposition
for a. ,a .r-J

\74 A

apply mín
decomposition
to f Ëo find g

FTGURE 5.4



paj-rs of X, the set of assignments to ("i,rj) in the

definition of f. The incompatibility graph G represent-

ing these relations is formed and a minimal colouring

of G is found using the algorithm described in chapter

3. If X(c) = lxl there is no nontrivial two-place de-

composition. If X(G) < r there is a simple disjunctive
decomposition where cl, (a' a, ) is 0 and cx,, (a* a, ) is
found as ín the proof of theorem 3.2. If r < X(G) <p

the colouring is stored for possible use in determinirng

a complex disjunctive decomposition.

ff no simple disjunctive decomposition is found the

simple nondisjunctive case is rexámined as follows. If
there is some xs - xt, xsrxaeX such that x" and xa agree

in the coordinate corresponding to a, , there is a simple

nondisjunctive decomposition with o,r(ar,a_.,) =.i" õ is
forrned from G, a minimal colouring of e i= determined

and from this colouring o2("ir.j) is found. This pro-

cess is described in section B of chapter 3. A similar
sequence is used to determine a simple nonCisjunctive

decomposition with cl, (a, ) = a j . l¡7hen simple nondis junc-

tive decompositions exist both for cr. (a= - \ ^ --¡
l t'oi' oi arrL¿

for cl., (a.',a.) : d:, the one for which o¿. has the smallerIIJJ¿

range is chosen. Tf the range of a, is the same in both

cases the decomposition with or(ar,ar) = ri is chosen.

If no other type of decomposition is possilcle a

complex disjunctive decomposítion is found. from the

colouring of G as described in section 9 of chapter 3.
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The above procedure is not applied in full for each

pair of variables. Once a simple disjunctive decomposi-

tion has been foundr flo further pairs are examined for

simple nondisjunctive or complex decompositions since the

selection criteria prefer a simple disjunctive decompo-

sition. Similarly, detecti-ng a simple nondisjunctive deconp-

osition eliminates the need- to look for any further

complex decompositions. These observations will often

greatly reduce the required computation.

The two-valued case is easier, much of the computa-

tion being done in parallel for all pairs of variables.

Algorithm 4.1 is used to determine the sets To'T1,U and

V from a cube definition of the function being consid-

ered. This construction reguires each pair of cubes
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be examined once. once T0,T1,u and v are known, the

possible d.ecompositions are determined by applying the

decomposition tests of section 3 of chapter 4, for each

pair of variables. These tests simply involve an exam-

ination of certain elements of T0,Tl,U and V and requíre

no complex cornputation. They are extremely fast. For

each â; ¡â¡ pair the 'best' decomposition is the onea' -t -

corresponái.rg to the satisfied test which appears highest

in the list.

As Roth and Karp noted decompositions introducing

cycling should be avoided. fn tvio-place decomposition

cycling conditions are easily detected since the range



and domain of o=(01,or) have the same number of elements.

This can only occur for simple nondisjunctive or complex

disjunctive decompositions and is easliy avoicled by

comparing the rang:e and domain of each o, encountered.

6. THE TMAGE OF A TI¡TO_PLACE DEcoMPoSTTIoN

Consider

çl^t tol 'o2' '

The function g is the image of the decomposition. once

o1 and oz are chosen, the value of g is fixed for every

assignment to its arguments for rvhich it need be defined.
g may have a number of 'don't-care' conditions. These

are simply ignored" Tn the two-valued case the tabular
procedure developed in t S0 1 is used. The many-valued

case is handled as follows.
For a simple disjunctive decomposition a matrix

definition of g is found from the matrix definition of
f by a straightforward substitution process. For each

row of the matrix defining f, forrn a set of values

assumed by cr. for the assignment to a.,a. snêr.ifiert t-rr- .¿ _r, _ j specr_rr_eo þy

this row. This set is added to the row and the sets

corresponding to ri and a. are removed. Applying this
process to all the rows in the matrix resul-ts in a matrix
defining g.

In the simple nond.isjunctive case with aOr k=i or
k=j, the comrnon argument to g and or r the matrix definÍno

a two-place decomposition

"..,.r) = g(ol(.i,rj),d2("i,.j) ral ra-2r...

... rai_l'ai+l '... | "j_f rtj*l t... r.rr).
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f must be expanded so that each set specifying values
for ao contains a single element. Rows where this is not
the case must be split into some number of rows each
satifying this condition. This expansion is necessary
to avoid inconsistencies in the image. once the expan-
sion is made, the ¡natrix defining g is found as described.
above except the sets corresponding to .k are retained.
For complex disjunctive decompositions the process is
the same as for simple disjunctive decompositions except
that sets are added for both o, and or.

Once g is found it is useful to compress its def_
inition. This reduces the computation required to find
the decompositions of this function. I¡Ie remove cubes

or rows which define input assic¡nments r{hich are defined
by one other cube or row- ri{ore elaborate procedures
are possible, but the additional computation does not, in
qeneral,result in a significantry more compact defini_-
tion- The reduction we have chosen is straightforward
and can be performed as the image of the decomposition
is found.
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since the synthesis argorithm is based on heuristic
selection criteria, it must be evaluated empirically.
Two programs, one for many-valued problems and- one for
two-valued probrems, have been written in the FORTRAN

ïV language | 241 and implemented on an IBM 370/l_5g

COMPUTER f MPLEMENTATTON



computer | 25 I using the FORTRJ\N-H compiler t ZZ 1.
Before examining the results produced by these programs

we shall consider a few of the more interesting tech-
niques used in implementing the algorithm"

Manlz-valued functions are represented as a matrix
of sets. rn our implementation each of these sets is
represented by a bit string stored in one byte (g bits).
The program will thus accomodate functions ín up to B

values. At present the matrix may have up to 100 rows

and L6 columns. The latter limits are easily modified.
Extending the program to functions in more than eight
values v¡ou1d require extensíve reprogramming.

The synthesis algorithm requires the following oper-
ations on the sets representing a many-valued function:

a) determine if two sets intersect,
b) d.etermine if a given value is in a set,
c) remove a value from a set.

The first operation is performed by taking the logical
AND of the bytes representing the two sets. rf the
resulting byte is alr- zeros, the sets are dJ-sjoint,
otherwise, they intersect. The second operation is
performed by taking the logical AND of the byte repre-
senting the set with a byte containing a single one in
the bit position corresponding to the value in question.
rf the resulting byte is arl zeros the set does not
contain the value" The thírd operation is performed
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by replacing the byte representing the set by the logical
AND of that byte with a byte contáining all ones except

for a zero in the position corresponding to the value

of interest" The logical AND and testing if a byte is
all zeros are basic machine language operations accessible

to FORTRAN via assembler language t 26 I subroutines.

A two-valued function is represented by a set of
culoes. Each cube is represented by a bit string stored

in a full word (32 bits). The symbols appearing in a

cube are each represented by a pair of bits according

to the following table:

symbol

L40

using a single word for each cube accomodates functions

in up to 15 variables since the two other bits are re-
quired to represent the value of the function for that
cube.

0

n

1

x

representation

When applying the synthesis algorithm to two-valued

functions the operators u,^,9 and n as defined in chapter

4 are required. u is the logical OR of the v¡ords repre-

senting the two cubes. ¡ is the logical AND. n is
obtained from the n result by examining the bits in the

result in pairs. E is more complex requiring five logical

00

01
10

11



operations and two shifts of one bit " Two full word

bit masks are also used. Let AND denote logical AND

and let OR denote logical OR. Let T0 and Tl be the

words representing the two cubes being considered and

let Ml and M2 be two 32-bit masks where

Ml = 1010....10

M2 = 0101"...01

Let SHR denote a right shift of one bit where the right
bit is lost and the left bit becomes 0. Let SHL denote

the analogous left shift of one bit. The result of
applying E to the cubes represented b1z T0 and T1 can

be shown to be represented by

oR (AND (Ml, AND (T1, SHL (T0 ) ) ) ,AND (t42 ,AND (T1, SHR (T0 ) ) ) "

Implementing n requires the operation of identifying
the value of a particular coordinate of a cube" This

j-s most easily accomplished by shifting the bit string
right the required number of positions and to then form

the logical AND of this result with the bit string
00....011. Altering the value of a coordinate is accom-

plished by removal of the old value and insertion of the

ner¡z, both of which are accomplished in a manner similar
to the method.s described for the many-valued case.

The above techniques are those which are peculiar

to this problem. The rest of the implementation uses

well-known programming methods "
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B.

Three criteria wilr be used to evaluate circuits.
They are: the number of gates in the circuit; the gating
level i"e. the maximum number of gates which a signal
must pass through between an input and the output; the
number of connections in the circuit. The majority of
two-valued swi-tching circuits are now realized as single
integrated chips or by interconnecting some number of
chips. Each of these chips contains several gates. The

first criteri-on is, however still useful as an estimate
of the complexity of the circuit. The second. criterion
is an estimate of the timing delay of the circuit. An

exact timing would depend on the actual hardware used.
rn integrated circuit technology the number of connections
is the most important criterion with respect to the
hardware cost. rn evaruating our circuits the number of
gate inputs will be used as the number of connections.
we will refer to this number as the cost of the circuit.

fnverters on inputs and outputs are not considered in
any of the three evaluation criteria. rn many practical
problems, the inputs are available in both true and invert-
ed form and an inverted output is acceptable. This is
particularly true when the circuit being synthesized r-s

one part of a large digital system. The inputs may be

the outputs of other circuits and may be available in
true or inverted form or both. An output to be used

TWO-VALUED EXAMPLES
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in a later part of the system may be perfectly acceptable

in inverted form. There is.no point in attempting to
evaluate the inputs and outputs of a círcuit outsid.e the
context within v¡hich it is to be used.

EXAYiPLE I.
The first example is a validity checker for the

'two out of five' code. The output of this circuit is
one whenever exactly two of the inputs are one. our re-
sult is shown in figure 5.5. The program produced the
circuit in r.52 seconds. Roth and Karp's sol_ution I59 l
is shown in figure 5.6" The circuit used in the IBM 7090

computer is shown in figure 5.7 .

Figure 5.8 shows the program result modified to use

AND and oR gates. This allows it to be more closely com-

pared with Roth and Karprs result. This modification
\das done by hand, but is equivalent to modifying the pro-
gram to handle these types of gates. our result and Roth

and Karp's result are identical up to and. including the
gates labeled ct, ß and y. From that point our result is
simpler because of the use of an EXOR gate which was not
allowed in Roth and Karp's algorithm. Figure 5.6 is the

most complex published result produced by Roth and Karp's
algorithm. our result uses three f erver giates, two fewer

level-s and has a cost of 24 as opposed to 29.

of particular interest in this example is the number

of complex disjunctive decompositions. Barnard and Holman
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method t ¡ I which is restricted to simple decomposítions

would not produce a circuit for this problem" Complex

disjunctive decompositions have been found to appear quite
frequently even though they are onlv chosen when no simple

decomposition is possible. The program result is consi-
derably simpler than the circuit used on the IBl4 7090.

EXAMPLE 2.

The second. example is the 'M and M' problem presented

by Karp et aI t 60 I . No reason for the peculiar name was

given. Table 5.1 is a cube definition of the function to
be realized.. Barnard and Holman's I : I circuít was given

in figure 5.3. To facilitate comparison this circuit is
also shown as figure 5.9" Figure 5.10is the circuit pro-

duced by the program. This circuit was obtained by deter-
mining a NAND solution for the d"ual problem to table 5.1.

This circuit was found in 1.31 seconds on the rBM 370/l-59.

Barnard and Holman's result was found in 68 second.s on a
KDF9. The program result uses one more gate, one more

level and has a cost of 2L as opposed to 20" The effi-
ciency of our algorithm certainly outweighs the slight
increase in the complexity of the circuit. The circuj-t
presented by Karp et al was identical to our result except

the gates labeled cr and ß were combined into a single

three-input qate.
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0
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EXAMPLE 3.

Two-level minimization techniques have received much

attention in the literature and are the most familiar
methods. The circuit in figure 5.11,which was produced.

by the program in 1.00 second, is a realization of the

function with a minimal disjunctive normal form of
f (a,b,c,d,e) = abãõ + a6cã + aõAõ + aõãe + Ecãe

+ 6õae + ã6cd + ãocõ + ã¡ãe + ãnca

The program result has 20 gates, nine levels and a cost
of 34. The two-level realization would have 11 gates,

10 four-input and one ten-input, and a cost of 50. The

program result is superior. Its onl1z fault is the number

of levels" fn many cases this is not critical.

EXAMPLE 4"

L49

A two-level realization can often be transformed into
a more practi-ca1 multi-level circuit. Dietmeyer and. SU

I 1z t have presented an algorithm which takes this approach.

The two-level circuit is first drawn using NAND gates.

Factor operations of the form shown below

FTGURE 5.L2
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are applied to reduce the fan-in requirements. Care is
taken to choose factors which 'can be employed- in several

operations in order to reduce the number of gates in the

result" Fan-out problems are solved by cascades of NAND

gates" A realization of f(arbrcrd) = ac + bc + õa + ã6ã

found by these techniques is shown in ficrrrro 5 l3^ .nhis

circuit was produced by hand by the author.

The result found by our program is shown in figure
5.14. This circuit was found in 0"46 seconds. The pro-
gram result uses two fewer gates, two fewer levels and has

a cost of 15 as opposed to f9. The principal advantage

of decomposition to factoring is the function is not re-
quired in rninimal two-level form which can be extremely

costly to determine. The decomposition algorithm can employ

subfunctions in both true and inverted form e.g. the

gate labeled o¿ in figure 5.J-4. The factoring technique

only uses factors in their true form.
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9. MANY-VALUED EXAMPLES

The synthesis of many-valued svzitching circuits is
a relatively new area of research. It is therefore not

surprising that a search of the literature did not turn

up any examples with v¡hich to evaluate our algorithm.

The examples below are included to demonstrate the algo-

rithm and also as a basis for comparinq the present ver-

sion of the alqorithm with future variations or alterna-
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tive approaches

EXAMPLE 5.

The first many-valued example

by the following table

which might appear.

t1

0

I

2

012

0l-2

0l.2

012

012

0L2

-2

0l-2

01,2

0L2

0

I
2

0r2

aL2

0l-2

*3

0L2

0l-2

012

0L2

0L2

0L2

0

1

2

is the

,â

=
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0

0

0

t-

t_

1
.L

2

2

2

function defined

This is the generalized condition disjunction introduced
in chapter3. This function acts as a three position
switch" The output is equal to arr a, or a3 as u4 ís 0,

1 or 2 respectively. The circuit produced by our program

\,ìras f ound in 3. 00 second.s.

0

1

2

0

1I

2

0

¡

2

*1
I

a

z

FIGURE 5 " 15



*1
-1I

0t2
0

1I

z

012
000
000

*2

0

a, I
4

¿

-2
012

012

*1
0

f
-L

2

012
10c
200

000
201
000

EXAMPIE 6.

The second many-valued example is a four-input circuit
whose output is the number of inputs which are 0. Each

input assumes a value from {0,1,2,3}. The output assumes

a value from {0,1 ,2,3,4}. The circuit belovr was found

b1z our program in 2"59 seconds.

f

*3

0

-L

¿

012

0

a
-L

2

012

201
T2
/ tl

111
222
l_20

1É,/l

-1

FIGURE 5.15 (cont. )

"2
ñ1)1

LJ

*1
0

1

2

3

0111
I222
1222
1222

-2
"¿.

oI23

*3
0

.L

2

?

*1
I

"2

0111
7222
L222
L222

J
A

o2

012

.L

0

1

2

432
321
2I0

FTGURE 5.16



EXAMPLE. 7.

The final example is the universal decision element
defined by Muzio and the author I AA 1. This element is
given by the table

tl u2

rì

0

0

0

0

0

1
-L

I
1

l_

1

I

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

L2

01
'l

0

2

0l-2

0l-2

0l-2

0l-2

012

072

0l-2

0l-2

a12

0l-2

012

0l-2

J

0

2

l_

01

2

01

012

0l.2
0L2

0L2

0l-2

0L2

0l-2

0L2

0L2

012

0t2
012

=

072

0l-2

012

0l-2

0l-2

012

0

72

01

I
0

2

0l-2

0:j'2

0L2

0J.2

012

0l-2
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t5 u6

0l-2

0L2

012

0l-2

012

012

0

2

'l

01

2

01

0L2

0l-2

0l-2

0l-2

0l.2
0l-2

0l-2

012

0l-2

0l-2

012

0L2

0l-2

0L2

0l-2

072

0]2
0L2

0

I2
01

1

0

2

*1

0l-2

0l-2

0l-2

0l-2

a12

0l.2
0l-2

0l-2

012

0L2

012

012

0

2

1

01

2

01

The circuit found

0

0

1

1

2

2

0

0

I
1

2

n

0

I
-L

1

2

z

-1

z

0

fI

2

J
11
LL

by the

-2

012
110
220

program

f

*A

0

1

¿

012

in 12"41 seconds

012
110
220

J

"6

0

1

2

f1LZ

0

I

a
L

is given by

L2
t0
20
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t1
01

*1
0

.L

z

00
10
20

0

0

0

*7

q,-
3

a
-L

z

-2

0

1

2

012

*1
12

0

1

¿

0

0

0

12
00
00

20
00
10

oB

a.
o

"2
â

5

0

nv 'l*3
2

tl
0l-2

-7

0

1

2

a.
L2

*1

*A
=

f

-1

t21
122
L20

l_5 6

01
I2
20

o2

o
*.7

This is an interesting example since an imprementation
of each of the two-place functions comprising this circuit
would form a realization of a universal d,ecision element.
This would in turn be a basis for real izinq future circuits
produced by our decomposition alqorithm.

10. REMARKS

J

f,

lv.

O1

This chapter has demonstrated two important facts:

g^
tJ

FIGURE 5.L7



i) two-place decomposition is an

tool in circuiL synthesis;

ii) good circuits can be produced

generates a single sequence of

tions.
our two-valued algori-thm treats a smaller crass of de-

compositions than several of the previous algorithms and

is thus theoretically more restricted. rn practice it is
more useful since it handles partial functions, EXoR gates

and compl-ex decompositions. This combination has not
appeared in any previous implementation. The many-valued

algorithm is the only multi-level many-valued synthesis
procedure known to the author. our algorithm is a prelim-
i-nary attempt which will no doubt be imþroved with further
work- The algorithm demonstrates that this approach to
many-vafued synthesis is a reasonable topic to pursue.

Since the algoríthm is heuristic there is no way to
determine a best set of sel-ection criteria. Those presented

have to date been quite successful. only future experience,
preferably in a practical design environment, will determine

if better criteria exists.
one problem pecul-iar to the two-valued case has been

identified. The circuits produced. by our argorithm often
lrave high gating levels" The major reason for this is that
the algorithm only uses two-input gates. A procedure

opposite to Dietmeyer and Su's factoring process

efficient and powerful

by an algorithm which

two-place decomposi-

L?I



I 13 I can often be used to

by replacing structures of

by a single gate (figure 5.19)

reduce the number

the form shown in

of leveIs

figure 5.18

158

As an example consider figure 5 "20 which is the :

circuit of figure 5.11. The gates have been numbered

in the ord.er they were produced by the computer program.

This circuit was transformed to the circuit if figure 5.21

by making all possible replacements of multi-input gates

for sequences of two-input gates. The resulting circuit
uses B fewer gates, 3 fewer l-evels and has a cost of 31 as

opposed to 34. The usefulness of this circuit is ques-

tionable since a seven-input gate has been introduced.

Clearly, the problems of fan-in, level of gatingr, number

of gates and cost should all be taken into account. An

algorithmic procedure for this transformation process

FTGURE 5.18

FTGURE 5.19
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would be an excellent area for future research. There are

a number of familiar gate reduction theorems for NAND

circuj-ts which should be considered in developing such a

technique 
"

Extendi-ng the decomposition techniques to handle multi-
i-nput gates during the construction of the circuit, is not
a reasonable idea. vüe have seen the computation involved.

would be a drawback. rn addition, more complex selecti_on

criteria would be required to determine when the use of a

multi-input gate is advisable. Decisions such as whether

a single gate, figure 5.22,

160

or the corresponding strucLure, figure 5.23,

2

b
-----fl-\t\

ifr-- atc
-/I FIGURE 5 "22

a

la

should be used would have to be incorporated into the

argorithm. This would require some form of 'look-ahead' .

Tn the author's opinion, it. is best to consider only two-

input gates i-n constructing the circuit" l\,iulti-input gates

should be treated as outtined above.



Synthesis of Multiple-Output Circuits

fNTRODUCTIONL"

output function. For example, a four-bit parallel binary

adder accepts two four-bit numbers and a carry from the

previous stage and produces a four-bit result together

with a carry to the next stage. Optimizing the design of

such a circuit requires the output functions be considered

simultaneously. Common subfunctions should be identified

so that certain hardware can be employed in the realization

of more than one output. This requirment makes the synthe-

sis of multiple-output circuits much more complex than the

single-output case.

A multiple-output circuit could be designed by synthe-

sizing the output functions seperately. While the possi-

bility of sharing gates may then be obvious, thís approach

does not, in general, produce an efficient realization.

Better results are achieved if the identification of common

subfunctions is an integral part of the synthesis procedure.

Several authors I 4 l'[50],[ 72], t 731,[741,116)

have considered the design of two-l-eveL two-valued switch-

ing circuits with multiple-outputs. The initial algorithm

presented by Bartee | 4 I produces a minimal- result" Each

output function is realized by a circuit corresponding to a

Switchinq circuits often realize more than one

CHAPTER 6

161



Boolean expression in disjunctive normal form i"e" a

disjunction of terms each of which is a product of

variables some of which may be inverted" When it is

advantageous terms are used in more than one expression"

This corresponds to the hardware implementing the term

being employed in the realization of more than one

output. A minimal result minimizes the number of terms

plus the number of variables appearing j-n these terms.

Terms appearing in more than one expression are counted

only once. These criteria minimize the number of con-

nections in the corresponding circuit.
Bartee's algorithm requires a large amount of com-

putation and consid.erable storage on the computer.

Reducing these requirements has been the principal goal

of the other authors who have considered this problem.

Considerable savings are possible if a good rather than

a minimal result is accepted.

In the single-output case it was found that a minimal

two-level- realization does not necessarily represent the

best possible result. The number of connections can often

be reduced by allowing more than two levels. The decom-

position algorithm developed in chapter 5 produces a good

multi-level circuit very quickly which typically has

significantly fewer connections than a two-level result.

Sj-mil-ar improvements are possible if multí-level multiple-

output circuits are considered.

L62



Su and Nam I 73 I have extended the single-output

factoring technique due to Dietmeyer and Su t 13 I " This

algorithm begíns with a minimal or nearly minimal two-

level realization and produces a multi-level NAND circuit"

This algorithm is economical in terms of both computing

time and storag:e.

Su and N¿tnl's algorithm has the same drawbacks as the

single-output algorithm. A minimal or nearly minimal

two-level realization is required as input to the algorithm.

The technique only handles vertex gates and can not be

extended to allow the excl-usive-OR or to handle many-

valued functions" Factors are only employed. in their true

and not their inverted forms. Finally, factors are only

identified if a fan-in or fan-out problem exists and factors

which reduce the number of connections may be overlooked"

No multiple-output sysnthesis algorithms employing

decomposition techniques have appeared. In this chapter

the application of two-place decomposition to this problem

is considered. An efficient multiple-output syrathesis

algorithm is developed for the two-valued case. Several

sample solutions are presented. The results compare quite

well to circuits produced by previous algorithms. The

extension of this algorithm to the many-value d case is

di-scussed.
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2.

In multiple-output synthesis the príncipal problem

is the identification of subfunctions whích can be used

in the realization of more than one output function" A

decomposi'tion is an expression of a switching function as

a composite function. In a multiple-output problem, com-

paring the decompositions of the output functions would

seem to be a reasonable approach to id.entifying' common

MULTTPLE-OUTPUT DECOMPOS TTTON

subfunctions.

Karp l" Zg l
'll))

ft(A-), f'(A'),.

At each step S a

A. is chosen so

of such an A. is

For each fa
-4,_l_, l_r(A)=g

L64

Ïras suggested the following approach. r,et
mm... r f"'(A'"') be the functions to be realized.

subset of {tL,t2,....,f*} is selected. An

- 'r -l-that Ar_.4* for ever]¡ f*eS. The existence

a criterion for choosing S.

eS a decomposition of the form

is found where A. n A1 = þ , A. u a-Í : Ai and where each
^u^uf

"l assumes no more values than f-. The identification of

decompositions of this form was discussed in cha¡,ter 2 -

Such a decomposition can alwavs be found since if no useful

t"i ra^ ) ,o;(AÀ) ,.... ,"1 ta^l ,afit

decomposition exists the trivial decomposition with

t - la. I and each *i a unique variable in A'., is chosen., 
^, r _ 

r 
^

In choosing the cl] it is reasonable to insist that

be as smal-l as possinfl since this minimizes the number
.;

arguments to g'. Within this restriction it is further

required that the number of distinct oi n" minimized byf

(1)

t

of



choosing functions which may be included in more than

one of the decompositions" The latter condítion requires

functions which are assignable for more than one fi U"

determined.

In chapter 2 | the assignment of the "i in a decomp-

osition of the form (1) was found to be "*i.r"r"ty complex.

No solution is known. Without this solution there is no

basis for considering the identification of simultaneous

assignments for a number of functions. Karp l,29 I has

presented a partial characterization of the simultaneous

assignments to two total two-valued fi. Unfortunately,

this characterizatj-on does not suggest a practical solution.

3. MULTIPLE-OUTPUT TWO-PLACE TVüO_VALUED DECOMPOSITION

A nontrivial two-place decomposition of a two-valued

function f (A) is an expression of the form

f (A) = g (cx,a (A¡) , a2 (AÀ) ,AU)

where A^ n ou = 0 , AÀ u AU = A , la^l = 2 , o1 and o2 are

two-valued and at least one of ol or o2 j-s a true two-place

function. A simple example will ill-ustrate the problem of

identifying a multiple-output two-place Lwo-valued decomp-

osition. ß [xOl will denote a vertex function with distin-
quished vertex xO.

Consider two two-valued functions
If* (arb,c) = ab * ac + bc
2-and f- (arb,c) = abc + abc + abc + abc.

Let A^ = {a,b} ana a} = Al = {c}. The corresponding

l6s



partition matrices are

ârb

For both of these matrices v = 4 and f1 and f2 thus

nontrivial two-place decompositions with At = {arb}

assignment probtem is whether ol, ol, ol, i', can be

so that a function is used in both decompositions.

0 000
011

Tn the above example two functions were examined

for two-place decompositions relative to the same A^ and

these decompositions were then examined for a common

assignment. fn general, there will be m functions which

may or may not have coÍrmon arguments. The objective is

to identify the largest subset of these functions so that

each function in this subset has a decomposition relative

to the same A^ and these decompositions can be assigned

common cI..

Consj-der a number of two-valued functions fl ,f2,..
. . , fP with two-place decompositions ô1, ô 2, . . .. , ôo relative

to the same A^. These functions are identified by con-

structing the complete list of decompositions of the func-

tions being considered. S a subset of {ô1,6 2, . . .. , Uo}

is termed a mutually assj-qnable set if either

0

1

arb

00 01 10 1r_

1110
0001
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have

. The

chosen

a) each ôreS can be assigned to share a single true

two-place function,



b) 6.,-e S is a complex disjunctive decomposition and
J<

every ô. eS , j*k, can be assigned to share a function

with ô. .
K

Mutually assignable sets identify decompositions

employing common functions and hence situations where hard-

ware can be used in the rearízaLion of more than one output

function. Determining these sets is a major step in the

multiple-output synthesis algorithm presented later in the

chapter. A largest mutually assignable set is sought since

this represents the sharing of hardware by the greatest
number of functions.

The largest mutually assignable sets are constructed

by an iterative procedure. Consider a number of two-

valued functions fl ,f2,.... rfP with two-place decompositions
A A A each relative to the same A . Let"1r"2t...or-Ð

S = {{6., }r{61} rA }-l- S is a set of mutually assign--- l_-.__2, rLwpJr.

able sets. Sr is found f rom S as fol_lows

1. sr <- ö

L67

2. For each ôir l<i<p, and S.eS, if ôl.tj determine

if {ôi}uS. is a mutua-)--]-y assignable set. ff it is

and it does not already appear in S, , add it to S | .

If the resulti-ng Sr t' 0, S <- S' and determine St as above"

This process is repeated until S ' = 0. At this point S

contains all the largest mutually assignable subsets of
rô -t
t01ro2t".."rOOJ"

This technique requires we determine if {ô.}u S- is ar_J



mutually assignable set" We could form this set and then

compare the decomposj-tions to determine if they are

mutually assignable. This v¡ould require considerable

computation. A more efficient approach is possible since

lre know S. is mutually assignable.

There are eleven types of two-place decompositions

of a two-valued function. These are listed in table 6"1.

This list corresponds to the list near the end of chapter 4.

Mutually assignable sets are classified according to the

true two-place functions required to realize the decompo-

sitíons in the set. There are el-even cl-asses. These are

listed in table 6.2.

Determinins if {ô.}u S.-Il
a comparison of the type of

are a number of cases:

168

a) ôi is type I through type 5. {ôi}
assignable íf, and. only if, Si is
taining the function required by

b) ôi is type 6 through type 9. {ôr}u S. is mutually

assignable if , and only if , S , is in ; cl-ass con-

taining one of the true two-place functions which

can be assigned to ô. "

a\ A ic rrzna'rô ^r {-¡zna rr. {ô*}u s_., is mutualryv I "i rr uJ-Yç rv v! UJI/ç :- l- f

assignable if , and only íf , S_, is in a class con-
J

taining at least one of the functions required by

is rnutually assignable involves
A

t-
and the class of S. " There

J

6.
l_

u S+ is rnutually
J

in a class con-

,\
l_



type

TABLE 6.1

I
a¿

3

4

5

^, t^ - \u1 \cr.¡ rdi /--)

constant

constant

constant

constant

constant

l-69

6

B

9

10

11

or(a.ra_.,)

crr=ß [ 111

crr=ß [10J

or=ß [01J

cxr=ß [00J

equivalence or
nonequivalence

or=ß [0-J

or=ß [1-1

or=ß [-0J

or=ß [-11

clr:ß [11J

or=ß [101

l- _1

IA

|-l

l-1

J

I

I

or Cl_ =a,IA
I

or 0'-:a,Ia
I

or cÌ- =a.1J
I

or d'_:a.Il
=ß [00]

=ß [01]



class

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

11

TABLE 6 "2

assigned functions
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ß tlrl
ß t10l

ß toll
ß t00l

equivalence or
nonequivalence

ßt001 or ßt011

ß t10l or ß t11l

ß I00l or ß t10l

ß t01l or ß I11l

ß t00l and ß I11l

ß torl and ß t10l



When {ôr} u S. is mutually assignable

determined. There are several cases:

a) 6i is type 10 or type 11. {ôr}u

10 or class 11 respectively.

b) ôi_ is type 1 through type 5 and S

through class 9" {ôr}u S. is in

asS

be

j
c) ô.. is type 6 through type 9 and S- is in class 1'a-l

through class 4. {ôr}u S. is in the same class

ãc q
v:.

J

d) ô. is type 6 through type 9 and S- is in class 6'r"f
through class 9. There are two possible results"

If ô. is type k and S. is in class k, {ô., } u S, isr-fl-f
in class k" When ôi is type k and Si is in class 9"

{ô., } u S- is in class l- through 4. rf." correctr-J
class depends on which function in class .[ can be

assigned to a type k decomposition"

These results are summarized in table 6.3. A blank

entry indicates {6r} u S, is not mutually assignable. Vfhen

the resulti-ng set is mui..ratty assignable the value in

table 6.3 indicates its class. This table is the basis for

an efficient implementation of the procedure for determining

mutually assignable sets.

its class must

77L

S. is in classl

. is in class 1
I

the same class

The synthesis procedure chooses one largest mutually

assignable set according to a heuristic criterion which is

described later in this chapter. Each decomposition in

this set is then applied. to its corresponding output func-



1

2

J

4
l- r¡na
"-¿-L-v

5or
o. b

l_

7
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tíon" ff the decomposition is type 6 through type g, the
two-place function chosen to realize the decomposition

depends on the class of the mutually assignable set. The

proper choices are listed in table 6"4"

The above techniques are simple, very efficient and.

easily prograÍrmed on the computer. unfortunately, this
approach can not be extended to the many-valued case.

2
There u.r" tt - rt trrr" r-varued two-place functions. For

r:3 this value is 19,656. rt is impossible to construct
tabl-es analogous to tables 6"1 through 6"4 for such a

large number of functions. Each time a decomposition is
to be added to a mutually assignable set, a detailed.
comparison of this decompositj-on ivj-th the decompositions

in the set is required. This comparison employs an exten-
sion of the assignment procedure for a single decomposition

which was developed in chapter 3.

Consider a number of r-valued functions fI ,f2,...,fP
with two-place decompositions 61, ô 2, .. .. , ôp each rerative
to the same A^. Determining if {61,ô 2t.... rôo} :_s a

mutually assignable set is divided into two "r="=. First,
suppose each ôi is a simple disjunctive decomposition or
a simple nondisjunctive decomposition. Each ôi is realized
with a single true two-place function. trvhen {ôf ,ô2,... rôo}
is a mutually assignable set this function must be the

same for all 6,.

MULTIPLE-OUTPUT }{A\]Y_VALUED TI^]o-PLACE DEcoMPoSTTIoN
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TABLE 6.4

ß toll
ß t00l

class
of

1,7 4

ß t11l

ß t10l

ß t00l or
ß Ioll

B

9

10

11

ß t10l

ß t11l

ß t00l

ß t10l or
ß I11l

ß toll

ß t00l

ß toll

ß t00l or
ß Ir0l

ß t11l

ß I10l

ß t00l

ß t10l

type of
decomposition

ß t01l or
ß t11l

ß t11l

ß toll



Each ô. has an associated incompatibilitr¡ graph G_..l- _ __! ______- _J r__.1___ _i_

A function can be assigned to ôi if, and only if, it defines
a colouring of G. " The problem is to determine a function
which defines a colouring of all the G..

Let G denote the union of the c.. G contains all
the distinct vertices taken from the G.. Two vertices

are adjacent in G if, and only if,they are adjacent in
some G..

l_

THEOREM 6.1.

all the G. if, and only if, s defines a colouring of
PROOF. Suppose cl defines a colouring of G i.e.

olxjJ = cllxOl => *j and xO are not adjacent in G. By the

construction of G, x. and xO are not adjacent in any Gy
hence, o defines a colouring of each G..

Suppose cx, does not define a colouring of G i"e"
there exist adjacent vertices *j and xo in G such that
cr[xuJ = cr[x'-J " By the construction of G, x. and x. areJrr.lJ<
adjacent in at least one Gi, hence, or d.oes not define a

colouring of every G.. QED.

When the ôi are simple d.ecompositions, G the union

of the incompatibility graphs is formed and a minj_mal

colouring of G is determined. If X(G) > r , {ôr,62,.
..rô^Ì is a mutually assignable set where each 6- assumesy-l-

a coilrmon function. The colouring of G defines one choice

for this functj-on" If X(G) s tr {ô1,ô2t....,6o} is not

mutually assignable.

A given function s defines a colourinq

L75
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When{6., A al:ontainsacomplexdisjunctir.<:- lt"2r....tupr L

decomposition a dj-iferent approach is taken. Each of the

ô. which are simple decompositions must be assigned one

of two true two-place functions and these functions must

be used to realize the complex decomposition. Tf there is
more than one complex decomposition in {ô1,62r...",6o}
we insist they each be assigned the same pair of functions.

I tlLet ô, denote the complex decompositions and ô- thél_ l_

simple decompositions in {ôlrô 2t.... ,ôo}. A pair of func-

tions o1 and o2 can be assigned to a complex decomposition

if , and only if , the function clt = (o._,o2) defines a colour-

ing of the incompatibility graph corresponding to this

decomposition. o is a single function and theorem 6.*

applies. I{e thus for* i the union of the incompatibility
I

graphs corresponding to the ôi.
I

to each 6 , if , and only if , (N =a
I

ofG

L76

o¿r and. o, are not determined from G . Each ô.. must¿¿!

be assigned either o1 or c. 2. The approach is to determine

o¿.r and sî such that each 6* can be assigne<l one of them
L¿]-

and to then determine if cN = (o._,o2) defines a coloi:ring
I

c,f G. This is accomplished b)' considering all possibl-e

partitions of fA A ô^] into two nonempty disjointLvlrv2t....r"q

sets" For each partition we determine if the resultincr

sets are mutually assignable. This is accomplished as
n

described above since the ô., are simple decompositions.

ol and cr, can be assigned

(oI,o2) defines a colouring

tl il n



When a partition resulting in two mutually assignable

sets with functíon= o1 and cl, is foundr wê form

cf, = (o., rc") and determine if a defines a colouring ofIZ

i. ïf it does {61,ô?t!...,ôo} is mutually assignable

using the two function= o1 and d.2.

This discussion does not include the case where

{ô'- .ô''^.. - - -.¡"-} is a mutually assignable set i.e. where2,"...,"q
all the simple decompositions are assigned a single func-

tion ar. ïn this case r \¡/ê d.ef ine u. gtaph i' . i' h.= the

same vertices as i . Two vertices labeled x.and x. are

adjacent in i' íf, and only if, they are adjacent in i
and cl. [x. ] = o- [x . I . I,{e then determine if there is anI- a- j_- l- 

rl
o" which defines a colouring of G If such an o¿â existsz-¿
o¿ = (o.,,cr.") represents a colouring of i . ït follows

I¿

that {ô1,ô2,....,6o} is mutually assignable using c, and

C¿2.

L77

The synthesis of a multiple-output circuit ís accom-

plished by constructinq a seguence of two-place decomposi-

tions for each of the output functions. Each of these

sequences represents a switching circuit realizing the

corresponding output function" Mutually assignable sets

of decompositions are ernployed in the construction of these

sequences in order to use certain hardware in the realiza-

tion of more than one output. The algorithm is quite

straightforward. A single decomposition sequence is con-

A I{ULTIPLE-OUTPUT SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM



structed for each output according to a set of heuristic

decision rules. No 'back-trackinq' or 'look--ahead' is

employed.

The circuit to be synthesized is specifíed- by a number

of functions fl,f2,....,f*. These functions can have

'd.on't-care I cond-iti-ons and need not have identical arqu-

ments.

The first step in the algorithm is to determine all
the two-place decompositions of fL ,f2, . . . . , f*. Decompo-

sitions representing cyclic gating are removed using the

techniques described in chapter 5. The remaining list of

decornpositions is divided into sublists of decomposì tions

relative to the same pairs of variables. Each of these

sublists is examined and for each sublist all mutualllr

assignable sets are determined as d-escribed above.

The algorithm selects one of these largest mutually

assignable sets and find-s the images of the decompositions

in this set. At each step in the algorithm decompositions

are thus applied to some subset of the output functions.

The true Lwo-place functions required to realize these

decompositions are recorded. Each imaqe is examined for

completion of the synthesis of the corrsponding output.

Completed images are removed from. the problem. For all

remaining output functions, those to which a d-ecomposition

\^ras applied are replaced by the images of the decomposi-

tions and the procedure is repeated from the beginning.

The alcrorithm terminates when all the output functions

I7B



have been completely synthesized.

The algorithm is an obvious generalization of the

single-output synthesis procedure. The principal dif-
ference is that a set of decompositions is selected rather
than a single decomposition. This ser-ection process and

the construction of mutually assignable sets are the only
new techniques. The determination of decompositions and

the images of decompositions is exactly the same as in the

single-output case

The heuristic selection criteria developed in the

single-output case produce very good resul_ts. They are

used as the basis for the multiple-output criteria. The

murtiple-output criteria will- be chosen so that if they

are applied to a single function they yield exactly the

same result as the single-output criteria" This j_s

desirable since at some point in the synthesís of a

multiple-output circuit no d.ecompositions can be assigned

common functions, and the output functions must be synthe-

sj-zed separately. Rather than treating this as a special
case and. revertj-ng to the single-output synthesis proce-

dure, this situation is handled directly by the murtiple-
output algorithm.

Simple disjunctive, simple nondisjunctive and. complex

disjunctive decompositions are again assigned relative
costs of L, 2 and 3 respectively. The cost of a mutually
assignable set is taken to be the sum of the costs of the

l-79



decompositions in the set. This value is used to compare

mutually assignable sets of the same size. The set with

the lowest cost is most desirable" The cost of a decom-

position is a measure of its complexity" The cost of a

mutually assignable set is a measure of the total complex-

ity of the decompositions in the set. Thus for sets con-

taíning the same nuber of decompositions the set with

minimal cost intorduces the least amount of complexíty

into the total circuit.
As in the single-output case, the gating level of a

decomposition is taken as the larger of the numbers of

levels through which its two arguments have passed. The

gating level of a mutually assignable set is the sum of

the gating levels of the decompositions in the set" This

value is used to compare mutually assignable sets with

the same number of decompositions and the same cost. The

set with the lowest gating level is most desirable since

it introduces a minimal increase to the gating level of

the multiple-output circuit.
At each step, the multiple-output assiqnment algorithm

selects a largest mutually assignable set. This represents

a sharing of hardware by the greatest number of functions.

The algorithm examines all mutually assignable sets and

selects one with minimal cost and within this restriction
minimal gating level. If two sets have the same cost and

the same gating level, the first set to be generated is

chosen" The order in which the sets are senerated will

180



be illustrated in an example later in this section.

Suppose at some stage no decompositions can be

assigned a common function" fn this case, the list of

decompositions found is also the list of mutually assignable

sets. The cost and gating leve1 of each set are the cost

and gating level of the decomposition in the set. The

criteria above thus select a decomposition of minimum

cost and- gating level. Tf two decomposition both have

the same cost and gating level the first one generated is

selected. The chosen decomposition applies to a single

function and is the decomposition which would. be selected

if the single-output algorithm is applied to that function.

To illustrate the operation of the synthesis algo-

rithm we will describe a single step in the solution of

a problem suggested by Hurst I 27 l. A complete solution

to this problem viill be given below in example 1. In this
d.iscussion only the generation of mutually assignable

sets and the multiple-output selection criteria are con-

sidered. The other steps in the algorithm were considered

in chapter 5.

The circuit to be synthesized is specified by the

following table. The inputs are from a keyboard used by

the British General Post office. The keys are arranged

in four rows and three columns. Depressing a key results

in the arguments associated with the row and column of

that key assuming the value 1. The output of the circuit

is a four-bit binary number assigned to the depressed key"

tB1
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The fo]lowing diagram shows trre layout of the key-
board.
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Examiníng fr,f.2,f3 and f4 the algorithm determines
a and w are redundant in every output function, x is red.un-

1¡dant in f- and y is redundant in f*. After removing these
variables the decompositions in tabl_e 6.5 are found. This
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table is arranged in sublists of decompositions relative
to the same pair of variables. Reading down the table,
the d-ecomposition applicable to each function are in the

order described for the single-output case.

Each of these sublists is examined and for each the

maximal mutually assignable set is found as described in
section 3" These sets are listed in table 6.6. {ô8,ô9,
A A 'l .i^ +t^^ ^*1-- ^^L --.:!L E^---^ r^-^--^-iri ^-^- --^-ro10roilJ as tne only set with four decompositions and j-s

thus selected. Each decomposition is assigned the function

ßt001. The choice for ôA and 6r, was determined using

tabl-e 6.4. The gates required to implement these decompo-

sitions are noted and the images of the decompositions

are found"

This process is repeated until the synthesis of all
four outputs is completed. As in the single-output case

the result of applying the algorithm is a list of gates

and interconnections descril:ing the switching circuits.

184

6.

Since heuristic selection criteria are used., the

algorithm must be evaluated empirically. A FORTRAN IV

I Z+ I program has been written and implemented on an

IBM 370/L5B computer using the FORTRAN H compiler I ZZ l.
This implementation is restricted. to tv¡o-valued functions.

The input to the program is a list of functions. The

progiram currently accepts up to fifteen functions each

with up to fifteen arguments. The total number of cubes

EXA¡IPLES



set

{ ô1}

{ô2,ô3}

{ô,}
4

{ôs,ô6}

{ô7}

TABLE 6.6

class
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required to specify alr the functions can not exceed 500

at any point in the algorithm. The number of functi_ons

and the number of cubes could be increased by simply
changing declaration statements. rncreasing the number

of arguments to each function would regui-re extensi-ve

alterations to the program,

The output of the program is a list of gates and

interconnections which comprj-se a realization of the qiven
functions. The gates whose outputs realize the given
functions are identified.. The program currently produces

a circuit using NAND and EXoR gates but is easily adpated

to other types of gates.

ci-rcuits will be evaluated using the cri_teria employ-
ed in the single-output case i.e. number of gates, gating
level and internal- connecti-on cost which will be referred
to as simply the cost of the circui-t. The examples are

considered in detail be1ow.

EXAMPLE 1.

186

The first example is the keyboard decoder described.

above. The circuit produced by the program ì-s given in
figure 6.1. This circuit was determined in L.2g seconds.

Hurst's solution is given in figure 6.2" This circuit
was found using synthesis techniques due to Edwards t14l "

rt is not known to what degree a computer was used in deter-
mining this sorution. Figure 6.3 shows the program resul_t
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modified to use NoR gates. This modification was done

by hand but is equivalent to altering the program to use

NOR rather than NAND gates.

The principal difference between Flurst's result and

our result is the number of gating leveIs. These values
are three and six respectively. If the techniques for
incorporating multiple-input gates described in chapter 5

are applied, the program result can be reduced to four
levels, figure 6.4. Both Hurst's result and. our resul-t
have costs of 28.

EXAMPLE 2.

The tB42r' and 'excess 3' codes, tabre 6.7, are used

to represent a decimal digit as a four-bit binary number.

Fi-gure 6.5 shows an '842r' to 'excess 3¡ converter pro-
duced by the program in 0.53 second.s. The inputs to the
circuit d,b,crd are a decimal digit in ,B42rr cod.e with
,:l +l^^ 'l ^ ^ ^r ^.;u Lrre redsE srgnifióant bit. The outputs fI ,f2 ,f3 ,f4 are
the same decimal digit in 'excess 3' code with f4 the l-east
significant bit. The circuit in figure 6.6 performs

the conversion from 'excess 3' to tB42rr. This circuit
was found in 0.64 seconds.

EXAMPLE 3.

189

Texas Instruments chip SN74B2

full adder. This chip accepts two

(u2,uI) and (lo2,bl and a carry-in
tv¡o-bit binary result (dZ,ö.1 and

| 75 I is a two-bit
two-bit binary numbers

c^. The out'out is aU*

a carry out cr. The



decimal
/trì^i+s¿YrL

TABLE 6.7

0

'l

2

=

5

6

B

9

, B42I'
code
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0000

0001

0 010

0 011

010 0

0101

0110

0111

1000

r001

t excess 3 t

code

0 011

010 0

0101

011 0

0111

1000

10 01

1010

1011

110 0
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circui-t diagram of this chip is gíven in figure 6.7 . The

circuit produced by the program is given in figure 6. B.

This circuit was determined in 1.80 second.s. The progiram

solution has five levels, one more than the Texas Tnscru-

ments chip. The program solution has a cost of 24. The

Texas Instruments chip has input cost 44.

EXAMPLE 4.

several digital devices, calculators in particular,
use seven segment lamps for displaying decimal diqits.
The decimar digit is usually stored internally in the

'B42rr code. A circuit is thus required to convert the
tB42L' code to a seven-bit code to drive the lamp. Texas

fnstruments chip sN7449 lls I performs this operation.
rt accepts a four-bit code a-rbrcrd ancL produces a seven-

bit result according to the followins fiqures:

L92

INPUT:

ÏNPUT:

Note:

n
tl

tl
I

The

!l^^LIIU

I

input is given as the decimal

four-bit '842I ' input.

'l^
!U

I
I

tltl

11

I
¡

L2

I
t
I

i_
13 L4 15

eguivalent of
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SEGMENT IDENTTFICATION :

The chip has a fifth input z which results in a blank

display when it is 0 and has no effect when it is l. The

circuit diagram of this chip is given in figure 6.9.

The circuit in figure 6.10 performs the same opera-

tion as the circuit in figure 6.9. Tt was determined by

the program in 2.55 seconds. This circuit has a cost of
63 and eight levels" The Texas Instruments chip has a

cost of 73 and three levels" rn this application the number

of levels is not very important since a display need only

change at visual and not electronic speed.

EXAMPLE 5.

4

195

Figures 6.11 and 6 "L2 il_lustrate a bi-nary coded

decimal single digit. full adder. This circuit accepts

two four-bit numbers d,b,crd and wtxty,z which are decimal

digits in '842L' code and a carry-in cO. The output is
a do.imal r1 iaì+ +4 f3 +2 ç1s-y-LL r ,L ,L ,L in 'B42It code and a carry-

,21123-4out c-. c-,g-,9- ,g- and g' are intermediate results. The

circuit was developed in two stages" The circuit in

figure 6 " 11 accepts the two decimal digits adds them pro-

ducing a decimal- digit 94,g3,g2,gI and an internal carry
't

c-" The circuit in fiqure 6"I2 accepts these intermediate
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results and the carry-in c0 and produces the final result
-4-3-2 -1 2f- rf-,f',f- and carry-out c-. The two circuits were found

i-n 17.15 and L.47 seconds respectively.

Figure 6.13 shows a binary coded decimal single digit

full, adder t 84 I of the type used in calculators. This

circuit operates in two stages. First, the two digits

are added using a serial binary adder. If the sum is less

than 10, the ans\.,üer is correct. Sums of 10 through 19

must be corrected by adding 6. This is done in the seconc1

stage. Note that for suns of 10 through 15, ti:e carry-out

must also be corrected.

The circuj-t produced by the program has a cost of

126 and L6 levels. The calculator circuit has a cost of

69 and 2L levels. The program solution is more costly

but will- operate significantly faster. This speed is

gained since the program treats the problem of addition

as a single combinational operation rather than as a series

of operations. 1\ binary coded decimal single digit full

adder is an excellent candidate for realization as a

single integrated cj-rcuit chip. In this case, the ad.di-

tional hardware used in the program solution is insignif-

icant while the increased speed is of great benefit" In

addition the gating level could be even further recluced

by introducing multiple-input gates.
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EXAMPLE 6.

The final example is due

given by the following table:

0
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0

0

x

I
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l
I

a

0

0

2(

0

1

I

t
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U

1

to SU and Nam llll

U

X

1

1
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0
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0
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'l
I

I
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0

1

't

I
1

0

0

Note: A dash (-) indicates a 'don't-care' condition.

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

The prograrn result j-s shown in f igure 6.14. This

circuit was found in 0.91 seconcls. The circuit given by

Su and Nam is given in figure 6.15. This result was

found by applying factoring techniques. The program
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FIGURE 6.I4

F]GURE 6.15



result has a cost of 27 and five levels. su and Nam's

result has a cost of 40 and. six leveIs. rn counting the
number of connections for su and Nam's result, the gates
label-ed a and ß were ignored since these solve a fan_out
problem which our algorithm does not consider. rncludinq
these gates would be an unfair comparison.

7.

The above examples demonstrate that two-place decomp-

osition is a good approach to the synthesis of two-var_ued

multiple-output switching circuits. rn particular, they
show that reasonable circuits can be found by an algorithm
which constructs a single sequence of decompositions with
no 'back-tracking' or 'look-ahead'. They also verify
that the particular heuristic criteria implemented in the
program were well chosen. The simplicity of this approach
results in the circuits being determined very efficientfy.

The Texas fnstuments '842r' to seven segment d.ecod.er,

figure 6.9, is a two-lever realization with certain addi-
tional initial gates to incorporate the blanking input z.
The program result uses 10 fewer internal connections,
a saving of 13-72. ft however uses eight levels of gating.
This could be reduced using the techniques of chapter 5

but for this application is not worthwhile since the cir-
cuit is to drive a visual display.

The Texas fnstruments two-bit full adder, figure 6.7,
has four levels but is in fact two two-level circuits

REMARKS
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joíned together" The program result is considerably simpler.
A major factor in this simplicity is that the decomposition

algorithm makes effective use of EXOR gates. These are not
allowed in two-level minimization techniques.

The binary coded decimal single digit furl ad.der,

figures 6 " 11 and 6.L2, is the largest problem the program

has been given. The specification for the first section,
figure 6.11, was generated on the computer and. consisted
of five truth tables each with 100 ro\^is. This accounts

for the relativery long execution time of 17.r5 seconds.

This section has twelve levels. once again this figure
could be significantly reduced- using the techniques of
chapter 5. This example illustrates the very useful tech-
nique of solving a large prob-lem by solving some numloer

of smaller problems" rn the next chapter, this technique
is further illustrated by solving a complex problem by

breaking it into several problems some of which are solved

easily using the decomposition algorithm..

Figures 6.L4 and 6.15 compare the decom.position

program to the factoring algorithm due to su and Nam | 73 l

on an example presented by the latter authors. The decomp-

osition result uses 32.5? fewer internal connections and

one less level. rn addition, the decomposition result
has the advantage that it can accept the problem in any

degree of complexity. The factoring algorithm requires the
function be in minimal or nearly minimal form. This of
course represents a marked difference in the required cofriþ-
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utation- unfortunatellzr no exact compari-son can be made

since su and Nam did not give a complete timing but onry
quote the time for factoring once the functions are in
minimal form.

As in the single-output case, the major drawback
to the ci-rcuits produced by the decompositi-on algorithm
is the number of gating levels. Thi.rs problem can usually
be solved using the techniques described in chapter 5.
This supports the earlier súggestion that formalizing
these techniques into a computer-oriented argorithm would
be a useful topic for future research.

Another interesting area for future work is the
extension of the multiple-output algorithm to include
many-valued functions. The identification of mutually
assignable sets of two-place decompositions of many-varued
functions lras discussed in section 4. The techniques pre-
sented are the most obvious approach to identifying
these sets. They are straightforward and would be easy
to implement- unfortunately, this approach would be ex-
tremely time-consuming. This problem shourd be more

thoroughly investigated before an algorithm is imple-
mented. rn the single-output case, the same selection
criteria were very effective for both two-var-ued and

many-valued functions. This should also be true for the
multiple-output case, since the selection criteria cor]--

sider the number of true two-p1ace functions, the number

¿u6



of arguments to

number of levels
on the number of

the image of each decomposition

in the circuit. None of these

values assumed by the function"

¿ut

and the

depend



The results of this thesis are the techniques for the

id.entification of two-place decompositions and the algo-

rithms which employ these techniques in the synthesis of

switchíng circuits. Tn this chapter we shall review these

results with particular emphasis on those points which

would benefit most from future research.

The design of switching circuits is a complex problem.

It is unlikely a single technique will be universally
applicable to all synthesis problems. A more reasonable

approach is to develop a number of efficient special pur-

pose tools which the designer can apply as each problem

dictates. Two-place decomposition is one such tool. As

a preliminary example of this approa-ch, a complex design

problem will be solved by manually dividing it into a

number of smaller problems some of which are solved usinqi

our decomposition algorithm.

Discussion and Conclusion

CHAPTER 7
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The approaches to the identification of decompositions

which have appeared in the literature were examined in

chapters 2 and 3 " A number of computational problems were

identified" This led to the consideration of two-place

decomposition. The objective was to develop techniques

IDENTTFÏCATÏON OF TVüO-PLACE DECOMPOSITIONS



which were both computationally efficient and useful in the

practical design problem" It was found to be advantageous

to consid.er two-valued and many-valued functions separately"

Tn the two-valued case a particularly efficient tech-

nique was developed. The major part of the required com-

putation is performed in paralIel. Each pair of cubes in
the definition of the function is examined once" This is
a great improvement over Roth and Karp's t59 I method and

a previous technique described- by the author t 36 I where

each pair of cubes must be examined for each pair of argu-

ments. The operations required in comparing cubes are

simple to implement on a computer and are very efficient"
The computation which must be performed separately for
each pair of variables involves the application of a num-

ber of d.ecomposition tests each of which examines at most

two cubes" The method handles partial functions with no

additional effort. Except perhaps for implementation de-

tails, this method is as efficient as possible. Unfortu-

nately, there is no generalization to two-place many-valued

decompositions.

The technique for identifying two-place many-valued.

decompositions developed in chapter 3 requires more com-

putation than our two-valued method. Each pair of rows

in the matrix defining a function must be examined- for
each pair of variables" The operations involved in com-

paring a pair of rows are easily implemented on the compute::

209
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but are more complex than the operations used to compare
two cubes in the two-valued. case. They must ar_so be per-
formed many more times for each function considered. rn
describing the technique, it was suggested that the incom_
¡tatible pairs of X are found and then the compatibirity
graph is constructed- frr actuar- fact, these operati-ons
are combined-

The major problem in the many-varued case and certainly
the one most requiring further study is the assignment of
the oi' conditions on the number of arguments to the *i
were estabrished i-n chapter 3- The problem of explicitly
defíning the c,.. u/as onry solved for the case where the
functions are to be realized using universal decision er_e-
ments - This is the sì-mplest possible case since one-prace
functions need not be considered, and ar-r two-prace func-
tions have the same hardware cost. The assignment probrem
was thus reduced to identifying one possible assignment
and did not requi-re examini-ng the possible alternatives
for a more desirable choice.

rf the more tradi-tional approach of reali zíng functions
as compositions of primitive switchinq elements is to be
used, a more complex assi-g:nment process wou]d be required
since all assignments no longer have the same hardware
cost' Effective synthesis techniques are a major faccor
i-n determining the practicality of a set of primitive
elements " Devel0ping alternative assignment techniques
is thus an important area for future research and may aid



in the development of practical many-valued hardvÍare.
The many-varued decomposition techniques require the

minimal colouring of certain graphs. A large number of
colourings must be determined during the synthesis of a

ci-rcuit and the efficiency of the graph colouring algo-
rithm is critícal. The algorithm presented has been found
to be more efficient than previous algorithms which have

appeared in the literature. rt is beyond the scope of this
discussion to give the particulars of these compari_sons.

A detailed analysis can be found in I 37 l.

)

The synthesis algorithms presented in chapters 5 and 6

are efficient and produce circuits which compare favour-
ably to circuits produced bv previous techniques. The

principal result is the demonstration that good ci_rcuits
can be produced by the generation of a single sequence of
decompositions.

There are a number of interesti-ng research topics
concerning the synthesis algorithms. rn chapter 5 and 6

lre found using multiple-input gates to be an effective way

to red-uce the number of gates r the Eating levels, and the
number of connections in the ci_rcuits produced by our two-
valued decomposition algorithm. The technique that was

used introd.uced multiple-input gates into the completed
decomposition result by replacing structures of the forrn
shown below

THE SYNTHESIS ALGORTTHMS

2TL



by a single gate.

B

To date, this process has only been

A computer algorithm combj_ning this
operations would he a useful design

currentl-12 under consideration.

2r2

FIGURE 7.L

rn the many-valued case, the extension of the algo-
rithm to hardware schemes other than universal- decision
elements and the consideration of multiple-output prob-
lems are the areas of most interest. Both these problems

centre on the assignment of decompositions. The graph

colouring approach presented in chapter 3 is effective for
universal decision elements since any minimal colouring
of the graph being considered is acceptible. other hard-
ware schemes may reguire the id.entification of colourings
corresponding to low cost realizations in the hardware of

FÏGURE 7.2

carried out manually"

with si-milar reduction

tool" This topic is



ínterest" The drawback in the multiple-output case is the

amount of computation. Future research and practical
experience with dèsign problems may indicate how this can

be reduced"

Sequential circuits are thôse whose outputs depend

both on the current values of the inputs and the previous

values of the outputs. They thus contain feedback loops.

State table techniques for reducing a sequential design

problem to a combinational problem are well known and can

be found in any standard switching theory textbook. The

resulLing cornbinational problem usually involves a number

of outputs. The multiple-output decomposition algorithm
of chapter 6 could thus be combined with the state table
techniques to form a synthesis algorithm for sequential

circuits.

Although the tests performed to date ind.icate the

selection criteria we have chosen are very effective, there

is no basis for claiming they are the best possible choice.

Further experiments with alternative criteria would be in
order. The ideal situation would be to compare the results
of applying various criteria to problems arising in a

practical design environment. A theoretical characteri-
zation of the behaviour of the selection criteria would

be useful and is currently under consideration.

In some cases produci_ng a minimal result may be de-

sirable" This will be the case when a circuit beinq de.i
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signed is to be used in a mass-produced hardware unit,
The increased cost of finding a minimal resurt would be

compensated for by the saving of hardware in each circuit
produced" For such problems our heuristic selection
críteria could be used to find a good initial circuit with
which to begin a search similar to Roth and Karp's method

I 59 l - our techniques for identífying decomposítions are
much more effici-ent Lhan Roth and Karp's techniques and

would greatly reduce the cost of a complete search for a

minimal solution.

3.

Tn developing the synthesis argorithms, the possi-
bility a function may not exhibit a nontrivial two-place
decomposition was ignored. consider the function siven
by the tables:

THE EXISTENCE OF TWO-PLACE DECOMPOSTTTONS
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Applying the two-valued tests for each pair of varables
we find there are no nontrivial two-place decompositíons
of f. our synthesis algorithm wour-d thus produce no cir-
cuit for this problem. Two questions arise. How often
wil-l this situation occur, and what procedure should be

adopted in these cases?

shannon t 65 I has shown the fraction of two-valued
n-place functions with a simple disjunctive decomposition
of the form

f (A) = g(cr(Al),Ar)

goes rapidly to zero as n increases. preliminary anal-
ysis shows the sarne result for the fraction o:_- r-valued
functi-ons with nontrivial two-place decompositions. This
analysis has not been pursued since it is based on the
assumption the functions encountered i_n practice will be

a random selection. This is not true. The functions
encountered in a practical design environment are simpler
than the general run of functions for two major reasons:

i) A circuit designer has considerabre freedom

in the choice of functions to be rearized in
a given design problem, and can often choose

fairly simple ones.

ii) Most operations required by digital systems

are of a 1ogically simple nature. The most

important aspect of this simplicity is trrat a

system can often be broken into a number of

2I5



smal1 circuits. Tn place of a function of
a large number of variables we realize many

functions each of a small number of variables
and then perhaps some function of these func-
tions.

A theoretical analysis of the probability the algo-
rithm will work is of little interest if we assume a random

selection. Determining a probability the algorithm will
work in a practical situation is impossible since there
is no characterization of the functions that will be en-
countered.

An exhaustive search has established that our algo-
rithm works for all two-val-ued three-place functions.
There are too many two-valued four-place functions to
perform an exhaustive search" rt is, however, sufficient
to test one function from each of the 222 eguivalence
classes presented by Harrison | 2L l. Functions in each

class are equivalent up to rotation of the inputs, inversion
of the inputs or inversion of the output. None of these
affect the existance of a two-place decomposition. of
the 222 functions tested, nineteen exhibited no d.ecompo-

sitions.

The failing functions are 1isted in table 7.1.
several attempts have been made to identify any common

properties between these functions. They have been drawn

in Karnaugh map form | 2e 1 r âs well as in the spectral

2I6



vtxz+wy¿ +Çxfã +ãxyz

\dxy+\¡IYz+xyz+utxyz

TABLE 7.1

\¡.rxz + wyz + vtxyz * wxyz

wxy+wyz+xyz*xyz

wxy+ñxi+wxZ*xyz
wx+wfz +xy-z+wxyz

wx+'vryz+xyz
\ñxz +wxã +vryz

',vItrwz+xyÇ,

217

wxy + uryz

\^I:xZ + WX;

wx + iliy
wx + iliy
wxy + wxy

+ v¡xyz

+ xyz + lrxyà

+ wxyz

+ xyz + vtxyz + vtxyz

+ wy-z + ãyz

+ wjz + ãyz

+ wjã + ãyz

+ wxã + wyZ + wjz
'W:{z * Wxz

wxy + wxy

wx! + ilxy

wxy + ilx!

+ vtyz

+ vtyz

+ wiz

+ wyz + wxyz

+ i<yà

+ xyZ + wiy7

+ \ñxz + Wz + wxyz + vtxyz



coefficient representation generated by a Rademacher /
I{alsh transform t 14 I . The failing cases \,vere compared

at length to cases for which the algorithm works. No

insights have been gained. It j-s the authorrs oppinion

that some commonality must exist. Research in ttris area

should be pursued both to improve our d.ecomposition algo-
rithm and to promote a deeper und-erstanding of the syn-

thesis problem in general.

4. A DESTGN PROBLEM

The principal role of our decomposition algorithms

will not be as self-contained design methods, but as

design tools to be used by a logic designer as an aid to

solving a problem. To illustrate this point we consider

a complex problem which we solve by breaking it into a

number of smaller problems some of which are solved using

decomposition.

The problem considered is derived from the Canadian

Postal Code. This code has six characters .1r1r2r2r313

where âr r a, and a, are letters taken from {ArB,C,E,G,H,I¿5

J,RrLrMrNrPrRrSrTrVrWrXrYrzj and nr, n, and n, are decimal

digits. To allow this code to be read by an optical scan-

ner connected to the computer controlling the automatic

letter sorting equipment, it. is manually translated at a

coding desk into a 27-biL code" This code i_s applied to
the right-hand bottom corner of the envelope using bars

of yellow phosphorescent ink to denote the positions of

/tá



the ones in the code.

code has the following

bits
0 - odd parity check bit;

1-B r1r1 coded as described below;

9-L3 ^2 coded as in table 7.2¡

L4-L7 - n2 coded as in table 7.2¡

IB-25 r3^3 coded as descríbed below;

26 start bit which is always one and

to align the optical scanner.

The "1.1 and arn, fields are coded in the

If the letter is LrKrMrR, J,A,H,G,SrCrBrE,y or V

bits are as follows:

Numbering from left to right this
format:

2l-9

L 0010****

K 0011**?k *

M - 0100?k***

R _ 010f****

J 0110tç*tr*

A - 0111*?k**

H 1000****

where **** denotes the four bit representation of the

digit as given in table 7.2. For example, L2 is coded

as 00101001.

G _ 1001rr***

s 1010****

C 1011**?k*

B 1100t(***

E 1f01**?k*

Y _ 1110****

v _ 0001****

is used

same format.
.|-l.ra ai ah+erY¡¡ u

ff the letter is T,P,W,N or Z L]ne scheme is reversed:



L 00010

K 00011

M 00100

R 00101

J 00110

A 00111

H 01000

c 010 01

s 01010

c 01011

B 01100

E 01101

Y 01110

v 10001

T 10100

P 11100

w 11000

x 10011

N 10110

z 11010

TABLE 7 "2

¿¿u

0 1010

1 0010

2 1001

3 0011

4 1011

5 0101

6 0110

7 0111

B 1101

9 1110



T ****0100

P ****1100

w _ ****1000

For example, T9 is coded as 11100100"

If the letter is X the code is taken from the fol-
lowing list:

x0 00010001

xl 00010100

x2 00011100

x3 01000001

x4 010 0 010 0

Some examples

N - ***rç0001

z _ ****0000

22I

X5

X6

x7

XB

X9

R3N ONB

E3B 5A3

s4T 7X6

01001100

11000001

110 0 010 0

110 01100

10000100

should clarify the code.

The reason for this rather awkward coding scheme is
not known. rt does however present an interesting design

problem. we shall design a circuit which given an eight-
bit code, determines if it is a valid.rrr (or arnr) fierd
and, if it is, determines the corresponding five-bit letter
code and. four-bit digit code as given i-n table 7.2. This

circuit would be useful as an interface between the opti-
cal Scanner and the cOntrol r:omnrrtor nhe translation

t1t1

1 01010011

0 11010011

1 10101011

u2 n2

10110 1010

01100 0101

10100 0111

a-n^
J5

11010001 I
011100r1 1

11000001 I



is currently done by the software on the control computer.

Initially, we constructed an eight-argument function

which ís one when its arguments represent a valid code, and

zero otherwise" This function has no nontrivial two-place

decompositions. We next examined the structure of the code

in depth.

Let bI,bZ,....,bB be the bits representing the .ltl

field.. bt,b2,b3,b4 can represent a letter, a digit or

the beginning of an X code. Consider fI , f.2 and f3 given

bv

bt bz b¡ ba

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
010r
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

222

1t?ïrr

000
101
110
110
101
110
110
110
101
110
110
110
101
110
110
000



't

f- i-s one for the assiginments to br rb2,b3,b4 used as letter
codes . f2 is one for the assignments to b, ,b2,b3,b4 used
as digit codes. f3 is one for the assignments to bu,br,
b3,b4 which appear in X codes.

Consi-der f4 and f5 given by

bs bo bt bs

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1l_01
1110
1111

14 f5

01
01
10
10
01
10
10
1n
01
10
10
10
01
t_0
10
00

223

4f - is one for the assignments to b, ,b6,b7,b, used as numeric
codes. f5 is one for the assignments to bU ,b6,b7,b, used
as letter codes. The assignments to b, ,b6,b7,b, used as
X codes present a problem since they are also used as letter
codes" This problem will be solved by the code translation
functions described below.



ïf fl and f4 are one, the code ris valid.
represent the correct digit code. bl ,b2,b3,b4
translated to the corresponding five-bit letter
code is ¡6,bL,b2,b3,bn where f6 is given by

bt bz b¡ bn

0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
101_0
1011
1100
1101
l11n
0001

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

z¿¿l

b5, b6 ,b7,bB

must be

code " This

ïf f2 and f5 are one, the code is valid. bI ,b2,b3,b4
represent the correct digit code. b5 ,b6,b7,b, must be

translated to the corresponding five-bit letter code. This
code is LrfT ,f8,f9,0 where f7 ,f8 and f9 are given by

bs bø bt bg

0100
1100
1000
0001
0000

fTfBfg

010
110
100
011
101



¿¿3

rf the arguments are a valid X code , f3 and f5 are one
but the converse does not hold. For example, 10000001 is
not a valid X code. There are 20 assignments to b, ,b2'.
. - rb8 for which f3 and f5 are both one. Ten are valid X

codes. we define the functions which determine the digit
for an x code for all zo assignments. ïnvalid x codes will
resul-t in a digit. code of 0000 which is invalid. For an

X code the digit code is f10,¡11 ,f72,fr3 defined as for-lows

f10 fll fI2 f13

1010
0010
1001
0000
0000
0011
10t_1
0101
0000
0000
0110
0111
1101
0000
0000
0000
1110
0000
0000
0000

bt bz bg b¿ bs bo bl be

00010001
00010100
00011100
00011000
00010000
01000001
01000100
01001100
01001000
01000000
11000001_
11000100
11001100
11001000
11000000
10000001
10000100
10001100
10001000
10000000



b._,b2,....,b8 represent a valid x code if f3. f5. (t10 +

fll + fr2 + r13) = 1. The functions fl through f13 w"r"
given to our multiple-output program as a single problem.
The resulting circuit is given in figure 7.3. This circuit
\,lias found in 5.81 second.s.

To complete the problem a network is required which
employs fI through f13 to determine if b1 ,b2,.... rb8 repre-
sent a valid code and to choose the correct five-bit letter
code and four-bit digit. code. The network given in figure
7 - 4 was easily constructed by hand. The inverters on the
1A"trg- ¡ g' and g" lines generate the letter code for an X code.

This example illustrates how the decomposition algo-
rithms can be employed in a complex problem. An excerent
area for future work would be to integrate our decomposition
algorithm and other useful techniques into an interactive
circuit desùgn system. such a system would make efficient
use of the computer r s speed and accuracy as well as the
designer's experience and intelligent analysis of the
problem.

226

we have shown two-place decomposition is a reasonabre
approach to the synthesis of combinational switching cir-
cuits. rn the two-valued case, algorithms were presented
for both the single and multiple-output probrems. No pre-
vious multiple-output algorithm employing decomposition

CONCLUSION
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techniques has appeared. These argorithms produce circuíts
which compare quite well to circuits found by alternative
technj-ques 

"

rn the many-valued caser ân algorithm for the synthesis
of single-output circuits composed of universar decision
elements has been presented. The importance of this algo-
rj-Lhm is that it demonstrates two-place decomposition is
a viable approach to the synthesis of many-valued combi-

national switching circuits. rt forms a basis for future
research into this problem. Extensions to other hardware

schemes are currently of most interest to the author.
Thís work has shown there is merit in a unified. approach

to two-valued and many-valued logic design problems.

Traditionally, these have been treated as distinct research
areas. while certain implementation details will no doubt
differ in Lhe solutions to two-valued and many-valued prob-
lems, the underlying structure will often be the same.

This was the case for the algorithms presented in this
thesis. we found that a unified approach resulted in a

better understanding of the synthesis problem, and greatly
aided in developing a solutíon.
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